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Abstract

Many functional programming languages rely on the elimination of ‘impure’ features:
assignment to variables, exceptions and even input/output. But some of these are genuinely
useful, and it is of real interest to establish how they can be reintroducted in a controlled
way. This dissertation looks in detail at one example of this: the addition to a functional
language of dynamically generatednames. Names are created fresh, they can be compared
with each other and passed around, but that is all. As a very basic example ofstate, they
capture the graduation between private and public, local and global, by their interaction
with higher-order functions.

The vehicle for this study is thenu-calculus, an extension of the simply-typed lambda-
calculus. The nu-calculus is equivalent to a certain fragment of Standard ML, omitting
side-effects, exceptions, datatypes and recursion. Even without all these features, the
interaction of name creation with higher-order functions can be complex and subtle.

Various operational and denotational methods for reasoning about the nu-calculus are
developed. These include a computational metalanguage in the style of Moggi, which
distinguishes in the type system between values and computations. This leads to categorical
models that use a strong monad, and examples are devised based on functor categories.

The idea oflogical relationsis used to derive powerful reasoning methods that capture
some of the distinction between private and public names. These techniques are shown to
be complete for establishing contextual equivalence between first-order expressions; they
are also used to construct a correspondingly abstract categorical model.

All the work with the nu-calculus extends cleanly toReduced ML, a larger language
that introduces integerreferences: mutable storage cells that are dynamically allocated. It
turns out that the step up is quite simple, and both the computational metalanguage and
the sample categorical models can be reused.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Functional languages are good for writing programs that work. Clear and well-defined
semantics mean that there is agreement between a programmer’s expectation and what
actually happens, while simplicity in design allows practical methods for reasoning and
program verification. What you intend to write is what I read and what the computer
executes.

The route to achieving this often includes the elimination of language features judged
to be ‘impure’: direct access to memory and other physical devices, expressions with
concealed side-effects, or unstructured control methods (don’t even think ofgoto).∗ Out
with these go assignment to variables or arrays, exceptions, and even input/output. By
way of compensation, functional languages provide a high level of abstraction and the
powerful techniques of recursion and higher-order functions.

But many of these ‘impure’ features are genuinely useful, and their absence is given
by some as a reason to avoid functional programming. So it is of real interest to establish
how they can be reintroduced in a controlled way, without losing the advantages of a
purely functional language. A. Gordon, for example, has addressed this problem for
input/output [25]. For each other language feature, we can ask: why not give it another
chance?

This dissertation looks in detail at one particular example: the addition of state to a
functional programming language, in the form of dynamically generatednames. Names
are created fresh, they can be compared with each other and passed around, but that is
all. As a very basic example of state, they capture the graduation between private and
public, local and global, by their interaction with higher-order functions. We examine
their behaviour, develop methods for reasoning about it, and construct categorical models
to capture the meaning of names. As a more substantial example of state, we then extend
all this to a functional language with integerreferences: mutable storage cells that are
dynamically allocated. It turns out that the step up is quite simple and much of the work
on names can be reused.

While the theory of state in functional languages is far from complete, this work shows
that the apparently ‘impure’ feature of dynamically generated names can be introduced in
a safe and well-behaved way. In particular there are good, strong reasoning methods that

∗“The purpose of Newspeak was not only to provide a medium of expression for the world-view and
mental habits proper to the devotees of Ingsoc, but to make all other modes of thought impossible”. George
Orwell, 1984
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2 CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

can handle names without removing their usefulness.

1 Background

Purely functional languages are based on Church’s lambda-calculus [10], where everything
is a function, and the only operation is application of a function to an argument. In
principle, a program is executed by rewriting the corresponding lambda-calculus expression
according to certain rules: this is calledreduction. There are two natural strategies for
reduction, which give rise to two families of functional languages:

• In a strict functional language, the arguments to a function are evaluated before
they are passed to the function body. This iscall-by-valueparameter passing; it is
efficient and easy to compile. Strict languages include LISP and Standard ML.

• In a lazyfunctional language, arguments are given to a function unevaluated, and are
only examined when their value is required. This iscall-by-nameparameter passing,
generally implemented ascall-by-need, where an argument is evaluated when first
used and the value saved to avoid recomputation. Lazy languages are tricky to
compile well on standard machine architectures, but they do introduce some novel
programming techniques, most notably infinite data structures. Ponder, Miranda,
Haskell and Gofer are all lazy languages [128, 130, 33, 35].

In practice the division is not always quite so clear, with certain disputes about the exact
requirements for laziness; see Riecke [112] or Abramsky [4] for a discussion of this.

These languages remain close to their mathematical roots, and compilers often base
optimizations on the behaviour of programs as mathematical objects. For example, this
may allow repeated large-scale code transformations, leading to efficient implementation.
All this eschews many of the features developed for conventional imperative languages;
stepping outside the mathematical purity of the lambda-calculus is carefully avoided. But
there are several practical reasons why such ‘impure’ features are important:

• The real world. Most programs have to interact with the external world, yet the
original lambda-calculus quite reasonably made no provision for input/output.

• They might be simply a good idea. The raising and handling of exceptions is a
prime example of a sensible and powerful control mechanism that lies outside the
purely functional.

• Algorithms require them. Some algorithms rely on particular structures, such as
an array that can be updated in place, to execute efficiently [98]. Often there
are alternative algorithms, perhaps less well known, that use the data structures
of functional languages; queues are a good example of this [86]. But sometimes
no such method is known, as is presently the case with various graph traversal
algorithms [38].

• They match the machine. Many traditional language features exist because they
accurately represent some aspect of computer hardware; by ignoring this, functional
languages are inevitably inefficient. Today this argument has lost much of its force,
as programs in any high-level language are often drastically transformed under
compilation for modern architectures and operating systems.
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References in Standard ML are a good example of this. Mutable storage cells
would seem to map well onto real memory; but they cause surprising difficulties
for generational garbage collection, as they break the rule that all pointers should
be directed at objects older than themselves.

For various reasons then, real functional languages usually incorporate some ‘impure’
features: for example, LISP has the destructiverplca and rplcd , while Haskell has I/O
primitives. Sometimes these features are not added to the language itself, but effected by
writing programs in a standard way. This preserves the purity of the language, though it
may distort programming style; monads and their associated ‘plumbing’ are a well-known
example [133, 134].

The language most relevant to this dissertation is Standard ML. This is a language
with a formal definition [62] and a number of implementations. It is strongly typed,
with polymorphic types and a sophisticated module system of ‘structures’ and ‘functors’.
Evaluation is strict, though there is a variant ‘Lazy ML’ [8]. Standard ML provides
exceptions, references and I/O primitives. Of all these we shall look only at references:
these are mutable storage cells, dynamically allocated on a heap and cleared away by a
garbage collector.

No-one could reasonably describe ML as a purely functional language. But much
of it is functional in style and spirit, and the work presented here is evidence that such a
language can still provide the benefits of functional programming, including a well-defined
denotational semantics and powerful reasoning methods.

2 Basic Concepts

This dissertation looks at a single ‘impure’ addition to a functional language: dynamically
generated names. These are brought together with higher-order functions in the nu-
calculus, a small experimental language. In this section we introduce each of these
concepts in turn; the next section describes methods for studying them.

2.1 Names

The idea of a name is one of the most widely used abstractions in programming languages,
from the specification of surface syntax, through the formal meaning of programs, to the
details of implementation. An alphanumeric identifier in C may name a variable, a value
of reference type in ML names a storage cell, and a machine address names a memory
location. The basic, and rather simple, property required of a name is that it should be
distinct from all others. It is usual to assume also that names are drawn from some infinite
supply, so that a fresh one can always be obtained; thus names lie behind manygenerative
programming constructions.

Although the abstract concept of ‘name’ is relevant to many aspects of programming,
its presence is not always obvious. Here are a few examples:

• Clearest is the inclusion of names within a language itself: thegensym operation
of LISP produces a new symbol every time it is called.

• Some notion of name may be needed in a formal description: in the definition of
Standard ML, every structure created is tagged with a distinct name [62, rule 53].
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• The implementation of a language may have generative features: a local variable in
a procedural language is one created distinct from all others, usually allocated on a
stack or heap.

• Weakest of all, a user may simply be expected to manage something as if it were
a name: for example, in an exhortation that global identifiers should be chosen
distinct.

A more subtle aspect of naming is its connection with privacy. A name cannot be guessed,
or adjusted, or manipulated, except to pass it on: names are a first example of anabstract
type. Though any actual representation of names must have some internal structure,
this should be invisible. The most striking example of this in practice is the use of
‘capabilities’ in the Cambridge CAP computer [138], where such restrictions are enforced
by the processor instruction set; more recent memory protection schemes use similar ideas.

Failure to suitably conceal the implementation details of names can cause problems.
For example in C the unrestricted use of pointer arithmetic means that privacy is not
respected, and it is quite possible to write to memory locations at random; though this is
generally considered poor programming practice.

But privacy is not always so clear-cut: a module may export the names of some
of its components but not others; one pointer may lead to another in a linked list; a
file may be referred to by two different handles, one for reading and one for writing.
Names can be used to capture all these different degrees of access and shades of visibility.
Names also lie behind ‘object identity’, an important concept in the design of object-
oriented databases [85]. They are well known to be of significance in distributed and
other concurrent systems: they are a key idea in Milner’s pi-calculus [60, 61], and
receive attention in the specification of real distributed systems [131]. This field highlights
some of the more complex aspects of privacy, and leads to the area of security, secure
communication, authentication and so forth.

In summary then, the idea of a name is a simple one, relevant to a wide variety of
concepts used in the design, implementation and use of programming languages. This
flexibility has a price: the exact properties of names, and how they are used, can be subtle
and difficult to pin down.

2.2 Higher-Order Functions

In a typed programming language, a function maps values of one type to values of another
type. It is higher-order if either the argument or result is also a function. For example
most functional languages provide amap function that takes a functionf and a listl
as arguments and appliesf to every element ofl, returning a listl′ as result. Higher-
order functions implement the idea that functions should be ‘first-class citizens’ in a
programming language: all that can be done with values of ground type (integers, booleans
etc.) should also be possible with functions.

Higher-order functions are not restricted to functional languages. Reynolds’ ‘Idealized
Algol’ [107] and the original Algol 60 [71] are imperative languages in which functions
and procedures can be passed as arguments or returned as results. However the treatment
of functions as first-class citizens does require the manipulation ofclosures: a function
paired with an environment giving values for its free variables. This can cause difficulties
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for stack-based languages, so for example C, Modula 3 [72] and Algol 68 [48, 132] cannot
make full use of higher-order functions.

Operations likemap increase generality, but the direct manipulation of functions can
also be used to build procedures ‘on the fly’ and then execute them. A simple example
is a function that takes two functionsf, g and returns their composition(f ◦ g). Much
more sophisticated are the combinators to construct parsers described by Hutton [34], or
the use of continuations to manage the flow of control during execution [7].

This facility is like the LISPeval operator, but more closely integrated into the
language: instead of manipulating list representations of procedures and then evaluating
them, we work with the procedures themselves. In a sense, higher-order functions provide
the versatility of run-time code generation without the danger. There remains the issue of
how efficiently any particular compiler manages this technique; even so it seems likely
that its full power has yet to be exploited.

The treatment of functions on a level with other values is also good for the abstraction
of data handling away from the details of representation. For example, a ‘dictionary’
datatype is best seen as a function from keys to value, even though it may be implemented
by a binary tree, hash table or whatever. If treated purely as a function, any particular
dictionary can choose whichever representation is most efficient without affecting the code
that uses it. As another example, Matthews’ language Poly represents assignable variables
as a pair of procedures, one that extracts the current value and one that changes it [56].
The same is possible in Reynolds’ Gedanken, and is also seen in his semantics for Algol,
where a variable is an acceptor paired with an expression [103, 107]. Again, this leaves
the way open for whatever implementation is most appropriate.

An extreme example of the power of higher-order functions is that they can be used to
encode all the other usual datatypes: products, sums, integers, lists and so forth. This
can be done immediately in the untyped lambda-calculus; in a typed setting we need
the second-order lambda-calculus of Girard’s System F [23], discovered independently by
Reynolds [104]. The technique is presented by Girard in [24, Chapter 11] and extended by
Wraith in [139], while Abadi and Plotkin’s paper [97] gives methods for reasoning about
such constructions. Ingenious though it is, the use of higher-order functions to encode
other datatypes usually attracts only theoretical interest; though Fairbairn does argue for
it as a practical implementation method in the design of the language Ponder [17, 18].

2.3 The Nu-Calculus

The nu-calculus is a simple language providing higher-order functions and the dynamic
creation of names. It was identified by Pitts as a sensible subset of ML, and is close to
Stoughton’s ‘identity calculus’. In all respects the nu-calculus is chosen to be as simple
as possible: the only ground types are booleans and names, there is no recursion, and
all evaluation is deterministic and terminating. Even so, one of the abiding lessons of
computer science is that small, simple systems may yet have complex and subtle behaviour,
and we shall see that the nu-calculus is no exception.

The chief use of names in the nu-calculus is to look at questions of visibility. If a certain
name is known to a function, then it can be handled specially; if the name is unknown,
then it must be treated the same as any freshly created name. Or perhaps a function may
not have access to a name itself, but only a test for it: such a function cannot generate the
name, but can recognise it as an argument. Even more complex, a function might only
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give out a private name as result if it is given some other particular name as an argument;
this is the case with the functionFp on page 25. The possibilities are endless, and all
capture some subtlety of names, privacy and scope.

The purpose of the nu-calculus then is not to provide a practical programming language,
but rather to bring out a particular aspect of larger languages, so that it can be examined for
itself. As it turns out, the interaction between dynamically generated names and higher-
order functions is worthy of the attention.

3 Methods

Given a language, the nu-calculus, that combines names with higher-order functions, we
want to study its behaviour and find methods for reasoning about it. To this end we use
contextual equivalence to describe the properties of the language, categorical models to
capture its meaning, and logical relations to refine our reasoning. This section describes
these techniques and outlines the motivation behind them.

3.1 Contextual Equivalence

The benchmark relation for describing the operational behaviour of expressions in a
functional language iscontextual equivalence, originating with Morris [70] and used by
Milner [59] and Plotkin [94, 95]. Two expressions are judged equivalent if they can be
freely exchanged in any program; there is no way in the language itself to distinguish
between them.

A simple use of contextual equivalence is to explain the properties of particular
language features: for example in ML the equivalence

let val r = ref i in !r end ≈ i i ∈ Z

illustrates the initialisation of reference cells. This approach is conveniently self-regulating
in that details which properly belong to the implementation simply cannot be expressed; in
this case for example, it does not matter what strategy the compiler uses for heap allocation.

More formally, such equivalences can be used to verify code transformations made
during compilation. This applies to small, even trivial, manipulations as much as it does
to complex and ingenious optimizations: in all cases contextual equivalence is the correct
notion to check against. At a higher level, contextual equivalence is the right way to show
that a programmer can use one algorithm instead of another.

This approach differs considerably from a traditional logic of programs such as Hoare
logic, where assertions are made about machine state before, during and after the execution
of a program [28, 15]. Nor do we have any distinct notion of a specification that some
program must meet, beyond simple type-checking. Nevertheless contextual equivalence
can serve in both these rôles. Assertions of a program logic can be replaced by tests within
the language: for example, the equivalence above captures the following proposition in
Hoare logic:

{T} val r = ref i {contents(r) = i}.
Similarly a specification can be replaced either by a test expressed in the programming
language, or a requirement that a program should be equivalent to some clear example.
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For a sorting routine these methods might give

xs : int list ` sorted(clever sort xs) ≈ true

and

xs : int list ` clever sort xs ≈ insertion sort xs

respectively. In all these cases it is a clear advantage that we work entirely within the
programming language itself; in essence, this gives assertion and specification languages
with just the right level of abstraction.

Useful though contextual equivalence is, it can be rather a difficult relation to prove in
specific instances. It is convenient therefore to identify other relations that imply contextual
equivalence but are simpler to demonstrate. For example, an equivalence relation between
expressions is acongruenceif it is preserved by all constructions of the language; and it
is usually not hard to show that any congruence which respects the operational semantics
of the language, and distinguishestrue from false, implies contextual equivalence. The
complementary relation is rather simpler: to show that two expressions are not contextually
equivalent it is enough to demonstrate some program context that distinguishes them.

3.2 Categorical Models

Methods for reasoning about programming languages can be divided broadly into the op-
erational and the denotational. Operational methods work explicitly with expressions of
the language and their reduction or evaluation to canonical form. This has an appealing
directness, and many of the relations described in this dissertation are described oper-
ationally. Denotational methods on the other hand first interpret the language in some
mathematical setting, and then work within thismodel. The intention is to abstract away
from particular details of a programming language and capture its essential ‘meaning’: for
example, a function might be translated from program text into a map between sets. Such
a translation isadequateif equality in the model implies contextual equivalence; it isfully
abstract if this can be used to prove all contextual equivalences. The method is flexible
in that different models can be developed to demonstrate particular equivalences.

Denotational semantics is not just for proving equivalences: a good model will illus-
trate how the features of a programming language fit together, and can be an aid to further
language design. Two examples of this approach applied to functional languages are Milner
on the typed lambda-calculus [59] and Plotkin on PCF [95]. A more general background
on denotational semantics for programming languages is given by Stoy in [122].

Category theory is a general theory of mathematical structures, and provides a suitable
setting for models of functional languages. Mac Lane’s book [51] is the standard introduc-
tory text on categories; Mac Lane and Moerdijk [52] on topos theory is considerably more
comprehensive. Two important examples of how categories assist with denotational se-
mantics are the interpretation of the simply-typed lambda-calculus in any cartesian closed
category [42], and the solution of recursive domain equations in O-categories [119]. The
first of these forms the basis of all the categorical models used in this dissertation. We
shall also use the fact that any category has its owninternal language: this provides a
logic to carry out equational reasoning about the structure of the category, with an excel-
lent correspondence between categorical properties and constructions in the language [52,
§VI.5].
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Moggi observed that various aspects of computation in a programming language could
be captured by the categorical concept of astrong monad; this has turned out to be
a powerful abstraction, unifying several disparate language features [66, 67, 68]. The
corresponding internal language is known as thecomputational lambda-calculusand is
notable for its type system which separates values from computations. Various rules of
the language describe how to reason correctly about computations, and these are enhanced
in Pitts’ evaluation logicby the addition of certain computation modalities [90].

These ideas lead to a particular denotational approach that falls naturally into two
stages: we first interpret the nu-calculus in a metalanguage based on the computational
lambda-calculus, and then interpret this within a category;

nu-calculus−→ computational metalanguage−→ category with strong monad.

The metalanguage can be used to reason about contextual equivalence in the nu-calculus,
and is also the internal language of the categorical model. This division into two translation
steps allows us to build more than one model on the same foundations, and this framework
is reused when we extend the nu-calculus to a language with store.

3.3 Logical Relations

While the methods described above provide a solid basis for reasoning about the behaviour
of the nu-calculus, some extra ingredient is necessary if we are to prove results about
privacy and the visibility of names; if we want to move from the merely correct to the
genuinely informative. The techniques we introduce are based onlogical relations.

The discussion of any typed language inevitably involves a number of type-indexed
collections: whether of expressions, elements in semantic domains or morphisms in a
category. A type-indexed relation between such collections is said to belogical when
elements of function type are related if and only if they take related arguments to related
results. Typically this means that a logical relation is fixed by its value at ground types,
with the remaining type hierarchy built on top. Clearly this description is rather loose,
and the idea of a logical relation can be reinterpreted in many settings.

The concept was introduced by Plotkin, at the suggestion of M. Gordon, to reason
about definable elements in models of the simply-typed lambda-calculus [96]. There
are similarities with Reynolds’ idea of relational parametricity [109, 50], and with some
constructions of Statman [121]. Its importance is that in general all expressions definable
using the original language are related to themselves; this is the ‘fundamental theorem of
logical relations’ and can usually be proved by induction on the structure of expressions.
For example, Sieber has used this to describe a notion of ‘sequentiality’ in models of the
language PCF; by factoring out non-sequential (and hence unused) elements of models,
he obtains a model that is fully abstract up to third-order types [115].

Logical relations can be of any arity: we use only unary and binary relations. Tra-
ditionally they have been defined over set-based models of languages, in a denotational
approach. However for the nu-calculus we begin by developing logical relations at the
operational level, in a manner similar to Abramsky’s applicative bisimulation [4]. We
then go on to cover the denotational side, constructing models that use categories with
relations, as introduced by O’Hearn and Tennent [82, 83].

This turns out to be a powerful reasoning method for the nu-calculus, as relations
between sets of names capture something of how different expressions use their own private
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names. Probably the strongest result of the dissertation is that logical relations, whether
operational or denotational, are complete for reasoning about contextual equivalence in
the nu-calculus up to first-order function types.

4 Outline of Dissertation

The four central chapters of this dissertation are of roughly equal size: Chapter 2 intro-
duces the nu-calculus, Chapter 3 constructs categorical models, Chapter 4 applies logical
relations, and Chapter 5 extends all this to a language with store. Chapter 6 concludes.
The descriptions below cover the contents of each chapter in more detail.

Chapter 2: The nu-calculus Here we present the nu-calculus, illustrate its behaviour and
develop a basic operational reasoning method. We begin with syntax and type structure,
and go on to give an operational semantics based on that for Standard ML. We present
this in a ‘big step’ evaluation style and also a ‘small step’ reduction style, with a proof
that the two are equivalent.

We define contextual equivalence for the nu-calculus, and give a collection of examples
that illustrate the interaction between higher-order functions and name creation. Contextual
equivalence is hard to show directly, and we give a context lemma that simplifies the
process; proof of this involves a close analysis of the behaviour of nu-calculus expressions
under reduction.

Finally, we describe applicative equivalence, a simpler relation defined by induction
over types, and show that it implies contextual equivalence. This provides an operational
method for reasoning about expressions of the nu-calculus that is straightforward but not
especially powerful.

Chapter 3: Categorical models This chapter falls into two parts: in the first half we
describe a metalanguage that captures the properties needed to model the nu-calculus, and
in the second we turn these into requirements for a category and give two specific example.

The metalanguage extends Moggi’s computational lambda-calculus by adding names
and suitable rules for reasoning about them; this allows us to interpret the nu-calculus in a
way that respects its operational semantics. We show that the metalanguage can be used to
reason about contextual equivalence, with power similar to that of applicative equivalence.

We then detail the construction of a categorical model for the nu-calculus, and explain
how this works in two particular cases. The first is a functor categorySetI , the second a
categoryBG of continuousG-sets for a certain groupG. We investigate which contextual
equivalences these models can and cannot verify: up to second-order types these are the
same as for applicative equivalence.

Chapter 4: Logical relations This chapter refines the operational methods of Chapter 2,
and the denotational methods of Chapter 3, by the introduction of logical relations that
capture how expressions use local names. We define operational logical relations first,
and show that they can be used to reason about contextual equivalence through the more
general notion of contextual relations. Most importantly, we show that this method is
complete up to types of first order; this is a significant improvement over the methods
described earlier.
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We also present a denotational analogue, using categories with relations to construct a
modelP of the nu-calculus that is fully abstract up to first-order types. Just one equivalence
from the examples of Chapter 2 remains unverified, and to prove this we develop predicated
logical relations, which provide an even finer description of how expressions use their local
names.

Chapter 5: A language with store In this chapter we show how the techniques devel-
oped for the nu-calculus can be applied to generative features within a larger programming
language. The example that we choose is integer references, and we devise a language
‘Reduced ML’ that combines these with higher-order functions. As the name suggests,
Reduced ML is a proper subset of Standard ML, and it has the same operational seman-
tics.

We recapitulate all that was done with the nu-calculus, beginning with a definition of
contextual equivalence and an assortment of examples. We look at operational reasoning
methods: applicative equivalence and various logical relations. We describe a metalang-
uage for store that is simply an extension of that for names, and set out the properties
required for a categorical model. Remarkably, all the categories built to model the nu-
calculus can also be used to interpret Reduced ML.

Although many of the details are omitted, this chapter does illustrate how a thorough
understanding of dynamically generated names can make a significant contribution to
reasoning about references in Standard ML.

Chapter 6: Conclusion We summarise the results of the dissertation, discuss its relation
to other work in this area, and suggest directions for further research.



Chapter 2

The Nu-Calculus

In this chapter we introduce thenu-calculus, a small language designed to show the
interaction between dynamically generated names and higher-order functions. We give
its syntax and describe an operational semantics based on that for Standard ML [62]. We
go on to define a notion of equivalence for expressions of the language, based on their
observable behaviour, and present some ways to prove examples of this.

The nu-calculus is a typed call-by-value lambda-calculus extended with the notion
of a name; names have their own typeν, they can be created fresh, passed around and
tested for equality. Higher-order functions and booleans are also available, but to ensure
termination functions cannot be defined recursively. New names are created in expressions
of the formνn.M , which binds a fresh name to the identifiern and then evaluatesM .
The use of a call-by-value semantics means that although only the expressionM can
refer to n explicitly, the new name itself may escape from this scope. For example,
(λx:ν.x = x)(νn.n) evaluates totrue, with x bound to a name rather than toνn.n itself.

The nu-calculus is equivalent to a fragment of Standard ML. In particular, names
correspond to values of typeunit ref, cells that can only contain the value(). The form
νn.M corresponds to

let val n = ref () inM end.

The operational semantics of the nu-calculus is based on that of ML, with call-by-value
(strict) function application and left-to-right evaluation order. In fact the evaluation order
turns out to be irrelevant for the nu-calculus, as there are no side-effects. It is still worth
taking care over this though, because the storage of values, to be considered in Chapter 5,
is sensitive to the order of evaluation.

We present the operational semantics of the nu-calculus in two forms; primarily in a
‘big step’ evaluation style, but also in a ‘small step’ reduction style. We prove that the two
forms are entirely equivalent, and that the evaluation of expressions always terminates.
This is the reason for omitting recursion from the nu-calculus: non-termination would
complicate the language without helping us to understand the behaviour of names.

Expressions of the nu-calculus are judged to be equivalent if they can be freely
exchanged in any program; we use this as the basis of a notion ofcontextual equivalence
for the language. We give a number of examples of expressions that are equivalent or
inequivalent. These demonstrate the subtle and complex behaviour that can arise from the
combination of names with higher-order functions.

Contextual equivalence is hard to prove directly, and we give acontext lemmathat

11
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simplifies the process. The proof of this result requires a close analysis of the behaviour
of nu-calculus expressions under reduction.

An alternative approach is to define other relations between expressions and show
that they entail contextual equivalence. We describeapplicative equivalenceand logical
equivalence, both defined by induction over types, and show that they have certain useful
properties. In fact they turn out to be equivalent for the nu-calculus, both implying
contextual equivalence; in general the reverse implication does not hold, so this is not
a complete proof method.

1 Syntax

The syntax of the nu-calculus is based on the simply-typed lambda-calculus. Types are
built up from ground typeso of booleansandν of namesby formation offunction types
σ → σ′. We frequently omit parentheses in types, with→ associating to the right. Each
type has anorder, given by

Order(o) = Order(ν) = 0
Order(σ → σ′) = max(Order(σ) + 1, Order(σ′)).

So for example first-order types are all of the formσ1 → σ2 → · · · → σn wheren > 1
andσi ∈ {o, ν} for i = 1, . . . , n. We shall useσ, τ and decorated variants to range over
types.

Expressions of the nu-calculus have the form:

M ::= x variable
| n name
| true | false truth values
| if M then M else M conditional
| M = M compare names
| νn.M create new name
| λx:σ.M function abstraction
| MM function application.

There are separate infinite supplies of typed variables and names. Function abstraction
λx:σ.M binds the variablex of type σ, and name creationνn.M binds the namen.
We implicitly identify expressions which only differ in their choice of bound variables
and names (α-conversion). An expression isclosedif it has no free variables; a closed
expression may still have free names.

We shall useM to represent general expressions, andB, N , F to suggest expressions
of boolean, name and function type respectively. Variables are usually taken fromx, y, z,
with n for names and variants ofs for finite sets of names. A useful abbreviation isnew
for νn.n; this is the expression that generates a new name and then immediately returns
it.

We denote byM [M ′/x] (respectivelyM [M ′/n]) the result of substituting the expres-
sion M ′ for free occurrences of the variablex (respectively, the namen) in the expres-
sionM . The substitution iscapture avoiding: the free names and variables ofM ′ should
be disjoint from the bound names and variables ofM . This can always be arranged by
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s,Γ ` x : σ
(x : σ ∈ Γ)

s,Γ ` n : ν
(n ∈ s)

s,Γ ` b : o
(b = true, false)

s,Γ ` B : o s,Γ ` M : σ s,Γ ` M ′ : σ

s,Γ ` if B then M else M ′ : σ

s,Γ ` N : ν s,Γ ` N ′ : ν

s,Γ ` (N = N ′) : o

s⊕ {n},Γ ` M : σ

s,Γ ` νn.M : σ

s,Γ⊕ {x : σ} ` M : σ′

s,Γ ` λx:σ.M : σ → σ′
s,Γ ` F : σ → σ′ s,Γ ` M : σ

s,Γ ` FM : σ′

Figure 2.1: Rules for assigning types to expressions of the nu-calculus

α-convertingM . Simultaneous substitution is also to be capture avoiding; we write this
asM [M1/x1, . . . , Mn/xn], often abbreviated toM [ ~M/~x].

Expressions are given types according to the rules in Figure 2.1. The type assertion

s,Γ ` M : σ

says that in the presence ofs and Γ the expressionM has typeσ. Heres is a finite set
of names,Γ is a finite set of typed variables, andM is an expression with free names
in s and free variables inΓ. The symbol⊕ represents disjoint union, here ins ⊕ {n}
andΓ⊕ {x : σ}. We may omitΓ when it is empty.

From now on we shall consider only well-typed expressions. The assignment of types
behaves much as we might expect:

Lemma 2.1 If s,Γ `M : σ holds then the typeσ is unique. Further, if the expressionM
has free names ins and free variables inΓ, then

s,Γ ` M : σ ⇐⇒ s⊕ s′,Γ⊕ Γ′ ` M : σ

for any s′ and Γ′.

Proof Both follow by induction on the structure ofM .

An expression is incanonical formif it is either a name, a variable, one of the boolean
constantstrue or false, or a function abstraction. These are to be thevaluesof the nu-
calculus, and correspond to weak head normal form in the lambda-calculus. We define
the sets

Expσ(s,Γ) = {M | s,Γ ` M : σ }
Canσ(s,Γ) = {C | C ∈ Expσ(s,Γ), C canonical}

Expσ(s) = Expσ(s, ∅)
Canσ(s) = Canσ(s, ∅)

of expressions and canonical expressions at any typeσ and for any finite setss,Γ of names
and typed variables.
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2 Evaluation Semantics

The operational semantics of the nu-calculus is specified by the inductively defined
evaluation relationgiven in Figure 2.2. Elements of the relation take the form

s ` M ⇓σ (s′)C

wheres ands′ are disjoint finite sets of names,M ∈ Expσ(s) andC ∈ Canσ(s⊕ s′). This
is intended to mean that in the presence of the namess, expressionM of typeσ evaluates
to canonical formC and creates fresh namess′. We may omits or s′ when they are empty.

The setss ands⊕ s′ can be seen as initial and finalstatesof the computation. The
arrangement of these states shows the left to right order of evaluation. For example, with
the expressionN = N ′, the rules (EQ1) and (EQ2) both evaluateN beforeN ′. The call-
by-value nature of the nu-calculus is captured by the choice of a strict (APP) rule. Here
the argumentM is evaluated to canonical formC before being substituted in the body of
the abstractionλx:σ.M ′.

Occasionally, in applying these rules it is necessary to relabel bound names. For
example, to evaluateνn.n = νn.n we do not usè νn.n = νn.n ⇓o (n, n)true because
it is not well formed; new names have to be distinct, and this is enforced by the use
of disjoint union⊕ in the (LOCAL) rule. Instead we relabel one of then’s to obtain
` νn.n = νn′.n′ ⇓o (n, n′)false. As we have previously identified expressions up toα-
conversion, this is quite legitimate, but perhaps surprising. The phenomenon is identical
to the reduction of a term such as(λy.λx.yx)x in the traditional lambda-calculus, where
the bound occurrence ofx has to be relabelled to allow

(λy.λz.yz)x −→ λz.xz.

In principle, these difficulties can be resolved by using de Bruijn indices, but at the cost
of a considerable loss of clarity. In practice we simply avoid the problem wherever we
can by choosing sensible bindings to begin with.

The abbreviationnew for νn.n was introduced earlier. This has the derived evaluation
rule

(NEW)
s ` new ⇓ν ({n})n n 6∈ s.

The side condition confirms that the name generated bynew is fresh, and corresponds
precisely to the disjoint unions⊕ {n} in the premise of the (LOCAL) rule for eval-
uating νn.M . Indeed the rules (LOCAL) and (NEW) are entirely equivalent, and we
could formulate the nu-calculus withnew as primitive andνn.M an abbreviation for
(λn:ν.M)new . This then makes precise the connection between the relabelling of names
bound byν and of variables bound byλ, mentioned above as necessary to avoid capture.
In a setting withnew primitive, they are the same thing.

Unfortunately both of the formsνn.M and(λn:ν.M)new tend to blur the distinctions
between a name, a location bound to a name, and a variable of typeν. Rather than resort
to heavy meta-syntactic machinery for a solution, we shall simply choose whichever of
new andνn.M seems appropriate.

The evaluation of a nu-calculus expression is independent of any unused names:
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(CAN)
s ` C ⇓σ C

C canonical

(COND1)
s ` B ⇓o (s1)true s⊕ s1 ` M ⇓σ (s2)C

s ` if B then M else M ′ ⇓σ (s1 ⊕ s2)C

(COND2)
s ` B ⇓o (s1)false s⊕ s1 ` M ′ ⇓σ (s2)C ′

s ` if B then M else M ′ ⇓σ (s1 ⊕ s2)C ′

(EQ1)
s ` N ⇓ν (s1)n s⊕ s1 ` N ′ ⇓ν (s2)n

s ` (N = N ′) ⇓o (s1 ⊕ s2)true
n ∈ s

(EQ2)
s ` N ⇓ν (s1)n s⊕ s1 ` N ′ ⇓ν (s2)n′

s ` (N = N ′) ⇓o (s1 ⊕ s2)false
n, n′ distinct

(LOCAL)
s⊕ {n} ` M ⇓σ (s1)C

s ` νn.M ⇓σ ({n} ⊕ s1)C
n /∈ (s⊕ s1)

(APP)

s ` F ⇓σ→σ′ (s1)λx:σ.M ′ s⊕ s1 ` M ⇓σ (s2)C
s⊕ s1 ⊕ s2 ` M ′[C/x] ⇓σ′ (s3)C ′

s ` FM ⇓σ′ (s1 ⊕ s2 ⊕ s3)C ′

Figure 2.2: Rules for evaluating expressions of the nu-calculus
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Lemma 2.2 For any M ∈ Expσ(s),

s ` M ⇓σ (s′)C ⇐⇒ s⊕ s′′ ` M ⇓σ (s′)C

whenevers′′ is disjoint froms′.

Proof By induction on the structure of the derivation of the evaluation judgement.

Evaluation always terminates, and is deterministic up to choice of new names. This
might seem obvious, as the nu-calculus has no explicit construction for recursively defined
functions. Nevertheless there are many surprising ways to encode recursion in other
language features; for example, we shall see later that a mutable store of functions can do
this. So it is as well to have a formal proof of termination in the nu-calculus. The proof
is our first use of a (unary) logical relation, as described in the introductory chapter. We
define the two predicates

Pσ(s) ⊆ Canσ(s) and P σ(s) ⊆ Expσ(s)

according to

Po(s) = {true, false}
Pν(s) = s

Pσ→τ (s) = {λx:σ.M ∈ Canσ→τ (s) | ∀s′, C ∈ Pσ(s⊕ s′) . M [C/x] ∈ P τ (s⊕ s′)}

and

M ∈ P σ(s) ⇐⇒ There ares′ and C ∈ Pσ(s⊕ s′) such thats ` M ⇓σ (s′)C,
and these are unique up to renaming the elements ofs′ and
α-conversion ofC.

The idea now is to show thatP and P are both total, and then use the fact thatP
implies termination. To make the induction work, we use an intermediate result on open
expressions.

Lemma 2.3 If M ∈ Expσ(s,Γ), whereΓ = {x1 : σ1, . . . , xn : σn}, andCi ∈ Pσi(s⊕ s′)
for i = 1, . . . , n and somes′, thenM [~C/~x] ∈ P σ(s⊕ s′).

Proof By induction over the structure of the derivation ofs, Γ ` M : σ. We consider
three example cases:

• Function abstraction. Suppose that the type derivation ends with

s,Γ⊕ {x : σ} ` M : σ′

s,Γ ` λx:σ.M : σ → σ′

and that theCi are as above. By the induction hypothesis, ifC ∈ Pσ(s⊕ s′ ⊕ s′′)
for some s′′ then M [~C/~x, C/x] ∈ P σ(s⊕ s′ ⊕ s′′). But this is precisely the
condition for(λx:σ.M)[~C/~x] ∈ Pσ→σ′(s⊕ s′), from which it follows trivially that
(λx:σ.M)[~C/~x] ∈ P σ→σ′(s⊕ s′).
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• Function application. Suppose that the type derivation ends with

s,Γ ` F : σ → σ′ s,Γ ` M : σ

s,Γ ` FM : σ′

and that theCi are as before. Then by the induction hypothesis:

s⊕ s′ ` F [~C/~x] ⇓σ→σ′ (s1)λx:σ.M ′

with λx:σ.M ′ ∈ Pσ→σ′(s⊕ s′ ⊕ s1), and

s⊕ s′ ⊕ s1 ` M [~C/~x] ⇓σ (s2)C

with C ∈ Pσ(s⊕ s′ ⊕ s1 ⊕ s2). This then means that

s⊕ s′ ⊕ s1 ⊕ s2 ` M ′[C/x] ⇓σ′ (s3)C ′

with C ′ ∈ Pσ′(s⊕ s′ ⊕ s1 ⊕ s2 ⊕ s3). Combining these with the (APP) rule gives

s⊕ s′ ` FM [~C/~x] ⇓σ′ (s1 ⊕ s2 ⊕ s3)C ′.

Moreover all these evaluations are unique up to renaming andα-conversion, so
FM [ ~C/~x] ∈ P σ′(s⊕ s′) as required.

• Name abstraction. Suppose that the type derivation ends with

s⊕ {n}, Γ ` M : σ

s,Γ ` νn.M : σ

and thatCi ∈ Pσ(s⊕ s′). Applying the induction hypothesis gives

s⊕ {n} ⊕ s′ ` M [ ~C/~x] ⇓σ (s′′)C

with C ∈ Pσ(s⊕ {n} ⊕ s′ ⊕ s′′). We can then apply the (LOCAL) rule to obtain

s⊕ s′ ` (νn.M)[~C/~x] ⇓σ ({n} ⊕ s′′)C.

Again these evaluations are unique up to renaming andα-conversion, so as required
(νn.M)[~C/~x] ∈ P σ(s⊕ s′).

The remaining cases are similar.

Theorem 2.4 (Termination) If M ∈ Expσ(s) then there ares′, C with s ` M ⇓σ (s′)C.
Moreover, these are unique up to relabelling the elements ofs′ and α-conversion ofC.

Proof This is Lemma 2.3 applied to the type assertions ` M : σ.
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Reduction expressions:

E〈−〉 :: = 〈−〉M | (λx:σ.M)〈−〉
| if 〈−〉 then M else M ′ | 〈−〉 = N | n = 〈−〉

Redexes:

if true then M else M ′ →σ M n = n →ν true
if false then M else M ′ →σ M ′ n = n′ →ν false n 6= n ′

(λx:σ.M)C →σ′ M [C/x]

Rules:

(REDEXP)
M →σ M ′

E〈M〉 →σ′ E〈M ′〉

(ABSTRACT)
M →σ M ′

νn.M →σ νn.M ′

(EXTRUDE)
E〈νn.M〉 →σ′ νn.E〈M〉 n /∈ fn(E〈−〉)

Derived forms:

M →0
σ M

M →n
σ M ′ M ′ →σ M ′′

M →n+1
σ M ′′

M →∗
σ M ′ if there is somen with M →n

σ M ′

Figure 2.3: Step reduction for the nu-calculus
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3 Reduction Semantics

The evaluation relation gives a ‘big step’ operational semantics for the nu-calculus, taking
expressions directly to canonical form. We can also give a ‘small step’ semantics which
illustrates how it happens. This uses areduction relationwhose elements are of the form

M →σ M ′

and indicate that the expressionM of typeσ reduces in a single step to the expressionM ′.
HereM, M ′ ∈ Expσ(s) for some set of namess. The relation corresponds to Plotkin’s
left reductionM →

V
N for the λV -calculus [94].

The rules specifying the reduction relation are in Figure 2.3. This also defines the
derived relations

M →n
σ M ′ and M →∗

σ M ′

of n-step and finite step reduction respectively. For brevity we usereduction expressions
to describe some of the rules: these are expressions with a single typedhole 〈−〉, taking
one of the forms

E〈−〉 ::= 〈−〉M | (λx:σ.M)〈−〉
| if 〈−〉 then M else M ′ | 〈−〉 = N | n = 〈−〉.

We write 〈−:σ〉 if we wish to make explicit the type of the hole. IfM is an expression
of the appropriate type thenE〈M〉 denotes the expressionE〈−〉 with M replacing the
single occurrence of the hole. There is no possibility of name or variable capture. The
free namesfn(E〈−〉) of a reduction expression are the free names of its subexpressions.
It is significant that we use reduction expressions simply as an abbreviation; they could
be avoided by replacing (REDEXP) and (EXTRUDE) with ten more specific rules.

A more complex notion is that of areduction context. This is also an expression with
a single typed hole, fitting the description

R〈−〉 :: = 〈−〉 | R〈−〉M | (λx:σ.M)R〈−〉
| if R〈−〉 then M else M ′ | R〈−〉 = N | n = R〈−〉.

It is clear that a reduction context is just a nested sequence of reduction expressions. Again
there can be no name or variable capture by the reduction context: the hole may be filled by
an open expression, but the free variables of suchM remain free inR〈M〉. For example,
we write λx:σ.R〈x〉 for the abstraction with variablex replacing the hole.

Reduction contexts were introduced by Felleisen and Friedman in [19]; their purpose
is to identify where in an expression the first reduction lies. Section 6 examines this in
detail, so for the moment we observe only that the rules

(RCONTEXT)
M →σ M ′

R〈M〉 →σ′ R〈M ′〉
and

(EXTRUDE∗)
R〈νn.M〉 →∗

σ′ νn.R〈M〉 n /∈ fn(R〈−〉)
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can be derived for any reduction contextR〈−:σ〉.
Unlike the evaluation relation, the reduction semantics is not entirely deterministic,

as some expressions have more than one reduction available. However reduction is still
confluent, and this choice makes no difference to the eventual outcome. In fact the
relation→ obeys thediamond property:

Lemma 2.5 (Diamond) If M →σ M1 andM →σ M2 are valid reductions, then there is
some expressionM ′ such thatM1 →σ M ′ and M2 →σ M ′.

Proof The base case where an expression has two distinct reductions is

M →σ M ′

νn.M →σ νn.M ′

E〈νn.M〉 →σ′ E〈νn.M ′〉
and E〈νn.M〉 →σ′ νn.E〈M〉,

whereM,M ′ ∈ Expσ(s) ands `E〈−:σ〉 : σ′ is a reduction expression. These two choices
can immediately be reconciled by

E〈νn.M ′〉 →σ′ νn.E〈M ′〉 and
M →σ M ′

E〈M〉 →σ′ E〈M ′〉
νn.E〈M〉 →σ′ νn.E〈M ′〉.

All other cases are instances of this within a series of reduction expressions and name
abstractions.

We can avoid this indeterminacy by only allowing reduction under name abstraction at
the top level. By always choosing the (EXTRUDE) rule over (ABSTRACT), we obtain
a deterministic reduction for any expression; we call it thestandard reduction. It is
possible to enforce this, if we introduce another reduction relation ‘−.’ and replace the
(ABSTRACT) rule with

M →σ M ′

M −.σ M ′ and
M −.σ M ′

νn.M −.σ νn.M ′ .

The relation ‘−.’ now follows only the standard reduction sequence.
There is an exact correspondence between the reduction and evaluation semantics, if

we consider taking an expression to canonical form. This is the analogue of Plotkin’s
result relating the evaluation and reduction semantics forλV [94, Section 4, Theorem 4].
DefineM →∗

σ νs′.C to mean that there is an ordering on the names ins′ = {n′1, . . . , n′k}
such thatM →∗

σ νn′1 . . . νn′k.C.

Theorem 2.6 For any closed expressionsM ∈ Expσ(s) and C ∈ Canσ(s),

s ` M ⇓σ (s′)C ⇐⇒ M →∗
σ νs′.C .

Proof The forward direction follows by induction on the structure of the proof of the
evaluation judgements `M ⇓σ (s′)C. This requires a proof step for each of the rules of
Figure 2.2. We give a couple of examples; the others follow a similar format.

• (CAN) The evaluation of a canonicals`C ⇓σ C is axiomatic; but so is the reduction
C →0

σ C.
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• (COND1) Suppose thats ` if B then M else M ′ ⇓σ (s′)C, with the last rule of the
proof being (COND1). Then we must haves′ = s1 ⊕ s2 with

s ` B ⇓o (s1)true and s⊕ s1 ` M ⇓σ (s2)C .

By the induction hypothesis the first of these givesB →∗
o νs1.true and so

if B then M else M ′ →∗
σ νs1.(if true then M else M ′).

We have
if true then M else M ′ →σ M

and from the second evaluation above, by the induction hypothesis

M →∗
σ νs2.C .

Putting these together gives

if B then M else M ′ →∗
σ νs1.νs2.C

as required.

For the reverse direction we start by showing that

M →σ M ′ & s ` M ′ ⇓σ (s′)C =⇒ s ` M ⇓σ (s′)C.

We do this by induction on the structure of the proof ofM →σ M ′; again, a couple of
cases are enough to show the method.

• Consider the judgementsif true then M else M ′ →σ M ands ` M ⇓σ (s′)C. We
can use the evaluation rules (CAN) and (COND1) to obtain

s ` true ⇓o true s ` M ⇓σ (s′)C
s ` if true then M else M ′ ⇓σ (s′)C

as required.

• Suppose thatFM →σ′ F ′M ands ` F ′M ⇓σ (s′)C ′. The last rules in the proofs
of these must have been

F →σ→σ′ F ′

FM →σ′ F ′M
and

s ` F ′ ⇓σ→σ′ (s1)λx:σ.M ′ s⊕ s1 ` M ⇓σ (s2)C
s⊕ s1 ⊕ s2 ` M ′[C/x] ⇓σ′ (s3)C ′

s ` F ′M ⇓σ′ (s′)C ′

where s′ = s1 ⊕ s2 ⊕ s3. By the induction hypothesis we obtains ` F ⇓σ→σ′

(s1)λx:σ.M ′ and then build

s ` F ⇓σ→σ′ (s1)λx:σ.M ′ s⊕ s1 ` M ⇓σ (s2)C
s⊕ s1 ⊕ s2 ` M ′[C/x] ⇓σ′ (s3)C ′

s ` F ′M ⇓σ′ (s′)C ′

as desired.
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It now follows that

M →n
σ M ′ & s ` M ′ ⇓σ (s′)C =⇒ s ` M ⇓σ (s′)C.

by induction on the number of stepsn. The particular case when the expressionM ′ is of
the formνs′.C, for some ordering ofs′, gives

M →∗
σ νs′.C =⇒ s ` M ⇓σ (s′)C

which is the required result.

4 Contextual Equivalence

We construct a notion of equivalence for expressions of the nu-calculus, based on their
behaviour when used in larger expressions. Informally, two expressions are equivalent if
they can be freely exchanged; there is no way in the language itself to distinguish between
them. To capture this formally requires a little preliminary work.

Define aprogram to be a closed expression of boolean type. All that we can observe
of a program is whether it evaluates totrue or false; the creation of new names is not
directly observable. In calculi with the possibility of non-termination, it is common to
use termination as the basic observable. We cannot do this for the nu-calculus, as all
expressions evaluate to some canonical form; in particular, no observation at all can be
made of expressions of function type without using them in some larger expression.

A program contextP 〈〈−〉〉 is a program with zero or more occurrences of a hole〈〈−〉〉.
If M is some expression thenP 〈〈M〉〉 is the program obtained by substitutingM for
every occurrence of this hole. Often the notion of a program context is left at that, with
the possibility of type clashes and variable capture. We shall be rather more precise and
annotate holes to track types and the use of free variables.

A hole of arityσ1, . . . , σn → σ is ann-place operator added to the nu-calculus, whose
arguments must be in canonical form. We have the rule

s,Γ ` C1 : σ1 · · · s,Γ ` Cn : σn

s,Γ ` 〈〈− : σ1, . . . , σn→σ〉〉(C1, . . . , Cn) : σ
C1, . . . , Cn canonical

where the annotation〈〈− : σ1, . . . ,σn→σ〉〉 indicates the arity of the hole. We writeM〈〈−〉〉
to denote an expression formed with zero or more occurrences of some hole. Such a hole
can be filled by any open expression of typeσ whose free variables have typesσ1, . . . , σn.
That is:

s, {x1 : σ1, . . . , xn : σn} ` M : σ s,Γ ` M ′〈〈− : σ1, . . . , σn→σ〉〉 : σ′

s,Γ ` M ′〈〈(x1:σ1, . . . , xn:σn)M〉〉 : σ′

where(x1:σ1, . . . , xn:σn)M is a ‘meta-abstraction’ that makes explicit the free variables
of M . The filled holes are then removed by replacing

〈〈(x1:σ1, . . . , xn:σn)M〉〉(C1, . . . , Cn) with M [C1/x1, . . . , Cn/xn],

where the substitution on the right hand side is capture avoiding as usual. It is possible
that some of theCi will themselves contain uses of〈〈−〉〉, and these must be substituted
first. Despite this complication, it is still a finite and well behaved procedure.
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For brevity we shall generally omit the arityσ1, . . . , σn → σ of a hole, and abbreviate
the substitutionM ′〈〈(x1:σ1, . . . , xn:σn)M〉〉 to M ′〈〈(~x)M〉〉 or evenM ′〈〈M〉〉 when M
is closed. The arguments(C1, . . . , Cn) we shall write as(~C) and the instantiation
M [C1/x1, . . . , Cn/xn] asM [~C/~x].

With this machinery the substitutionM ′〈〈(~x)M〉〉 is certain to be a well-typed ex-
pression, without capture of free variables. We can safely relabel bound and even free
variables ofM andM ′ without worry. In particular we implicitly identify program con-
texts P 〈〈−〉〉 up to α-conversion. The usual arrangement, allowing the capture of free
variables fromM , can be simulated by forbiddingα-conversion and always using the
hole in the form〈〈−〉〉(x1, . . . , xn), where thexi are the free variables ofM .

Now that we have fixed how we substitute an open expressionM in a program
contextP 〈〈−〉〉, we can use this to describe the behaviour ofM . In calculi where non-
termination is possible, it is convenient to do this through a preorder. Here we go directly
to an equivalence relation:

Definition 2.7 (Contextual Equivalence) If M1, M2 ∈ Expσ(s,Γ) then the assertion

s,Γ ` M1 ≈σ M2

means that for all suitably typed program contextsP 〈〈−〉〉 defined overs, and each boolean
valueb ∈ {true, false},

(∃s1 . s ` P 〈〈(~x)M1〉〉 ⇓o (s1)b ) ⇐⇒ (∃s2 . s ` P 〈〈(~x)M2〉〉 ⇓o (s2)b ).

That is,P 〈〈−〉〉 always evaluates to the same boolean value, whether the hole is filled by
M1 or M2. When this holds, we say thatM1 andM2 arecontextually equivalent. If both
s andΓ are empty then we write simplyM1 ≈σ M2.

This is the most general notion of equivalence for nu-calculus expressions that we shall
consider, and the one that most interests us; as discussed in the introductory chapter, it
combines powerful applications with a sensible and intuitive meaning. Other equivalences
are useful if they imply contextual equivalence, and are easier to compute.

5 Examples

Much of the work of this dissertation is concerned with methods for proving contextual
equivalence or inequivalence for particular expressions of the nu-calculus. This section
gives a summary of results, in increasing order of difficulty of proof.

It is straightforward to show from the definition that contextual equivalence is a
congruence:

1. s,Γ ` M1 ≈σ M2 =⇒ s⊕ s′, Γ⊕ Γ′ ` M ′[M1/x] ≈σ′ M ′[M2/x]

whereM ′ ∈ Expσ′(s⊕ s′, Γ⊕ Γ′ ⊕ {x : σ}).
Unused names are irrelevant, as is the order in which names are generated:

2. s,Γ ` νn.M ≈σ M n /∈ fn(M)
3. s,Γ ` νn.νn′.M ≈σ νn′.νn.M .
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For any finite set of namess we defineνs.M to beνn1 . . . νnk.M whens = {n1, . . . , nk}
andM whens is empty. By the above, this is unambiguous up to contextual equivalence
even thoughs is unordered.

Evaluation and reduction both respect contextual equivalence:

4. s ` M ⇓σ (s′)C =⇒ s ` M ≈σ νs′.C
5. M →σ M ′ =⇒ s ` M ≈σ M ′

whereM, M ′ ∈ Expσ(s) andC ∈ Canσ(s⊕ s′).
In Section 3 we defined the notion of a reduction contextR〈−〉, an expression with a

single typed hole in a position where reduction can occur. We can use this to state some
equivalences that rearrange expressions without materially affecting the evaluation order.
Suppose thats,Γ ` R〈−:σ〉 : σ′ is a reduction context, then:

6. s,Γ ` (λx:σ.R〈x〉)M ≈σ′ R〈M〉
7. s,Γ ` R〈νn.M〉 ≈σ′ νn.R〈M〉
8. s,Γ ` R〈(λx:σ′′.M)M ′〉 ≈σ′ (λx:σ′′.R〈M〉)M ′

whereM and M ′ have the appropriate types. The first of these is a weak form ofβ-
equivalence; the last is theβlift rule from Sabry and Felleisen’s axiomatization of the
call-by-value lambda-calculus [114]. Some simple instances of these are:

s,Γ ` M ≈σ (λx:σ.x)M
s,Γ ` if (νn.B) then M else M ′ ≈σ νn.(if B then M else M ′)
s,Γ ` (λy:τ.Q)((λx:σ.P )M) ≈σ′′ (λx:σ.(λy:τ.Q)P )M.

Function application also satisfies Plotkin’sβv-equivalence [94]: ifC ∈ Canσ(s,Γ) and
M ∈ Expσ′(s,Γ⊕ {x : σ}) then

9. s,Γ ` (λx:σ.M)C ≈σ′ M [C/x].

However, generalβ-equivalence fails because the nu-calculus is call-by-value:

10. (λx:ν.x = x)new 6≈o (new = new).

The left-hand side here reduces totrue and the right-hand side tofalse. Local name
declaration and function abstraction do not in general commute:

11. νn.λx:o.n 6≈o→ν λx:o.νn.n .

These can be distinguished by the context(λf : o → ν . (f true = f true)) 〈〈−〉〉, giving
true and false respectively.

Expressions may be contextually equivalent if they differ only in their use of ‘private’
names:

12. νn.λx:ν.(x = n) ≈ν→o λx:ν.false
13. νn.νn′.λf :ν→o.(fn = fn′) ≈(ν→o)→o λf :ν→o.true .

In this last example the boolean testfn = fn′ is an abbreviation for

if fn then fn′ else (if fn′ then false else true).
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The idea in (12) is that no external context can supply the private namen. Similarly in (13)
no externally produced function can distinguish the private namesn andn′.

It is however extraordinarily hard to make precise this notion of privacy, particularly
where higher-order functions are involved. The next case shows two expressions which
look at first sight to be contextually equivalent for the same reason as those in (13):

14. νn.λf :ν→o.νn′.(fn = fn′) 6≈(ν→o)→o λf :ν→o.true .

These are distinguished by the context

(λF : (ν → o) → o . F (λx:ν.F (λy:ν.x = y))) 〈〈−〉〉.
The problem here is that although the name bound ton remains private, the function
λx:ν.F (λy:ν.x = y) is able to distinguishn from the fresh names successively bound
to n′.

Another tricky example shows that it may be necessary to apply functions repeatedly
in order to distinguish them, without any private names being revealed:

15. νn.νn′.λf : ν → o . if fn = fn′

then (λx:ν. if x = n then true
else if x = n′ then false
else fx)

else (λx:ν.true)
6≈(ν→o)→(ν→o) λf : ν → o . f .

These are distinguished by

(λF : (ν → o) → (ν → o) . F (F (λx:ν.false))new) 〈〈−〉〉.
What is happening here is that the two functions differ noticeably only on arguments of type
(ν → o) that can distinguishn from n′. As both names are private, we cannot construct
such a function directly. However when we pass the first expression an argument that we
can construct, such as(λx:ν.false), we get back one that does distinguishn from n′, in
this case(λx:ν.(x = n)). Although this is externally no different from what we started
with (see equivalence (12) above), it is a suitable argument to separate the two original
expressions.

Up to contextual equivalence, the only closed expressions of typeo aretrue andfalse,
and the only closed expressions of typeν are the names in the name context andnew .
Higher types are more complicated, and there are infinitely many operationally distinct
closed expressions of type(ν → ν). Consider for eachp≥ 1 the expression which creates
(p + 1) local namesn0, . . . , np and then acts as the function which cyclically permutes
them, and maps any other name ton0:

Fp = νn . . . νnp.λx:ν. if x = n0 then n1

else if x = n1 then n2
...

else if x = np then n0 else n0 .

Take the test function

Bq = λf : ν → ν . νn . (f (q+2)(n) = f(n))
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wheref (q+2) is an abbreviation forf iterated(q + 2) times. This satisfies

` BqFp ⇓o (n0, . . . , np)false q ∈ {1, . . . , p− 1}
` BpFp ⇓o (n0, . . . , np)true

and so can be used to distinguish the variousFp, giving

16. Fp 6≈ν→ν Fp′ wheneverp 6= p′.

The Fp can be regarded as numerals; we can even define addition by taking

A = λf : ν → ν . λg : ν → ν . νn . λx : ν . if f(fx) = fn then gx
else if gx = gn then fx else gx

of type (ν → ν) → (ν → ν) → (ν → ν), which satisfies

17. AFpFq ≈ν→ν Fp+q.

For example, suppose thatFp cycles the private namesn0, . . . , np and Fq the names
n′0, . . . , n

′
q, thenAFpFq does the same thing over the namesn0, . . . , np−1, n

′
0, . . . , n

′
q.

The trick here is that the test(f(fx) = fn) is only true whenx is np−1, while (gx = gn)
is true whenx is any ofn0, . . . , np−1, n

′
q or some unknown name. These are then used

to select which name to return.
These examples show that the nu-calculus has all the properties we might expect for a

language of names, and for a call-by-value lambda-calculus. They also illustrate the subtle
and perhaps surprising behaviour that can arise from the interaction between names and
higher-order functions.

6 A Context Lemma

While contextual equivalence is the relation on expressions of the nu-calculus that we
would like to work with, there are certain problems in doing so. The most obvious is
that program contextsP 〈〈−〉〉 are far too numerous and varied; a direct proof that two
expressions behave similarly in all program contexts is generally too unwieldy to be
attempted. In this section we show that a smaller collection of contexts is sufficient.
Later we consider other equivalences that are simpler to demonstrate yet imply contextual
equivalence

A result showing that it is not necessary to consider all program contexts, but only
those having a certain form, is called acontext lemma, after Milner’s result for the simply-
typed lambda-calculus [59]. The equivalent result for our system would be that it is only
necessary to considerapplicative contexts, which take the form

〈〈−〉〉(~C)M1 . . . Mn

where an expression is instantiated and then applied to some arguments. Milner’s context
lemma is particularly useful because the types of theMi are all structurally simpler than
that of the hole. This means that various results on contextual equivalence can be proved
by induction on the structure of types.
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Unfortunately the context lemma in this form is not valid for the nu-calculus. The
simplest counter-example is the inequivalence (11) of Section 5 above:

νn.λx:o.n 6≈o→ν λx:o.νn.n .

Both of these expressions, when applied to eithertrue or false, return a fresh name.
Only by using a context such as(λf :o → ν.(f true = f true))〈〈−〉〉 can we detect that
the first always returns the same name, while the second repeatedly generates new ones.
The inequivalences (15) and (16) also provide counterexamples. However we can give a
weaker result that is suitable for the nu-calculus:

Theorem 2.8 (Context Lemma)Two expressions are contextually equivalent

s,Γ ` M1 ≈σ M2

if and only if for all name setss′, functionsλx:σ.B ∈Canσ→o(s⊕ s′), instantiations[~C/~x]
defined over(s⊕ s′), and boolean valuesb ∈ {true, false},

(∃s1 . s⊕ s′ ` (λx:σ.B)M1[~C/~x] ⇓o (s1)b )
⇐⇒
(∃s2 . s⊕ s′ ` (λx:σ.B)M2[~C/~x] ⇓o (s2)b ).

We call a context of the formνs′.(λx:σ.B)(〈〈−〉〉(~C)) anargument context, and(λx:σ.B)
a test function. Although less dramatic than the usual result, this still narrows down the
contexts that we have to consider. In the first place, because the nu-calculus is call-by-
value, an argument context only evaluates the contents of its hole to canonical form once.
Additionally, in a general context the arguments to the hole can have free variables, or
even contain holes themselves. In an argument context the(~C) are closed and have no
holes. Unfortunately the technique mentioned above, using a context lemma to prove other
results by induction on the structure of types, fails to go through as the type of(λx:σ.B)
is larger than the type of the hole.

Results similar to Theorem 2.8 have been found for other calculi. A. Gordon in
his thesis shows that ‘experimental order’ coincides with ‘contextual order’ for the lan-
guageµνML [25, Lemma 4.4.7]. Honsell, Mason, Smith and Talcott consider an untyped
lambda-calculus extended with storage cells and show that to establish ‘operational equiv-
alence’ it is enough to consider all ‘closed instantiations of use’ (ciu) of an expression [30,
§2.3.2].

For expressions with no free variables, we can further simplify the range of contexts
required:

Corollary 2.9 Two closed expressions are contextually equivalents ` M1 ≈σ M2 if and
only if for all test functionsλx:σ.B ∈ Canσ→o(s) and all b ∈ {true, false},

(∃s1 . s ` (λx:σ.B)M1 ⇓o (s1)b ) ⇐⇒ (∃s2 . s ` (λx:σ.B)M2 ⇓o (s2)b ).

Proof Observe that for any test function(λx:σ.B) ∈ Canσ→o(s⊕ s′) applied to a closed
expressionM ∈ Expσ(s),

s⊕ s′ ` (λx:σ.B)M ⇓o (s′′)b ⇐⇒ s ` (λx:σ.νs′.B)M ⇓o (s′ ⊕ s′′)b.

So with no free variables to instantiate, the argument contextνs′.(λx:σ.B)〈〈−〉〉 from
Theorem 2.8 can be replace by the test function(λx:σ.νs′.B)〈〈−〉〉.
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Before we can prove the context lemma, we have to examine more closely the
process of reduction. In Section 3 we defined reduction expressionsE〈−〉 and reduction
contextsR〈−〉 to be expressions with a single typed hole, taking the following forms:

E〈−〉 :: = 〈−〉M | (λx:σ.M)〈−〉
| if 〈−〉 then M else M ′ | 〈−〉 = N | n = 〈−〉

R〈−〉 :: = 〈−〉 | R〈−〉M | (λx:σ.M)R〈−〉
| if R〈−〉 then M else M ′ | R〈−〉 = N | n = R〈−〉.

Any reduction context can be represented uniquely as a nested sequence of reduction
expressions. Aredexis an expression taking one of the forms

(λx:σ.M)C | if true then M else M ′ | if false then M else M ′

| n = n′ | n = n.

As shown in Figure 2.3, all of these have immediate reductions, regardless of the nature
of the subexpressionsM, M ′ or C. We can use this classification to break down closed
expressions of the nu-calculus and identify their first reduction step.

Lemma 2.10

1. Each closed expression of the nu-calculus is just one of the following:

• in canonical form

• a redex

• a name abstraction

• a reduction expression with the hole〈−〉 filled by some non-canonical expres-
sion.

2. Any M ∈ Expσ(s) decomposes uniquely as one of the following:

νs′.C C canonical
νs′.R〈E〈νn.M ′〉〉 E〈−〉 a reduction expression
νs′.R〈M ′〉 M ′ a redex,M ′ →σ M ′′

wheres′ is some ordered set of names, possibly empty, andR〈−〉 is a reduction
context.

Proof Item (1) is straightforward, giving consideration to each of the forms of nu-calculus
expressions. For example:

• A lambda abstraction(λx:σ.M) is always in canonical form.

• An expression of the formFM is a redex ifF andM are both in canonical form.
Otherwise,FM is a reduction expression with a non-canonical in〈−〉, as either
F 〈M〉 or 〈F 〉M according asF is in canonical form or not, respectively.

To obtain (2) we apply (1) repeatedly, using the fact that a succession of nested reduction
expressions is precisely a reduction context.
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For anyM ∈ Expσ(s) this result determines its unique standard reduction as:

νs′.C none

νs′.R〈E〈νn.M ′〉〉 →σ νs′.R〈νn.E〈M ′〉〉
νs′.R〈M ′〉 →σ νs′.R〈M ′′〉.

The next lemma is a weakβ-rule that we need later. It is related to equivalence (6) from
Section 5 above.

Lemma 2.11 Suppose thats ` R〈−:σ〉 : σ′ is a reduction context andM ∈ Expσ(s).

1. If M →∗
σ νs′.C whereC is in canonical form, then

R〈M〉 →∗
σ′ νs′.R〈C〉 and (λx:σ.R〈x〉)M →∗

σ′ νs′.R〈C〉 .

2. For canonical formC,

s ` R〈M〉 ⇓σ′ (s′)C ⇐⇒ s ` (λx:σ.R〈x〉)M ⇓σ′ (s′)C.

Proof The first part of (1) is derived by applying the (REDEXP) and (EXTRUDE) rules
repeatedly, while for the second part we combine

(λx:σ.R〈x〉)M →∗
σ′ νs′.((λx:σ.R〈x〉)C)

with
(λx:σ.R〈x〉)C →σ′ R〈C〉.

For (2), suppose thats ` M ⇓σ (s′)C ′. Then by (1), bothR〈M〉 and (λx:σ.R〈x〉)M
reduce toνs′.R〈C ′〉, from which the result follows.

To understand the behaviour of expressions in context, we must go a stage further.
Define anextended expression̄M to be what we have previously termed a context: an
expression of the nu-calculus with a hole〈〈− : σ1, . . . , σn→σ〉〉 appearing zero or more
times. We also need extended versions of canonical form, reduction expression, reduction
context and redex; the details are given in Figure 2.4.

To determine the complexity of an extended expression, we use a measure for holes
that takes account of their nesting in arguments for other holes. Define thehole count
for an extended expression to be a list of the number of holes at each depth of nesting,
deepest first. For example the extended expression

if 〈〈− : o, ν→o〉〉(C1, C2) then true else 〈〈−〉〉(〈〈−〉〉(C3, C4), C5)

has a hole count[1, 2]. Hole counts are ordered by list length and then lexicographically,
for example:

[4] v [1, 3] v [3, 1] v [1, 1, 1].

The set of hole counts is well ordered: there are no strictly decreasing infinite sequences.
Another way to look at this ordering is to attach weights to holes, with nested holes being
infinitely heavier.

We can break down extended expressions as we did ordinary expressions, using an
extended form of Lemma 2.10.
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Extended expressions:

M̄ ::= 〈〈−〉〉 hole | x variable | n name

| true | false | if M̄ then M̄ else M̄

| νn.M̄ | M̄ = M̄

| λx:σ.M̄ | M̄M̄

Extended canonical form:

C̄ ::= x | n | true | false | λx:σ.M̄

Extended reduction expressions:

Ē〈−〉 ::= 〈−〉M̄ | (λx:σ.M̄)〈−〉
| if 〈−〉 then M̄ else M̄ ′ | 〈−〉 = N̄ | n = 〈−〉

Extended reduction contexts:

R̄〈−〉 ::= 〈−〉 | R̄〈−〉M̄ | (λx:σ.M̄)R̄〈−〉
| if R̄〈−〉 then M̄ else M̄ ′ | R̄〈−〉 = N̄ | n = R̄〈−〉

Extended redexes:

if true then M̄ else M̄ ′ →σ M̄ n = n →ν true
if false then M̄ else M̄ ′ →σ M̄ ′ n = n′ →ν false n 6= n ′

(λx:σ.M̄)C̄ →σ′ M̄ [C̄/x]

Figure 2.4: The extended nu-calculus
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Lemma 2.12

1. Each closed extended expression is just one of the following:

• an application of the hole〈〈−〉〉(C̄1, . . . , C̄n)

• in extended canonical form

• an extended redex

• a name abstraction of some extended expression

• an extended reduction expression with the hole〈−〉 filled by some non-
canonical extended expression.

2. If s ` M̄ : σ is some closed extended expression, then it takes exactly one of the
following forms:

νs′.C̄ C̄ an extended canonical

νs′.R̄〈〈〈−〉〉(~̄C)〉
νs′.R̄〈Ē〈νn.M̄ ′〉〉 Ē〈−〉 an extended reduction expression
νs′.R̄〈M̄ ′〉 M̄ ′ an extended redex,̄M ′ →σ M̄ ′′

wheres′ is some ordered set of names andR̄〈−〉 is an extended reduction context.

Proof As for Lemma 2.10, part (1) follows by consideration of the structure of the
extended expression, while (2) comes by repeated application of (1).

In part (2) above, suppose thatM0 ∈ Expσ(s,Γ) is some open expression suitable to
fill the hole in M̄ . Then in the last two cases the standard reduction forM̄〈〈(~x)M0〉〉 is
independent ofM0:

νs′.R̄〈Ē〈νn.M̄ ′〉〉〈〈(~x)M0〉〉 →σ νs′.R̄〈νn.Ē〈M̄ ′〉〉〈〈(~x)M0〉〉
νs′.R̄〈M̄ ′〉〈〈(~x)M0〉〉 →σ νs′.R̄〈M̄ ′′〉〈〈(~x)M0〉〉.

This pinpoints the nature of reduction sufficiently for us to prove the context lemma:

Proof of Theorem 2.8 The ‘only if’ direction is immediate as an argument context

νs′.(λx:σ.B)(〈〈−〉〉(~C))

is clearly a restricted form of context. For the ‘if’ direction, suppose that we have two
expressionsM1,M2 ∈ Expσ(s,Γ) satisfying

(∃s1 . s⊕ s′ ` (λx:σ.B)M1[~C/~x] ⇓o (s1)b )
⇐⇒
(∃s2 . s⊕ s′ ` (λx:σ.B)M2[~C/~x] ⇓o (s2)b )

for all suitables′, (λx:σ.B), (~C) andb. By symmetry it is enough to show that for any
extended programs ` P̄ : o and booleanb that

(∃s1 . s ` P̄ 〈〈(~x)M1〉〉 ⇓o (s1)b ) =⇒ (∃s2 . s ` P̄ 〈〈(~x)M2〉〉 ⇓o (s2)b ).
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We prove this by a double induction over the length of the left-hand reduction, under the
semantics of Section 3, and the hole count ofP̄ .

By Lemma 2.12(2) there are four possible forms forP̄ . In the simplest case, it is a
name abstraction of some extended canonical, necessarilytrue or false, and the result is
immediate. IfP̄ = νs′.R̄〈Ē〈νn.M̄〉〉 then as we saw above the first reduction step is the
same however the hole〈〈−〉〉 is filled. So if we setP̄ ′ = νs′.R̄〈νn.Ē〈M̄ ′〉〉 then

P̄ 〈〈(~x)M1〉〉 →o P̄ ′〈〈(~x)M1〉〉 and P̄ 〈〈(~x)M2〉〉 →o P̄ ′〈〈(~x)M2〉〉.

Now P̄ ′〈〈(~x)M1〉〉 will have a shorter reduction tob, and the result follows by the induction
hypothesis. A similar approach applies ifP̄ = νs′.R̄〈M̄ ′〉 whereM̄ ′ is an extended redex.

The final possibility is thatP̄ = νs′.R̄〈〈〈−〉〉(~̄C)〉. In this case we fill this particular

occurrence of the hole〈〈−〉〉 and consider the extended expressionνs′.R̄〈M1[~̄C/~x]〉, which
has a lower hole count than̄P . We have

P̄ 〈〈(~x)M1〉〉 = νs′.R̄〈M1[~̄C/~x]〉〈〈(~x)M1〉〉

and use this to reason as follows:

∃s1 . s ` P̄ 〈〈(~x)M1〉〉 ⇓o (s1)b

⇐⇒ ∃s1 . s ` νs′.R̄〈M1[~̄C/~x]〉〈〈(~x)M1〉〉 ⇓o (s1)b
=⇒ ∃s3 . s ` νs′.R̄〈M1[~̄C/~x]〉〈〈(~x)M2〉〉 ⇓o (s3)b
⇐⇒ ∃s3 . s⊕ s′ ` ((λx:σ.R̄〈x〉)(M1[~̄C/~x]))〈〈(~x)M2〉〉 ⇓o (s3)b
=⇒ ∃s2 . s⊕ s′ ` ((λx:σ.R̄〈x〉)(M2[~̄C/~x]))〈〈(~x)M2〉〉 ⇓o (s2)b
⇐⇒ ∃s2 . s ` νs′.R̄〈M2[~̄C/~x]〉〈〈(~x)M2〉〉 ⇓o (s2)b
⇐⇒ ∃s2 . s ` P̄ 〈〈(~x)M2〉〉 ⇓o (s2)b.

Here we use in turn induction on the hole count, Lemma 2.11(2), the original hypothesis
of equality under test functions, and Lemma 2.11(2) again.

7 Applicative Equivalence

In this section we define two notions of equivalence for expressions of the nu-calculus,
each with particular good properties. We then show that these are in fact the same relation,
and that they imply contextual equivalence. This gives a technique sufficient to prove all
but two of the examples in Section 5.

Abramsky introduced the notion ofapplicative bisimulationfor the untyped lambda-
calculus, based on bisimulation of labelled transition systems [4]. Loosely, one lambda-
expression simulates another if it is no less defined and behaves similarly at all arguments.
Howe’s relation≤ is a similar construction for lazy computation systems [31]. A. Gordon’s
applicative similarityis a version of this for a typed lambda-calculus [25,§4.5]. As usual,
because there is no non-termination in the nu-calculus, we work with an equivalence, rather
than a preorder.

Definition 2.13 (Applicative Equivalence) We define the relationss ` C1 ∼can
σ C2 for

C1, C2 ∈ Canσ(s) and s ` M1 ∼exp
σ M2 for M1, M2 ∈ Expσ(s) inductively over the
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structure of the typeσ, according to:

s ` b1 ∼can
o b2 ⇐⇒ b1 = b2

s ` n1 ∼can
ν n2 ⇐⇒ n1 = n2

s ` λx:σ.M1 ∼can
σ→σ′ λx:σ.M2 ⇐⇒ ∀s′, C ∈ Canσ(s⊕ s′) .

s⊕ s′ ` M1[C/x] ∼exp
σ′ M2[C/x]

s ` M1 ∼exp
σ M2 ⇐⇒ ∃s1, s2, C1 ∈ Canσ(s⊕ s1), C2 ∈ Canσ(s⊕ s2) .

s ` M1 ⇓σ (s1)C1 & s ` M2 ⇓σ (s2)C2

& s⊕ (s1 ∪ s2) ` C1 ∼can
σ C2.

It is immediate that∼exp
σ coincides with∼can

σ on canonical forms; we write them in-
discriminately as∼σ and call the relationapplicative equivalence.∗ We can extend the
relation to open expressions: ifM1, M2 ∈ Expσ(s,Γ) whereΓ = {x1 : σ1, . . . , xn : σn}
then we define

s,Γ ` M1 ∼σ M2 ⇐⇒ ∀s′, Ci ∈ Canσi(s⊕ s′) i = 1, . . . , n .

s⊕ s′ ` M1[~C/~x] ∼σ M2[~C/~x].

Lemma 2.14 If M1,M2 ∈ Expσ(s,Γ) then

s,Γ ` M1 ∼σ M2 ⇐⇒ s⊕ s′, Γ⊕ Γ′ ` M1 ∼σ M2

for any s′, Γ′.

Proof Induction on the structure of the typeσ gives the result for closed expressions, and
the general result follows.

Lemma 2.15 Applicative equivalence is an equivalence relation.

Proof Also by induction on the structure of types.

Applicative equivalence is only a useful relation if we can show that it implies
contextual equivalence; however, it is well known that a direct proof is problematic.
Abramsky uses the technique ofdomain logicto solve this [3]. Howe defines an auxiliary
relation, roughly the congruence closure of applicative simulation, and shows that this
satisfies the same defining properties; this is also the approach taken by Gordon [31, 25].

Because the nu-calculus is simply typed, we can use an original and much simpler
method based on logical relations. As described in Chapter 1, these were introduced by
Plotkin as a tool to show the undefinability of certain elements in models of the simply-
typed lambda-calculus [96]. Our logical relation remains entirely in the syntax of the
nu-calculus; nevertheless it keeps the basic idea that functions are related if they take
related arguments to related results.

∗This is a different relation to the applicative equivalence of [91, Definition 13] and [92, Definition 3.4]
which (rather unfortunately) turns out not to be an equivalence at all.
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Definition 2.16 (Logical Equivalence)We define the two relationss ` C1 'can
σ C2 for

C1, C2 ∈ Canσ(s) and s ` M1 'exp
σ M2 for M1, M2 ∈ Expσ(s) inductively over the

structure of the typeσ, according to:

s ` b1 'can
o b2 ⇐⇒ b1 = b2

s ` n1 'can
ν n2 ⇐⇒ n1 = n2

s ` λx:σ.M1 'can
σ→σ′ λx:σ.M2 ⇐⇒ ∀s′, C1, C2 ∈ Canσ(s⊕ s′) .

s⊕ s′ ` C1 'can
σ C2

=⇒ s⊕ s′ ` M1[C1/x] 'exp
σ′ M2[C2/x]

s ` M1 'exp
σ M2 ⇐⇒ ∃s1, s2, C1 ∈ Canσ(s⊕ s1), C2 ∈ Canσ(s⊕ s2) .

s ` M1 ⇓σ (s1)C1 & s ` M2 ⇓σ (s2)C2

& s⊕ (s1 ∪ s2) ` C1 'can
σ C2.

Again'exp
σ and'can

σ coincide on canonicals and we write'σ indiscriminately, calling the
relation logical equivalence. We extend the relation to open expressions; forM1, M2 ∈
Expσ(s,Γ) with Γ = {x1 : σ1, . . . , xn : σn} we take

s,Γ ` M1 'σ M2 ⇐⇒ ∀s′, Cij ∈ Canσj (s⊕ s′) i = 1, 2 j = 1, . . . , n .
(&n

j=1 . s⊕ s′ ` C1j 'σj C2j )
=⇒ s⊕ s′ ` M1[ ~C1/~x] 'σ M2[ ~C2/~x].

Lemma 2.17 If M1,M2 ∈ Expσ(s,Γ) then

s,Γ ` M1 'σ M2 ⇐⇒ s⊕ s′,Γ⊕ Γ′ ` M1 'σ M2

for any s′, Γ′.

Proof Induction on the structure of the typeσ gives the result for closed expressions, and
the general result follows. An irritating detail is the necessity to show that there are at
least some related canonical expressions of each type, which is also shown by induction
over types.

Unlike applicative equivalence, it is not immediately obvious that logical equivalence
is reflexive, transitive or symmetric. However it is acongruence; it is preserved by all
the rules for forming expressions of the nu-calculus. From this it follows that logical
equivalence is reflexive and that it implies contextual equivalence.

Proposition 2.18 Logical equivalence is a congruence.

Proof Definition 2.16 and the evaluation rules of Figure 2.2 are enough to show that each
of the expression-forming rules of Figure 2.1 preserves logical equivalence.

Proposition 2.19 Logical equivalence is reflexive:

s,Γ ` M 'σ M M ∈ Expσ(s,Γ).

Proof By induction on the structure of the expressionM , using Proposition 2.18.
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Proposition 2.20 Logical equivalence implies contextual equivalence:

s,Γ ` M1 'σ M2 =⇒ s,Γ ` M1 ≈σ M2.

Proof By Proposition 2.19, any test function is related to itselfs⊕ s′ ` λx:σ.B 'σ→o

λx:σ.B. The result then follows from the Context Lemma (Theorem 2.8) and the definition
of logical equivalence at function types and booleans.

Applicative and logical equivalence are clearly very close, with the only difference
being in the treatment of values of function type. Logical equivalence places the stronger
constraint here, so it is not too surprising that it implies applicative equivalence; less
expected is the result that the reverse implication also holds.

Lemma 2.21 If s,Γ ` M1 'σ M2 thens,Γ ` M1 ∼σ M2.

Proof We show each of the following:

1. s ` C1 'can
σ C2 =⇒ s ` C1 ∼can

σ C2.

2. s ` M1 'exp
σ M2 =⇒ s ` M1 ∼exp

σ M2.

3. s,Γ ` M1 'σ M2 =⇒ s,Γ ` M2 ∼σ M2.

The first two are proved by mutual induction over the structure ofσ. Case (1) at ground
types is immediate. For function types, suppose thats ` λx:σ.M1 'can

σ→σ′ λx:σ.M2

and C ∈ Canσ(s⊕ s′). By Proposition 2.19 above we haves⊕ s′ ` C 'σ C, and so
s⊕ s′ ` M1[C/x] 'exp

σ′ M2[C/x]. Applying the induction hypothesis givess⊕ s′ `
M1[C/x] ∼exp

σ′ M2[C/x] which confirms thats ` λx:σ.M1 ∼can
σ→σ′ λx:σ.M2.

For (2) suppose thats `M1 'exp
σ M2. We must haves `M1 ⇓σ (s1)C1 ands `M2 ⇓σ

(s2)C2 with s ⊕ (s1 ∪ s2) ` C1 'can
σ C2. By (1) this givess ⊕ (s1 ∪ s2) ` C1 ∼can

σ C2

and sos ` M1 ∼exp
σ M2 as required.

Finally, for (3) suppose thats, Γ ` M1 'σ M2 andCi ∈ Canσi(s⊕ s′) for somes′

and i = 1, . . . , n. By Proposition 2.19 eachs ` Ci 'σi Ci and sos⊕ s′ ` M1[~C/~x] 'σ

M2[~C/~x]. By (2) thens⊕ s′ ` M1[~C/~x] ∼σ M2[ ~C/~x] and hences, Γ ` M1 ∼σ M2 as
desired.

Lemma 2.22 If s,Γ ` M1 ∼σ M2 thens,Γ ` M1 'σ M2.

Proof We show each of the following:

1. s ` C1 ∼can
σ C2 =⇒ s ` C1 'can

σ C2.

2. s ` M1 ∼exp
σ M2 =⇒ s ` M1 'exp

σ M2.

3. s,Γ ` M1 ∼σ M2 =⇒ s,Γ ` M2 'σ M2.

Again the first two are proved by mutual induction over the structure ofσ. Implication (1)
at ground types is immediate. Suppose now thats ` λx:σ.M1 ∼can

σ→σ′ λx:σ.M2 and that we
have someC1,C2 ∈ Canσ(s⊕ s′) with s⊕ s′ ` C1 'can

σ C2. The definition of applicative
equivalence at function types gives

s⊕ s′ ` M1[C1/x] ∼exp
σ′ M2[C1/x]
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while Proposition 2.19 fors⊕ s′, {x : σ} ` M2 : σ′ gives

s⊕ s′ ` M2[C1/x] 'exp
σ′ M2[C2/x]

which by Lemma 2.21 implies

s⊕ s′ ` M2[C1/x] ∼exp
σ′ M2[C2/x].

Now ∼exp
σ′ is transitive, so

s⊕ s′ ` M1[C1/x] ∼exp
σ′ M2[C2/x]

and the induction hypothesis givess⊕ s′ ` M1[C1/x] 'exp
σ′ M2[C2/x], from which we

obtains ` λx:σ.M1 'can
σ→σ′ λx:σ.M2 as required.

For (2) suppose thats ` M1 ∼exp
σ M2. We must haves ` M1 ⇓σ (s1)C1 and

s`M2 ⇓σ (s2)C2 with s⊕ (s1 ∪ s2)`C1∼can
σ C2. By (1) thens⊕(s1 ∪ s2)`C1'can

σ C2

and sos ` M1 'exp
σ M2.

Finally, for (3) supposes,Γ `M1 ∼σ M2 and that we haveCij ∈ Canσj (s⊕ s′) with
s⊕ s′ ` C1j 'σj C2j for j = 1, . . . , n and somes′. Then

s⊕ s′ ` M1[ ~C1/~x] ∼exp
σ M2[ ~C1/~x]

and by Proposition 2.19,s,Γ ` M2 'σ M2 from which

s⊕ s′ ` M2[ ~C1/~x] 'exp
σ M2[ ~C2/~x],

giving
s⊕ s′ ` M2[ ~C1/~x] ∼exp

σ M2[ ~C2/~x],

by Lemma 2.21. Transitivity of∼exp
σ gives

s⊕ s′ ` M1[ ~C1/~x] ∼exp
σ M2[ ~C2/~x]

which by (2) impliess⊕ s′ ` M1[ ~C1/~x] 'exp
σ M2[ ~C2/~x]. Thus s, Γ ` M1 'σ M2 as

required.

Theorem 2.23 Applicative and logical equivalence are the same relation; it is an equiv-
alence, a congruence and implies contextual equivalence.

Proof We simply combine Lemma 2.21, Lemma 2.22, Lemma 2.15, Proposition 2.18 and
Proposition 2.20.

Applicative equivalence verifies examples (2)–(9) of Section 5: these concern unused
names, order of name generation, evaluation, reduction, rearrangement around reduction
contexts andβv-equivalence. It also confirms the equivalenceAFpFq ≈ν→ν Fp+q that
represents addition in example (17). However it is unable to capture the notion of ‘private’
names, and does not prove examples (12) or (13).

The difficulty is that the definition of applicative equivalence at function types quanti-
fies over every possible argument, and an external context may be unable to construct all
of these. The refinements of logical equivalence described in Chapter 4 begin to tackle
this problem.



Chapter 3

Categorical Models

Consideration of the nu-calculus has so far been entirely operational; we now develop
a denotational semantics for the language, using category theory. This provides abstract
models for the behaviour of nu-calculus expressions, and further methods for reasoning
about contextual equivalence. A particular feature is that we follow Moggi in using a
categoricalstrong monadto encapsulate the notion of ‘computation’ [67].

This chapter falls into two parts. In the first three sections we describe ametalanguage,
based on Moggi’s computational lambda-calculus [66, 68, 90]. This captures the general
properties required for a model of the nu-calculus. In the last four sections we turn these
into conditions for a categorical model, and give two specific examples. This two stage
technique of

nu-calculus−→ computational metalanguage−→ category with strong monad

makes the construction simpler, and allows us to build more than one categorical model on
the same foundations. Both parts are significant; the metalanguage serves as the internal
language of the category, while the existence of categorical models proves the consistency
of the metalanguage.

The most important feature of the metalanguage is that it distinguishes between values
and computations; for the nu-calculus, a computation will create some names and then
return a value. This separation makes explicit the order of computation, which in the
operational semantics was only implicit. It also allows equational reasoning, with the
reintroduction ofβ andη axioms at function types.

We give an interpretation of the nu-calculus in the metalanguage, and show that it
respects the operational semantics. The translation is adequate, so we can use the meta-
language to reason about contextual equivalence; it is also fully abstract for expressions
of ground type. Further, if two expressions of first-order type are applicatively equivalent,
then their translations can be proved equal in the metalanguage.

Section 4 explains the conditions for a category to model the metalanguage, and hence
the nu-calculus. The interpretation is in many ways quite standard, with all the usual
machinery of products, exponentials and so forth; only the monad is affected by names and
their equality test. All the results on reasoning in the metalanguage immediately carry over
to the categorical setting. The final sections describe two particular models: the functor
categorySetI , whereI is the category of finite sets and injections, and the categoryBG
of continuousG-sets, whereG is a certain topological group.

37
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Although these categories provide an adequate denotational semantics for the nu-
calculus, they are not fully abstract. We still cannot prove equivalences (12) or (13) of the
last chapter, concerning private names. However the methods used here are quite general,
and in the next chapter we shall see how more abstract models can be built on the same
framework.

1 A Computational Metalanguage

The types of the metalanguage are given by:

A ::= Bool booleans
| Name names
| A → A functions
| TA computations.

There is a unary type constructorT : if A is a type, then elements ofTA arecomputations
of type A. In this particular metalanguage the difference between a value and a compu-
tation is that a computation may generate new names before returning a value. We shall
useA,B and their variants to range over the types of the metalanguage.

The term forming operations of the metalanguage are as follows:

a :: = x variable
| tt | ff truth values
| cond(a, a, a) conditional
| eq(a, a) compare names
| new generate new name
| λx:A.a function abstraction
| aa function application
| [a] value as trivial computation
| let x⇐a in a sequential computation.

There is an infinite supply of typed variables, wherex : A indicates that variablex is of
type A. Function abstractionλx:A.a binds the variablex in the terma, and sequential
computationlet x⇐e in e′ binds the variablex within the terme′. We implicitly identify
terms up toα-conversion, which allows us to require substitution, writtena[a′/x] and
a[a1/x1, . . . , an/xn], to be capture avoiding. A term isclosedif it has no free variables;
there is no possibility of free names. We shall generally denote terms by variants ona, b, c,
and take variables fromx, y, z. Terms of computation type are usually represented by
variants ofe, terms of function type byf, g and terms of typeName by n.

There are three forms of term involving computation. Ifa is a value, then[a] is the
trivial computation which simply returnsa. The sequential formlet x⇐e in e′ carries out
the computatione, binds the result tox and then computese′. Both of these are standard
constructions of the computational lambda-calculus. To them we add the constantnew of
type TName which denotes the computation that generates a fresh name.

Type judgements of the metalanguage are of the form

Γ ` a : A
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Γ ` x : A
(x : A ∈ Γ)

Γ ` new : TName Γ ` tt : Bool Γ ` ff : Bool

Γ ` n, n′ : Name
Γ ` eq(n, n′) : Bool

Γ ` b : Bool Γ ` a, a′ : A

Γ ` cond(b, a, a′) : A

Γ ` a : A

Γ ` [a] : TA

Γ, x : A ` b : B

Γ ` λx:A.b : A → B

Γ ` e : TA Γ, x : A ` e′ : TA′

Γ ` let x⇐e in e′ : TA′
Γ ` f : A → B Γ ` a : A

Γ ` fa : B

Figure 3.1: Rules for assigning types to terms of the metalanguage

which asserts that in the presence ofΓ, terma has typeA. HereΓ is a finite set of typed
variables; unlike the nu-calculus, there is no set of free names. The rules for forming type
judgements are given in Figure 3.1, where we abbreviateΓ ⊕ {x : A} by Γ, x : A and
write Γ ` a1, . . . , an : A to indicate that all of the judgementsΓ ` a1 : A, . . . ,Γ ` an : A
hold. From now on we shall consider only well-typed terms.

Lemma 3.1 If Γ ` a : A holds then the typeA is unique. Moreover, if the terma has free
variables inΓ, then

Γ ` a : A ⇐⇒ Γ⊕ Γ′ ` a : A

for any Γ′.

Proof Both results follow by induction on the structure ofa.

We reason about terms of the metalanguage with an equational logic of Horn clauses.
This could be extended to a fullevaluation logicwith modalities [90], but we shall manage
without this sophistication. If the type judgementsΓ ` a : A andΓ ` a′ : A are valid then

Γ ` a = a′ : A

is anequation in contextΓ; we usually omit the type and writeΓ ` a = a′. A sequentis
a judgement

Γ;Φ ` φ

whereΓ is a finite set of typed variables,Φ is a finite set of equations in contextΓ andφ
is a single equation in contextΓ. We may omitΓ or Φ when empty, and writeΦ, a = a′

for Φ⊕{a = a′ : A}. The free variablesfv(Φ) of Φ are the free variables of its component
terms.

Figures 3.2 and 3.3 detail the rules for deriving sequents. Figure 3.2 gives the usual
rules for Horn clauses and equational logic, congruence rules for all the term forming
operations andβ, η axioms at function types. Figure 3.3 contains rules particular to
this metalanguage. The rules for computations are those described by Moggi for any
computational lambda-calculus, and include the (MONO) rule, that the operation[−] taking
values to computations is an inclusion. The rules for boolean values and the comparison of
names are straightforward; a derived property is thateq(−,−) is an equivalence relation.
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Horn clauses:

Γ;Φ ` φ
(φ ∈ Φ)

Γ;Φ ` φ Γ;Ψ, φ ` ψ

Γ; Φ ∪Ψ ` ψ

Equality:

Γ ` a : A

Γ ` a = a

Γ ` a, a′ : A

Γ; a = a′ ` a′ = a

Γ ` a1, a2, a3 : A

Γ; a1 = a2, a2 = a3 ` a1 = a3

Congruence:

Γ ` x = x
(x : A ∈ Γ)

Γ ` new = new Γ ` tt = tt Γ ` ff = ff

Γ ` b, b′ : Bool Γ ` a1, a
′
1, a2, a

′
2 : A

Γ; b = b′, a1 = a′1, a2 = a′2 ` cond(b, a1, a2) = cond(b′, a′1, a
′
2)

Γ ` n1, n
′
1, n2, n

′
2 : Name

Γ; n1 = n′1, n2 = n′2 ` eq(n1, n2) = eq(n′1, n
′
2)

Γ ` f, f ′ : A → B Γ ` a, a′ : A

Γ; f = f ′, a = a′ ` fa = f ′a′

Γ ` a, a′ : A

Γ; a = a′ ` [a] = [a′]
Γ, x : A; Φ ` b = b′ : B

Γ; Φ ` λx:A.b = λx:A.b′
(x /∈ fv(Φ))

Γ ` e1, e
′
1 : TA Γ, x : A; Φ ` e2 = e′2 : TB

Γ;Φ, e1 = e′1 ` let x⇐e1 in e2 = let x⇐e′1 in e′2
(x /∈ fv(Φ))

Functions:

β
Γ, x : A ` b : B Γ ` a : A

Γ ` (λx:A.b)a = b[a/x]
η

Γ ` f : A → B

Γ ` f = λx:A.fx

Figure 3.2: Rules for equational reasoning in the metalanguage (I)
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Computations:

Γ ` e : TA

Γ ` let x⇐e in [x] = e
(MONO)

Γ ` a, a′ : A

Γ; [a] = [a′] ` a = a′

Γ ` a : A Γ, x : A ` e : TB

Γ ` let x⇐[a] in e = e[a/x]

Γ ` e : TA Γ, x : A ` e′ : TA′ Γ, x′ : A′ ` e′′ : TA′′

Γ ` let x′⇐(let x⇐e in e′) in e′′ = let x⇐e in (let x′⇐e′ in e′′)

Booleans:

Γ;Φ, b = tt ` φ Γ; Φ, b = ff ` φ

Γ;Φ ` φ

Γ;Φ ` tt = ff
Γ;Φ ` φ

Γ ` a, a′ : A

Γ ` cond(tt , a, a′) = a

Γ ` a, a′ : A

Γ ` cond(ff , a, a′) = a′

Testing names:

Γ ` n : Name
Γ ` eq(n, n) = tt

Γ ` n, n′ : Name
Γ; eq(n, n′) = tt ` n = n′

Generating names:

(DROP)
Γ ` e : TA

Γ ` e = let n⇐new in e
(n : Name /∈ Γ)

(SWAP)
Γ, n, n′ : Name ` e : TA

Γ ` let n⇐new in let n′⇐new in e = let n′⇐new in let n⇐new in e

(FRESH)
Γ ` n : Name Γ, n′ : Name; Φ, eq(n, n′) = ff ` e = e′

Γ;Φ ` let n′⇐new in e = let n′⇐new in e′

Figure 3.3: Rules for equational reasoning in the metalanguage (II)
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The final three rules describe the behaviour of the computationnew , asserting that
unused names are ignored, the order of generating names is irrelevant, and new names are
distinct from all others. The choice of these particular rules is ratherad hoc; in their favour
we argue that they are sufficient to carry through the interpretation of the nu-calculus, and
that there are models to validate them. Stronger versions of the first two are

(DROP+)
Γ ` e : TA Γ ` e′ : TA′

Γ ` e = let x⇐e′ in e
(x : A′ /∈ Γ)

(SWAP+)
Γ ` e : TA Γ ` e′ : TA′ Γ, x : TA, x′ : TA′ ` e′′ : TA′′

Γ ` let x⇐e in let x′⇐e′ in e′′ = let x′⇐e′ in let x⇐e in e′′
.

These say that any computation whose value is unused may be discarded and that all
computations can be reordered. They are not essential to model the nu-calculus, and
would be false in a metalanguage extended to handle store or exceptions, for example.
Nevertheless, all the categorical models to follow satisfy them.

An equivalent formulation of the last rule (FRESH) is

(FRESH′)
Γ, b : Bool , n′ : Name ` e : TA Γ ` n : Name

Γ ` let n′⇐new in e[eq(n, n′)/b] = let n′⇐new in e[ff /b]
.

The alternative candidate

Γ ` n : Name
Γ ` let n′⇐new in [eq(n, n′)] = let n′⇐new in [ff ]

can be derived, but appears to be strictly weaker. In particular it is not strong enough
to complete the proof of Lemma 3.2 and hence Proposition 3.6, that the metalanguage
correctly interprets the nu-calculus.

As it stands the rule (FRESH) only allows for comparison of a new name with one
other. This is no restriction, as the following derived rule shows:

Lemma 3.2 For any finite set of terms{n1, . . . , nk} of typeName the rule

Γ ` n1, . . . , nk : Name Γ, n : Name; Φ, eq(n1, n) = ff , . . . , eq(nk, n) = ff ` e = e′

Γ;Φ ` let n⇐new in e = let n⇐new in e′

is derivable.

Proof We proceed by induction onk. The casek = 0 follows from the congruence rules
for new andlet . The rule (FRESH) is the casek = 1. Suppose then that we have derived
the rule fork and wish to prove the it for(k + 1). Simple equational reasoning gives

Γ, n : Name; Φ, eq(n1, n) = ff , . . . , eq(nk+1, n) = ff ` e = e′

Γ, n : Name; Φ, eq(n1, n) = ff , . . . , eq(nk+1, n) = ff ` cond(eq(nk+1, n), e, e′) = e

and also

Γ, n : Name; Φ, eq(n1, n) = ff , . . . , eq(nk, n) = ff ,
eq(nk+1, n) = tt ` cond(eq(nk+1, n), e, e′) = e
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from which we can eliminateeq(nk+1, n) and obtain

Γ, n : Name; Φ, eq(n1, n) = ff , . . . , eq(nk+1, n) = ff ` e = e′

Γ, n : Name; Φ, eq(n1, n) = ff , . . . , eq(nk, n) = ff ` cond(eq(nk+1, n), e, e′) = e
.

The induction hypothesis then provides the rule

Γ, n : Name; Φ, eq(n1, n) = ff , . . . , eq(nk, n) = ff ` cond(eq(nk+1, n), e, e′) = e

Γ;Φ ` let n⇐new in cond(eq(nk+1, n), e, e′) = let n⇐new in e
.

It is straightforward that

Γ, n : Name; Φ, eq(nk+1, n) = ff ` cond(eq(nk+1, n), e, e′) = e′

which by the (FRESH) rule gives

Γ;Φ ` let n⇐new in cond(eq(nk+1, n), e, e′) = let n⇐new in e′.

Combining all these we have

Γ, n : Name; Φ, eq(n1, n) = ff , . . . , eq(nk+1, n) = ff ` e = e′

Γ;Φ ` let n⇐new in e = let n⇐new in e′

as required, and the proof is complete.

The rule

Γ ` n1, . . . , nk : Name Γ, b1, . . . , bk : Bool , n : Name ` e : TA

Γ ` let n⇐new in e[eq(n1, n)/b1, . . . , eq(nk, n)/bk]
= let n⇐new in e[ff /b1, . . . ,ff /bk]

extending (FRESH′) is also valid.

2 Interpreting the Nu-Calculus

Now that we have a metalanguage for reasoning about names and higher-order functions,
we describe a suitable interpretation of the nu-calculus. This must be chosen to respect
the operational semantics, in particular call-by-value function application and left-to-right
evaluation order. We use an extension of Moggi’s call-by-value interpretation of the
simply-typed lambda-calculus in the computational lambda-calculus [68]. The translation
is correct with respect to the operational semantics of the nu-calculus, in both evaluation
and reduction forms.

Types are translated from the nu-calculus to the metalanguage according to:

[[o]] = Bool
[[ν]] = Name

[[σ → σ′]] = [[σ]] → T [[σ′]].

Function types use the constructorT : the application of a function to a value may result
in a computation, that is, the generation of new names.

There are two mutually defined schemes that translate nu-calculus expressions into
terms of the metalanguage. Figure 3.4 describes|−| for expressions in canonical form
and [[−]] for general expressions, name and variable contexts. The interpretation respects
types and substitution of values; it also treats reduction expressions and contexts in a
uniform way. The following results make this precise.
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Canonical forms:
|x| = x
|n| = n

|true| = tt
|false| = ff

|λx:σ.M | = λx:[[σ]].[[M ]]

Expressions:

[[C]] = [|C|]
[[if B then M else M ′]] = let b⇐[[B]] in cond(b, [[M ]], [[M ′]])

[[N = N ′]] = let n⇐[[N ]] in let n′⇐[[N ′]] in [eq(n, n′)]
[[νn.M ]] = let n⇐new in [[M ]]
[[FM ]] = let f⇐[[F ]] in let m⇐[[M ]] in fm

Contexts:

[[s,Γ]] = n1, . . . , nk : Name, x1 : [[σ1]], . . . , xn : [[σn]]
wheres = {n1, . . . , nk}

Γ = {x1 : σ1, . . . , xn : σn}

Figure 3.4: Interpretation of the nu-calculus in the computational metalanguage
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Lemma 3.3 For any well-typed nu-calculus expressionM , or expressionC in canonical
form:

s,Γ ` M : σ ⇐⇒ [[s,Γ]] ` [[M ]] : T [[σ]]
s,Γ ` C : σ ⇐⇒ [[s,Γ]] ` |C| : [[σ]].

Proof By induction over the structure of the type judgement in the nu-calculus, using
uniqueness of types in the metalanguage.

Lemma 3.4 If M ∈ Expσ(s,Γ⊕ {x : σ}) and C ∈ Canσ(s,Γ) then

[[s,Γ]] ` [[M [C/x]]] = [[M ]][|C|/x]

in the metalanguage.

Proof By induction on the structure ofM , using only the fact that equality in the
metalanguage is a congruence.

Lemma 3.5 If M ∈ Expσ(s,Γ) and s,Γ ` E〈−:σ〉 : σ′ is a reduction expression then

[[s,Γ]] ` [[E〈M〉]] = let m⇐[[M ]] in [[E〈m〉]]

and for any reduction contexts,Γ ` R〈−:σ〉 : σ′,

[[s,Γ]] ` [[R〈M〉]] = let m⇐[[M ]] in [[R〈m〉]].

Proof Consider for example the reduction expressions,Γ ` 〈−〉M : σ′, and suppose that
F ∈ Expσ→σ′(s,Γ). Then, using the equalities of the computational lambda-calculus,

[[s,Γ]] ` let f⇐[[F ]] in [[fM ]] = let f⇐[[F ]] in let f ′⇐[f ] in let m⇐[[M ]] in f ′m
= let f⇐[[F ]] in let m⇐[[M ]] in fm

= [[FM ]].

The other reduction expressions are similar. For the second result, we recall that a
reduction context is a nested series of reduction expressions, and proceed by induction
on the length of this series. Suppose that we already have the result for the reduction
contexts,Γ ` R〈−:σ〉 : σ′, and thats,Γ ` E〈−:σ′〉 : σ′′ is a reduction expression. Then
we can reason:

[[s,Γ]] ` [[E〈R〈M〉〉]] = let r⇐[[R〈M〉]] in [[E〈r〉]]
= let r⇐(let m⇐[[M ]] in [[R〈M〉]]) in [[E〈r〉]]
= let m⇐[[M ]] in let r⇐[[R〈m〉]] in [[E〈r〉]]
= let m⇐[[M ]] in [[E〈R〈m〉〉]]

which is the result for the reduction contexts,Γ ` E〈R〈−:σ〉〉 : σ′′.
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The interpretation of the nu-calculus in the metalanguage iscorrectwith respect to its
operational semantics: ifs `M ⇓σ (s′)C then the terms[[M ]] and[[νs′.C]] can be proved
equal in the metalanguage, under the assumption that all the names ins are distinct. A
similar result holds for the reduction relationM →σ M ′. To make this formal we need
two abbreviations:

(6=s) = {eq(ni, nj) = ff | 1 ≤ i < j ≤ k}

for the assertion that all the names ins = {n1, . . . , nk} are distinct, and

let s′⇐ −→
new in e = let n′1⇐new in . . . let n′k′⇐new in e

which is the expression that assigns new names to all ofs′ = {n′1, . . . , n′k′} and then
computese. The ordering of names froms ands′ does not matter, up to provable equality
in the metalanguage. A particular consequence of Lemma 3.2 is then the derived rule:

[[s⊕ s′, Γ]]; (6= s⊕ s′) ` e = e′ : TA

[[s,Γ]]; (6=s) ` let s′⇐ −→
new in e = let s′⇐ −→

new in e′
.

We can now demonstrate:

Proposition 3.6 (Correctness of Translation)If s ` M ⇓σ (s′)C is a valid evaluation
judgement then

[[s]]; ( 6=s) ` [[M ]] = let s′⇐ −→
new in [[C]]

is provable in the metalanguage. Further, ifM,M ′ ∈ Expσ(s) andM →∗
σ M ′ is a valid

reduction then
[[s]]; (6=s) ` [[M ]] = [[M ′]]

can be proved in the metalanguage.

Proof By induction over the derivation ofs ` M ⇓σ (s′)C or M →∗
σ M ′ respectively.

We need to confirm that every rule of Figures 2.2 and 2.3 translates to a derivation that
is provable in the metalanguage. We give some example cases:

• (LOCAL) The translation of the rule

s⊕ {n} ` M ⇓σ (s1)C
s ` νn.M ⇓σ ({n} ⊕ s1)C

is
[[s]], n : Name; (6= s⊕ {n}) ` [[M ]] = let s1⇐ −→

new in [[C]]

[[s]]; (6=s) ` let n⇐new in [[M ]] = let n⇐new in let s1⇐ −→
new in [[C]]

which is an instance of the Lemma 3.2.

• (EQ2) This is the rule

s ` N ⇓ν (s1)n s⊕ s1 ` N ′ ⇓ν (s2)n′

s ` (N = N ′) ⇓o (s1 ⊕ s2)false
n, n′ distinct.
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We combine
[[s⊕ s1 ⊕ s2]]; (6= s⊕ s1 ⊕ s2) ` [eq(n, n′)] = [ff ]

[[s⊕ s1]]; ( 6= s⊕ s1) ` let s2⇐ −→
new in [eq(n, n′)] = let s2⇐ −→

new in [ff ]
with

[[s⊕ s1]]; ( 6= s⊕ s1) ` [[N ′]] = let s2⇐ −→
new in [n′]

[[s⊕ s1]]; (6= s⊕ s1) ` let a′⇐[[N ′]] in [eq(n, a′)] = let s2⇐ −→
new in [eq(n, n′)]

and obtain

[[s]]; (6=s) ` let s1⇐ −→
new in let a′⇐[[N ′]] in [eq(n, a′)] = let (s1 ⊕ s2)⇐ −→

new in [ff ].

The addition of

[[s]]; (6=s) ` [[N ]] = let s1⇐ −→
new in [n]

[[s]]; ( 6=s) `let a⇐[[N ]] in let a′⇐[[N ′]] in [eq(a, a′)]
= let s1⇐ −→

new in let a′⇐[[N ′]] in [eq(n, a′)]

gives the rule

[[s]]; (6=s) ` [[N ]] = let s1⇐ −→
new in [n]

[[s⊕ s1]]; ( 6= s⊕ s1) ` [[N ′]] = let s2⇐ −→
new in [n′]

[[s]]; (6=s) ` [[N = N ′]] = let (s1 ⊕ s2)⇐ −→
new in [[false]]

which as required is the translation of (EQ2).

• Application redex. Take the reduction

(λx:σ.M)C →σ′ M [C/x]

whereC ∈Canσ(s) andM ∈ Expσ′(s,{x : σ}). We can reason in the metalanguage
thus:

[[s]]; ( 6=s) ` [[(λx:σ.M)C]] = let f⇐[λx:[[σ]].[[M ]]] in let a⇐[|C|] in fa

= (λx:[[σ]].[[M ]])|C|
= [[M ]][|C|/x]
= [[M [C/x]]]

using theβ rule and Lemma 3.4 on substitution.

• Reduction expressions. Consider the rule scheme

M →σ M ′

E〈M〉 →σ′ E〈M ′〉
whereE〈−〉 is one of the five forms of reduction expression. The premise translates
to

[[s]]; ( 6=s) ` [[M ]] = [[M ′]]

and we can use Lemma 3.5 to deduce

[[s]]; ( 6=s) ` [[E〈M〉]] = let m⇐[[M ]] in [[E〈m〉]]
= let m⇐[[M ′]] in [[E〈m〉]]
= [[E〈M ′〉]]

which is the interpretation in the metalanguage of the rule consequence.

The other cases are all similar to these.
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3 Reasoning in the Metalanguage

Proposition 3.6 above shows that the interpretation of the nu-calculus in the metalanguage
is correct with respect to its operational semantics. A consequence of this is that we
can use the metalanguage to reason about contextual equivalence; if two expressions of
the nu-calculus are interpreted by terms that are provably equal in the metalanguage,
then those expressions are contextually equivalent. Moreover, equational reasoning in the
metalanguage is complete for contextual equivalence at ground types. It is also complete
with respect to applicative equivalence at first-order types; if two expressions of first-
order type are applicatively equivalent, then their translations can be proved equal in the
metalanguage.

These properties all rely the metalanguage being consistent: the equation` tt = ff
is not provable. This is justified by the categorical models of Sections 5 and 7 wherett
andff are distinct.

The first result is that the metalanguage is suitable for reasoning about contextual
equivalence:

Proposition 3.7 (Adequacy of Translation) Suppose thatM1,M2 ∈Expσ(s,Γ) and that
we can derive

[[s,Γ]]; (6=s) ` [[M1]] = [[M2]]

in the metalanguage. Then the expressions are contextually equivalents,Γ `M1 ≈σ M2.

Proof Suppose thatP 〈〈−〉〉 is some program context defined overs. By the composition-
ality of the translation[[−]], and Lemma 3.4 on the substitution of values,

[[s]]; (6=s) ` [[P 〈〈(~x)M1〉〉]] = [[P 〈〈(~x)M2〉〉]].

From Theorem 2.4, evaluation in the nu-calculus is deterministic and terminating, so there
are evaluation judgements

s ` P 〈〈(~x)Mi〉〉 ⇓o (si)bi i = 1, 2

for some name setss1, s2 and unique choice of booleansb1, b2. The correctness result
above gives

[[s]]; (6=s) ` [[P 〈〈(~x)Mi〉〉]] = let si⇐ −→
new in [|bi|] i = 1, 2

and hence
[[s]]; (6=s) ` let s1⇐ −→

new in [|b1|] = let s2⇐ −→
new in [|b2|].

Using the rules (DROP) and (MONO) we obtain

[[s]]; ( 6=s) ` |b1| = |b2| : Bool

from which b1 = b2 and hences,Γ ` M1 ≈σ M2 as required.

For closed boolean and name expressions the converse to this holds and any contextual
equivalence can be proved in the metalanguage:
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Theorem 3.8 (Completeness at Ground Types)If σ ∈ {o, ν} and M1, M2 ∈ Expσ(s)
then

s ` M1 ≈σ M2 =⇒ [[s]]; ( 6=s) ` [[M1]] = [[M2]].

Proof We take each type in turn. Ifσ = o then there must be someb ∈ {true, false} such
that

s ` Mi ⇓o (si)b i = 1, 2

for suitable setss1, s2 of names. By Proposition 3.6 and repeated use of the (DROP) rule
we can reason thus:

[[s]]; ( 6=s) ` [[M1]] = let s1⇐ −→
new in [|b|]

= [|b|]
= let s2⇐ −→

new in [|b|]
= [[M2]]

which is the desired equality. Ifσ = ν then there are two possibilities:

• There is some namen ∈ s such that

s ` Mi ⇓ν (si)n i = 1, 2

for suitable setss1, s2 of names. The reasoning is then exactly as in the boolean
case.

• There is some namen 6∈ s and name setss1, s2 such that

s ` Mi ⇓ν ({n} ⊕ si)n i = 1, 2.

Correctness and (DROP) then give:

[[s]]; (6=s) ` [[M1]] = let n⇐new in let s1⇐ −→
new in [n]

= new
= let n⇐new in let s2⇐ −→

new in [n]
= [[M2]].

In all cases, contextual equivalence implies provable equality in the metalogic.

Using the metalanguage to reason about contextual equivalence gives results broadly
similar to the applicative equivalence of the last chapter. In particular we can confirm
examples (2)–(9) and (17) from Section 5 of Chapter 2, but not examples (12) or (13)
concerning private names. The correspondence with applicative equivalence can be made
precise up to first-order types:

Theorem 3.9 If σ is a ground or first-order type of the nu-calculus,Γ is a set of variables
of ground type, andM1,M2 ∈ Expσ(s,Γ) for some set of namess, then

s,Γ ` M1 ∼σ M2 =⇒ [[s,Γ]]; (6=s) ` [[M1]] = [[M2]].
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Proof We show first that the result holds for closed expressions, by induction on the struc-
ture of the typeσ. The proof follows the form of Definition 2.13 describing applicative
equivalence; in particular, we distinguish the case when both expressions are in canonical
form.

The base case is immediate:

s ` C1 ∼can
σ C2 =⇒ [[s]]; ( 6=s) ` [[C1]] = [[C2]] σ ∈ {o, ν}.

Suppose that for someσ we have the result at∼can
σ , and wish to show it at∼exp

σ . Now

s ` M1 ∼exp
σ M2 ⇐⇒ ∃s1, s2, C1 ∈ Canσ(s⊕ s1), C2 ∈ Canσ(s⊕ s2) .

s ` M1 ⇓σ (s1)C1 & s ` M2 ⇓σ (s2)C2

& s⊕ (s1 ∪ s2) ` C1 ∼can
σ C2.

By hypothesis then

[[s⊕ (s1 ∪ s2)]]; (6= s⊕ (s1 ∪ s2)) ` [[C1]] = [[C2]]

and so

[[s]]; (6=s) ` let (s1 ∪ s2)⇐ −→
new in [[C1]] = let (s1 ∪ s2)⇐ −→

new in [[C2]].

We can now reason as follows:

[[s]]; (6=s) ` [[M1]] = let s1⇐ −→
new in [[C1]]

= let (s1 ∪ s2)⇐ −→
new in [[C1]]

= let (s1 ∪ s2)⇐ −→
new in [[C2]]

= let s2⇐ −→
new in [[C2]]

= [[M2]]

which is the required result.
For function types, we assume the result at∼exp

σ and consider∼can
o→σ and∼can

ν→σ. Firstly

s ` λx:o.M1 ∼can
o→σ λx:o.M2 ⇐⇒ s ` M1[true/x] ∼exp

σ M2[true/x] &
s ` M1[false/x] ∼exp

σ M2[false/x]

which by the induction hypothesis gives

[[s]], x:Bool ; ( 6=s), x = tt ` [[M1]] = [[M2]]
[[s]], x:Bool ; ( 6=s), x = ff ` [[M1]] = [[M2]]

from which we can deduce in turn

[[s]], x:Bool ; ( 6=s) ` [[M1]] = [[M2]]
[[s]]; ( 6=s) ` λx:Bool .[[M1]] = λx:Bool .[[M2]]
[[s]]; ( 6=s) ` [λx:[[o]].[[M1]]] = [λx:[[o]].[[M2]]]
[[s]]; ( 6=s) ` [[λx:o.M1]] = [[λx:o.M2]]

the last of which is the desired result.
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The proof for functions of type(ν → σ) is slightly tricky. We have

s ` λx:ν.M1 ∼can
ν→σ λx:ν.M2 ⇐⇒ ∀n ∈ s. s ` M1[n/x] ∼exp

σ M2[n/x]
& s⊕ {n} ` M1[n/x] ∼exp

σ M2[n/x].

Suppose thats = {n1, . . . , nk}, then by the induction hypothesis we obtain all of

[[s]], x:Name; (6=s), eq(x, n1) = ff , . . . , eq(x, nk−1) = ff , eq(x, nk) = ff ` [[M1]] = [[M2]]
[[s]], x:Name; (6=s), eq(x, n1) = ff , . . . , eq(x, nk−1) = ff , eq(x, nk) = tt ` [[M1]] = [[M2]]
[[s]], x:Name; (6=s), eq(x, n1) = ff , . . . , eq(x, nk−1) = tt ` [[M1]] = [[M2]]

...
[[s]], x:Name; (6=s), eq(x, n1) = tt ` [[M1]] = [[M2]].

Eliminating theeq(x, ni) in turn gives

[[s]], x:Name; ( 6=s) ` [[M1]] = [[M2]]

from which follows as before:

[[s]]; (6=s) ` [[λx:ν.M1]] = [[λx:ν.M2]].

This completes the proof for closed expressions. For open expressions we proceed by
induction on the number of free variables. From the definition

s,Γ⊕ {x : σ} ` M1 ∼σ′ M2 ⇐⇒ s,Γ ` λx:σ.M1 ∼σ→σ′ λx:σ.M2.

As σ is a ground type, the induction hypothesis applies and we can reason:

[[s,Γ]]; ( 6=s) ` [λx:[[σ]].[[M1]]] = [λx:[[σ]].[[M2]]]
(MONO) [[s,Γ]]; ( 6=s) ` λx:[[σ]].[[M1]] = λx:[[σ]].[[M2]]
(β) [[s,Γ⊕ {x : σ}]]; ( 6=s) ` [[M1]] = [[M2]]

which is the desired result.

At second or higher orders this fails: applicative equivalence does not necessarily imply
provable equality in the metalanguage. This is because terms in the metalanguage of
function type do not necessarily denote expressions of the nu-calculus.

4 Constructing Categorical Models

It is standard that the simply-typed lambda-calculus can be modelled in any cartesian closed
category, with objects for types and morphisms for terms [42]. Moggi extends this to a
model of the computational lambda-calculus in any cartesian closed category equipped
with a strong monadT [68]. We now specialise to the particular case of the computational
metalanguage for names, as described above.

The method is that if a categoryC satisfies certain requirements then itsinternal
languagewill include the metalanguage of Section 1. The translation of Section 2 then
extends to a model of the nu-calculus inC that is sound with respect to the operational
semantics.
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If C is not degenerate then the translation is also adequate, and the category can be
used to reason about contextual equivalence. This will be at least as powerful as the basic
metalanguage. In particular reasoning in suchC is complete for contextual equivalence
at ground types, and for applicative equivalence up to first-order types. Of course the
intention is that a suitable choice of category might prove more than the metalanguage
alone.

A categoryC is suitable to model the metalanguage if the following conditions hold:

• It is cartesian closed: that is, it has finite limits and exponentials. In particular, we
use products to interpret contexts, and exponentials for function types.

• It has astrong monadT , used to interpret the computation types. This can be
described as a endofunctorT : C → C together with aunit natural transformation
η : 1→ T and alift operation taking a morphismf : A×B→ TC to f∗ : A×TB→
TC. The lift operation must be natural and satisfy

(ηB ◦ sndA,B)∗ = sndA,TB

f∗ ◦ (idA × ηB) = f

g∗ ◦ 〈fstA,TB, f∗〉 = (g∗ ◦ 〈fstA,B, f〉)∗

wheneverf : A× B → TC andg : A× C → TD. These correspond precisely to
the computation rules forlet in Figure 3.3. The lift operation for a strong monad is
a generalisation of that for a Kleisli triple, a particular presentation of an ordinary
categorical monad. The generalisation is necessary to carry around contexts of let-
expressions, as Moggi explains in [68, Remark 3.1].

A strong monad can also be presented as a monad(T, η, µ) together with natural
mapstA,B : A×TB→ T (A×B). Hereη : 1→ T andµ : T 2→ T are the usual unit
and multiplication natural transformations for a monad, and thestrengthtA,B must
satisfy certain equations. Moggi gives a detailed explanation of this, and further
comments on the characterisation of strong monads in [68, Definition 3.2et seq.].

• The monadT satisfies themono requirement, that allηA : A→ TA are monic. This
corresponds to the (MONO) rule of Figure 3.3.

• The coproduct1 + 1 of the terminal object1 with itself exists and isdisjoint,
meaning that the square

1 1 + 1-
tt

0 1-

? ?

ff

is a pullback. Herett andff are the left and right inclusion maps. This is used to
model the type of booleans; given thatC is cartesian closed, we can define for each
objectA a morphism

condA = eval ◦ ([pfstA,Aq, psndA,Aq]× idA×A)
: (1 + 1)× (A×A) −→ A

to interpret the conditional.
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• There is a distinguished objectN , used to interpret the type of names. This must
be decidable, which requires a morphismeq : N ×N → 1 + 1 such that

1 1 + 1-
tt

N N ×N-∆

? ?

eq

is a pullback square, where∆ is the diagonal map. The morphismeq interprets
the equality test on names. In the internal language ofC, the pullback condition
corresponds to the rules for testing names in Figure 3.3.

• There is a distinguished morphismnew : 1 → TN such that for any morphisms
f : A → TB, g : A × N × N → TB andh : A × (1 + 1) × N × N → TB the
following equations in the internal language ofC are satisfied:

a : A ` let n⇐new in f(a) = f(a)
a : A ` let n⇐new in (let n′⇐new in g(a, n, n′))

= let n′⇐new in (let n⇐new in g(a, n, n′))

a : A, n : N ` let n′⇐new in h(a, eq(n, n′), n, n′)
= let n′⇐new in h(a,ff , n, n′)

It is clear that these are simply the rules for generating names of Figure 3.3, with the
alternate form of (FRESH) as given on page 42. We could express these equations
by commutative diagrams asserting the equality of certain morphisms inC, but their
essence becomes lost in a mass of variable manipulation.

The first two of these equations hold automatically if the monadT is respectively
affineandcommutative. These are notions due to Kock [39, 40]. A strong monad
is affine if

fstTA,TB = fst∗TA,B : TA× TB → TA

for all objectsA, B; equivalently, ifη1 : 1 → T1 is an isomorphism. It is commu-
tative if the two evident maps fromTA× TB to T (A×B) are equal:

(η∗A×B ◦ twTB,A)∗ ◦ T twA,B = ((ηA×B ◦ twB,A)∗ ◦ twTA,B)∗.

Here twX,Y : X × Y → Y × X is the twist map. These stronger conditions
correspond to the rules (DROP+) and (SWAP+) for the metalanguage.

In summary, a categoryC is suitable to model the metalanguage, and hence the nu-calculus,
if the following hold:

• It is cartesian closed.

• It has a strong monadT satisfying the mono requirement.

• It has a disjoint coproduct1 + 1.

• There is a distinguished decidable objectN .
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• There is a distinguished morphismnew : 1 → TN satisfying certain equations.

Given such a category, the embedding of the metalanguage of Section 1 in its internal
language is quite standard. Types are interpreted by objects of the category:Bool by
1 + 1, Name by N , function types by exponentials and computation types using the
strong monadT . A contextΓ = {x1 : A1, . . . , xn : An} is interpreted by the product
Γ = A1 × · · · ×An. A term in context is interpreted by a morphism:

Γ ` a : A 7−→ a : Γ → A.

The derivation of such a morphism uses the rules on the right of Figure 3.5, which match
those on the left for terms of the metalanguage. An equation in context is then interpreted
by equality of morphisms:

Γ ` a = a′ : A 7−→ a = a′ : Γ → A.

The sequent
Γ; a1 = a′1 : A1, . . . , an = a′n : An ` a = a′ : A

is interpreted by equality of the morphisms

E -e Γ A
-a
-

a′
a ◦ e = a′ ◦ e

wheree : E → Γ is the simultaneous equaliser of all the equations on the left hand side:

E Γ-e

a1
½

½
½½>

A1

a′1
½

½
½½>

a′n
Z

Z
ZZ~

An

a′n
Z

Z
ZZ~

...

Under this embedding the conditions onC correspond exactly to the rules of Figures
3.2 and 3.3 for reasoning in the metalanguage, so any equation provable in the metalang-
uage will also hold inC. As a result, any non-degenerate model demonstrates that the
metalanguage is consistent.

The translation of Section 2 now becomes an interpretation of the nu-calculus in the
categoryC. For each valid type assertions,Γ ` M : σ there is a morphism

[[M ]] : N |s| × [[Γ]] → T [[σ]] where [[Γ]] =
∏

xi:σi∈Γ

[[σi]].

For an expressionC in canonical form this morphism factors throughη : [[σ]]→ T [[σ]] and
there is

|C| : N |s| × [[Γ]] → [[σ]] with [[C]] = η[[σ]] ◦ |C|.
HereN |s| is the object of|s|-tuples of names. We define the subobject(6=s) ½ N |s| of
distinct |s|-tuples as the simultaneous equaliser of all the pairs

N |s| 1 + 1 1 ≤ i < j ≤ |s|.-eq ◦ 〈πi, πj〉
-

ff ◦ !
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Γ ` x : A
7−→

πx : Γ → A
(x : A ∈ Γ)

Γ ` new : TName
7−→

Γ !−→ 1 new−→ TN

Γ ` tt : Bool
7−→

Γ !−→ 1 tt−→ 1 + 1

Γ ` ff : Bool
7−→

Γ !−→ 1
ff−→ 1 + 1

Γ ` n, n′ : Name
Γ ` eq(n, n′) : Bool

7−→ n : Γ → N n′ : Γ → N

Γ
〈n,n′〉−→ N ×N

eq−→ 1 + 1

Γ ` b : Bool Γ ` a, a′ : A

Γ ` cond(b, a, a′) : A
7−→ b : Γ → 1 + 1 a : Γ → A a′ : Γ → A

Γ
〈b,a,a′〉−→ (1 + 1)×A×A

condA−→ A

Γ ` a : A

Γ ` [a] : TA
7−→ a : Γ → A

Γ a−→ A
ηA−→ TA

Γ, x : A ` b : B

Γ ` λx:A.b : A → B
7−→ b : Γ×A → B

curry(b) : Γ → BA

Γ ` e : TA Γ, x : A ` e′ : TA′

Γ ` let x⇐e in e′ : TA′
7−→ e : Γ → TA e′ : Γ×A → TA′

Γ
〈1,e〉−→ Γ× TA

(e′)∗−→ TA′

Γ ` f : A → B Γ ` a : A

Γ ` fa : B
7−→ f : Γ → BA a : Γ → A

Γ
〈f,a〉−→ BA ×A

eval−→ B

Figure 3.5: Rules for constructing morphisms to interpret terms of the metalanguage
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In the internal language, this corresponds to the conjunction

x1 : N, . . . , x|s| : N `
∧

1≤i<j≤|s|
(eq(xi, xj) = ff ).

We then define the composite morphisms:

[[M ]]Γ,6=s =
(

(6=s)× [[Γ]] ½ N |s| × [[Γ]]
[[M ]]−→ T [[σ]]

)
M ∈ Expσ(s,Γ)

|C|Γ,6=s =
(

(6=s)× [[Γ]] ½ N |s| × [[Γ]]
|C|−→ [[σ]]

)
C ∈ Canσ(s,Γ)

[[M ]]6=s =
(

(6=s) ½ N |s| [[M ]]−→ T [[σ]]
)

M ∈ Expσ(s)

|C|6=s =
(

(6=s) ½ N |s| |C|−→ [[σ]]
)

C ∈ Canσ(s)

The results of Section 2 and 3 now carry over to the categorical model:

Proposition 3.10 (Correctness)If s ` M ⇓σ (s′)C is a valid evaluation judgement then

[[M ]]6=s = [[νs′.C]]6=s.

Further, if M,M ′ ∈ Expσ(s) and M →∗
σ M ′ is a valid reduction then

[[M ]]6=s = [[M ′]]6=s

Proof Follows from Proposition 3.6.

Proposition 3.11 (Adequacy)Suppose that the categoryC is non-degeneratein that the
objects0 and 1 are not isomorphic. Then for allM1,M2 ∈ Expσ(s,Γ):

[[M1]]Γ, 6=s = [[M2]]Γ,6=s =⇒ s,Γ ` M1 ≈σ M2.

Proof Exactly as for Proposition 3.7.

Theorem 3.12 (Completeness at Ground Types)If σ ∈ {o, ν} and M1, M2 ∈ Expσ(s)
then

s ` M1 ≈σ M2 =⇒ [[M1]]6=s = [[M2]]6=s.

Proof Follows from Theorem 3.8.

Theorem 3.13 If σ is a ground or first order type of the nu-calculus,Γ is a set of variables
of ground type, andM1,M2 ∈ Expσ(s,Γ) for some set of namess, then

s,Γ ` M1 ∼σ M2 =⇒ [[M1]]Γ,6=s = [[M2]]Γ, 6=s.

Proof Follows from Theorem 3.9.
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So a non-degenerate categorical model can be used to prove contextual equivalences
of the nu-calculus. The more that can be shown, the moreabstracta model is. It isfully
abstractif the result of Theorem 3.12 holds at all typesσ. More modestly, a model may
be fully abstract for some restricted set of types or expressions. As with reasoning in
the metalanguage, any adequate categorical model will validate at least the equivalences
(2)–(9) and (17) from Section 5 of Chapter 2.

In the case of languages like PCF, the difficulties in finding fully abstract models are to
do with characterising sequentiality, and arise through ingenious use of non-termination.
Because evaluation in the nu-calculus always terminates, the same problems do not occur.
Full abstraction is still a hard problem, but for different reasons, to do with the privacy
of names.

5 The Functor Category SetI

In this section we describe our first example of a category suitable to model the nu-
calculus. Although it is not particularly abstract, the existence of the category does
prove that the metalanguage is consistent, and justifies using it to reason about contextual
equivalence (Proposition 3.7 above). The construction is based on Moggi’s model of
dynamic allocation [67,§4.1.4]; it is related to the ‘possible worlds’ models of Oles,
Reynolds, Tennent and O’Hearn [107, 88, 81], and also to Mitchell and Moggi’s Kripke-
style models [63, 64]. After describing the model, we show that reasoning in it has the
same power as applicative equivalence, up to second-order types.

We take the categorySetI of functors and natural transformations betweenI, the
category of finite sets and injections, andSet , the category of sets and functions. Objects
of I representstages of computation, that is, what names have been declared. We shall
uses and variants to stand for objects ofI, and the symbol ‘+’ for their disjoint union.
For a functorA : I → Set , the setAs is composed of values defined over the names ins.
Morphisms inI and their images inSet correspond to name substitutions.

It is standard that this category is cartesian closed. Finite limits and colimits are taken
pointwise; for example, the object of booleans1 + 1 is the constant functor to a two-
element set. IfA,B : I → Set are functors then their exponent is defined:

BAs = SetI(I(s,−)×A,B) s, s′, s′′ ∈ I
BAfps′′〈i, a′′〉 = ps′′〈i ◦ f, a′′〉 f : s → s′ p ∈ BAs

i : s′ → s′′ a′′ ∈ As′′.

As well as this standard construction of exponentials, the particular choice of the index
categoryI means that there is an equivalent and simpler way to compute the object part
of the functor:

BAs = SetI(A(s + ), B(s + )).

So a function fromA to B defined at stages includes data on how it behaves at all later
stages. Naturality places some bounds on what this behaviour can be.

The monad is a colimit of shapeI. We use the functor+ : I × I → I and takeT to
be the composition

SetI SetI×I-Set+ (
SetI

)I-∼= SetI .-
lim−→
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Explicitly, on objects it is the quotient

TAs = {〈s′, a′〉 | s′ ∈ I, a′ ∈ A(s + s′)}/ ∼

where〈s1,a1〉 ∼ 〈s2,a2〉 if and only if for somes0 there are injective functionsf1 : s1→ s0

andf2 : s2 → s0 with A(ids + f1)a1 = A(ids + f2)a2 in A(s + s0). We write [s′, a′] to
represent the equivalence class of〈s′, a′〉; this element is the computation ‘create the new
namess′ and return valuea′’, and quotienting by the relation ‘∼’ ensures that the (DROP)
and (SWAP) rules for names hold true. For any constant functorC : I → Set the monad
is the identity:TC = TC. This is the case for the interpretation of any nu-calculus type
that does not involveν, for example.

The remaining parts of the monad are as follows. Iff : s → s′′ in I then the map
TAf : TAs → TAs′′ is

TAf [s′, a′] = [s′, A(f + ids′)a′] a′ ∈ A(s + s′).

If p : A → B is a morphism inSetI , thenTp : TA → TB is the natural transformation
with mapsTps : TAs → TBs given by

Tps[s′, a′] = [s, p(s + s′)a′].

The unit of the monadηA : A → TA has componentsηAs : As → TAs for eachs ∈ I
given by

ηAsa = [0, a] a ∈ As.

A morphismq : A × B → TC lifts to becomeq∗ : A × TB → TC whose component
mapsq∗s : As× TBs → TCs are

q∗s〈a, [s′, b′]〉 = [s′ + s′′, c′′] b′ ∈ B(s + s′)

where

[s′′, c′′] = q(s + s′)〈A(inls,s′)a, b′〉 c′′ ∈ C(s + s′ + s′′).

Finally, the multiplicationµ : T 2 → T and strength mapstA,B : A × TB → T (A × B)
are described by

µAs[s′, [s′′, a′′]] = [s′ + s′′, a′′] a′′ ∈ A(s + s′ + s′′)
tA,Bs〈a, [s′, b′]〉 = [s′, 〈A(inls,s′)a, b′〉].

These are all well defined regardless of choice of representative, and satisfy the appropriate
equalities. In addition the monadT is both affine and commutative.

We take the object of namesN to be the inclusion functorI ↪→ Set . The morphism
eq : N ×N → 1 + 1 is simple equality at all stages, and new names are generated by

new s = [1, inrs,1] ∈ TNs

which satisfies the necessary equations. The obectTN is isomorphic toN + 1, thanks to
the quotient in the definition ofT .
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Thus the categorySetI fulfils all the conditions of the previous section, and the
interpretation described there gives morphisms:

[[M ′]]Γ,6=s : ( 6=s)× [[Γ]] → T [[σ]] M ′ ∈ Expσ(s,Γ)
|C ′|Γ,6=s : ( 6=s)× [[Γ]] → [[σ]] C ′ ∈ Canσ(s,Γ)

[[M ]]6=s : ( 6=s) → T [[σ]] M ∈ Expσ(s)
|C|6=s : ( 6=s) → [[σ]] C ∈ Canσ(s)

It happens that the object( 6=s) in SetI is isomorphic toI(s,−), and we may apply the
Yoneda Lemma to obtain elements:

[[M ′]]Γ,6=s ∈ (T [[σ]])[[Γ]]s |C ′|Γ,6=s ∈ [[σ]][[Γ]]s

[[M ]]6=s ∈ T [[σ]]s |C|6=s ∈ [[σ]]s.

These are generally easier to work with, and the results of Section 4 still hold when stated
in terms of elements rather than morphisms.

The interpretation of the nu-calculus inSetI only makes use of pullback-preserving
functors; in particular, ifA preserves pullbacks, then so doesTA. So we could instead
consider just the full subcategory of pullback-preserving functors fromI to Set . This cat-
egoryA is a topos; the topos of sheaves for the atomic topology onIop, sometimes called
the Schanuel topos. More details can be found in Mac Lane and Moerdijk [52, Chap. III;
pp. 115, 155, 158]. The model inA is no more abstract than that inSetI , but it does
allow a better interpretation of Moggi’s higher-order metalanguage [69, Example 4.12].
Also, it is known thatA is the classifying topos for the geometric theory of an infinite
decidable object [52, Chap. VIII Ex. 9, Chap. X Ex. 6; pp. 468, 570]. This seems to fit
with the abstract properties that we seek for an object of names, but the exact connection
is unclear.

6 Properties of the Model inSetI

Regarding the sample contextual equivalences of Chapter 2, Section 5, the categorySetI

validates only those shown by any adequate model of the nu-calculus, and not examples
(12) or (13) involving private names. This is because the model makes no provision to
identify functions that differ only on arguments which no external context could supply.
Applicative equivalence is of similar power, and the two theorems in this section make
the connection quite precise.

Theorem 3.14 For all M1,M2 ∈ Expσ(s,Γ), equality inSetI implies applicative equiv-
alence:

[[M1]]Γ,6=s = [[M2]]Γ, 6=s =⇒ s,Γ ` M1 ∼σ M2.

Proof We show first that the result holds for closed expressions:

|C1|6=s = |C2|6=s =⇒ s ` C1 ∼can
σ C2 C1, C2 ∈ Canσ(s)

[[M1]]6=s = [[M2]]6=s =⇒ s ` M1 ∼exp
σ M2 M1, M2 ∈ Expσ(s).
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The proof is by induction on the structure of the typeσ, and follows the form of
Definition 2.13 describing applicative equivalence. For boolean and name expressions in
canonical form, the result is immediate. For lambda abstractions we recall the definition:

s ` λx:σ.M1 ∼can
σ→σ′ λx:σ.M2 ⇐⇒ ∀s′, C ∈ Canσ(s⊕ s′) .

s⊕ s′ ` M1[C/x] ∼exp
σ′ M2[C/x].

Suppose then that|λx:σ.M1|6=s = |λx:σ.M2|6=s and C ∈ Canσ(s⊕ s′) for some set of
namess′. We set

fi = |λx:σ.Mi|6=s ∈ [[σ → σ′]]s = SetI(I(s,−)× [[σ]], T [[σ′]]) i = 1, 2

and use Lemma 3.4 on substitution to reason

[[M1[C/x]]]6=s⊕s′ = f1s
′〈inls,s′ , |C|6=s⊕s′〉

= f2s
′〈inls,s′ , |C|6=s⊕s′〉

= [[M2[C/x]]]6=s⊕s′ .

By the induction hypothesis we deduce thats⊕ s′ ` M1[C/x] ∼exp
σ′ M2[C/x] and so

s ` λx:σ.M1 ∼can
σ→σ′ λx:σ.M2 as required.

For general expressions, applicative equivalence is defined by

s ` M1 ∼exp
σ M2 ⇐⇒ ∃s1, s2, C1 ∈ Canσ(s⊕ s1), C2 ∈ Canσ(s⊕ s2) .

s ` M1 ⇓σ (s1)C1 & s ` M2 ⇓σ (s2)C2

& s⊕ (s1 ∪ s2) ` C1 ∼can
σ C2.

Suppose then thatM1,M2 ∈ Expσ(s) with [[M1]]6=s = [[M2]]6=s. Theorem 2.4 tells us that
there are evaluation judgements

s ` M1 ⇓σ (s1)C1 and s ` M2 ⇓σ (s2)C2,

from which

[[Mi]]6=s = [[νsi.Ci]]6=s = [si, |Ci|6=s⊕si ] ∈ T [[σ]]s i = 1, 2.

But then[s1, |C1|6=s⊕s1 ] = [s2, |C2|6=s⊕s2 ], and the definition of the monad gives injections
fi : si ½ s′ for i = 1, 2 such that

[[σ]](ids + f1)|C1|6=s⊕s1 = [[σ]](ids + f2)|C2|6=s⊕s2 .

With suitable relabelling we can assume that thefi are inclusions and so

[[σ]](ids + fi)|Ci|6=s⊕si = |Ci|6=s⊕s′ i = 1, 2.

We then have|C1|6=s⊕s′ = |C2|6=s⊕s′ , and by the induction hypothesiss⊕ s′ `C1∼can
σ C2.

This is not quite as required, but Lemma 2.14 givess⊕ (s1 ∪ s2) `C1 ∼can
σ C2 and hence

s ` M1 ∼exp
σ M2.

This completes the proof for closed expressions; for open expressions we proceed by
induction on the number of free variables. Suppose thatM1,M2 ∈ Expσ(s,Γ⊕ {x : σ})
and

[[M1]]Γ⊕{x:σ},6=s = [[M2]]Γ⊕{x:σ},6=s = f ∈
(
(T [[σ′]])[[Γ]]×[[σ]]

)
s.
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There is an isomorphism

(T [[σ′]])[[Γ]]×[[σ]] ∼=
(
(T [[σ′]])[[σ]]

)[[Γ]]
= [[σ → σ′]][[Γ]],

across which the elementf can be reinterpreted:

f = |λx:σ.Mi|Γ,6=s ∈ [[σ → σ′]][[Γ]]s i = 1, 2.

This leads to
[[λx:σ.M1]]Γ,6=s = [f ] = [[λx:σ.M2]]Γ,6=s

and from the induction hypothesiss, Γ ` λx:σ.M1 ∼σ→σ′ λx:σ.M2. By Definition 2.13
this is equivalent tos,Γ⊕ {x : σ} ` M1 ∼σ′ M2, which is the desired result.

Before we can show a result in the other direction, we need to know which elements
in the model denote expressions of the nu-calculus.

Lemma 3.15 (Definability) Suppose thatσ is a ground or first-order type of the nu-
calculus ands is some set of names. Ifa ∈ [[σ]]s ande ∈ T [[σ]]s, then there are expressions
C ∈ Canσ(s) and M ∈ Expσ(s) such thata = |C|6=s and e = [[M ]]6=s.

Proof We begin by showing that the result for values implies that for computations.
Suppose thate ∈ T [[σ]]s has a representativee = [s′, a′] wherea′ ∈ [[σ]](s + s′). By
assumption there isC ∈ Canσ(s⊕ s′) such thata′ = |C|6=s⊕s′ , and then

e = [s′, a′] = [[νs′.C]] 6=s

as required.
We now apply induction over the structure of the typeσ. For elements of[[o]]s = 1+1

or [[ν]]s = s the result is immediate. Suppose thatf ∈ [[o → σ]]s, that is

f ∈ SetI(I(s,−)× (1 + 1), T [[σ]]).

Thenf is entirely determined by the elementsfs〈ids, tt〉 andfs〈ids,ff 〉 in T [[σ]]s. From
the induction hypothesis these are definable, say byM1,M2 ∈ Expσ(s), and thenf is too:

f = |λb:o.if b then M1 else M2 |6=s.

A value g ∈ [[ν → σ]]s = SetI(I(s,−)×N,T [[σ]]) is similarly determined by

gs〈ids, n1〉, . . . , gs〈ids, nk〉 ∈ T [[σ]]s

and
g(s + 1)〈inls,1, inrs,1〉 ∈ T [[σ]](s + 1),

wheres = {n1, . . . , nk}. Suppose that these are definable usingM1, . . . , Mk ∈ Expσ(s)
andM ′ ∈ Expσ(s⊕ {n}). Theng is definable too:

g = |λx:ν. if x = n1 then M1

else if x = n2 then M2
...

else if x = nk then Mk else M ′[x/n] |6=s,

and the result holds for all first-orderσ, by induction.
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Theorem 3.16 Takeσ to be a nu-calculus type of ground, first or second order, andΓ
a set of variables of ground or first-order type. IfM1, M2 ∈ Expσ(s,Γ) for some set of
namess, then

s,Γ ` M1 ∼σ M2 =⇒ [[M1]]Γ,6=s = [[M2]]Γ, 6=s.

If σ is third-order then the implication fails.

Proof Exactly as for Theorem 3.9, with the addition of an induction step for expressions
of second-order type in canonical form. Given thatσ is a ground or first order type, and
that the result holds for∼exp

σ′ , we show that it is true for∼can
σ→σ′ . Recall that

s ` λx:σ.M1 ∼can
σ→σ′ λx:σ.M2 ⇐⇒ ∀s′, C ∈ Canσ(s⊕ s′) .

s⊕ s′ ` M1[C/x] ∼exp
σ′ M2[C/x]

and let

fi = |λx:σ.Mi|6=s ∈ [[σ → σ′]]s = SetI(I(s,−)× [[σ]], T [[σ′]]) i = 1, 2.

We seek to prove thatf1 = f2. To do this we must have, for all name setss′, and all
elementsa ∈ [[σ]](s + s′), that

f1s
′〈inls,s′ , a〉 = f2s

′〈inls,s′ , a〉 ∈ T [[σ′]](s + s′).

From Lemma 3.15 there is someC ∈ Canσ(s⊕ s′) such thata = |C|6=s⊕s′ , and so

fis
′〈inls,s′ , a〉 = [[Mi[C/x]]]6=s⊕s′ i = 1, 2.

By assumption,s⊕ s′ ` M1[C/x] ∼exp
σ′ M2[C/x] and the induction hypothesis gives

[[M1[C/x]]]6=s⊕s′ = [[M2[C/x]]]6=s⊕s′ ,

from which f1 = f2 as required.
To show failure at third-order types we start with the first-order example (12) from

Chapter 2, Section 5:

νn.λx:ν.(x = n) ≈ν→o λx:ν.false .

The model inSetI cannot confirm this equivalence; if we setg1 = νn.λx:ν.(x = n) and
g2 = λx:ν.false, then their denotations are not equal:

[[g1]] 6= [[g2]] ∈ T [[ν → o]]0.

For example, they are distinguished by the element

h ∈ ((T (1 + 1))N → T (1 + 1)) 0

hs〈0, g〉 =
{

[tt ] if ∀i : s → s′, n ∈ s′ . gs′〈i, n〉 = [tt ]
[ff ] otherwise

where0 : 0 → s andg ∈ (T (1 + 1))Ns. This h tests whether a functiong returns[tt ] at
every name, private or public. The fact thatg1 ≈ν→o g2 and yet

h∗0〈id0, [[g1]]〉 = [ff ] 6= [tt ] = h∗0〈id0, [[g2]]〉,
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tells us thath cannot denote any expression of the nu-calculus. Proceeding to higher types,
we consider

F1 = λf : (ν → o) → o . f(νn.λx:ν.(x = n))
F2 = λf : (ν → o) → o . f(λx:ν.false).

Now [[F1]] and [[F2]] are distinct in the model, differing at arguments such ash that
can separate[[g1]] from [[g2]]. But, as argued above, none of these can be defined in
the nu-calculus, soF1 and F2 are applicatively equivalent. We then have the desired
counterexample:

` F1 ∼((ν→o)→o)→o F2 but [[F1]] 6= [[F2]].

It also follows thatF1 andF2 are contextually equivalent.

So applicative equivalence and equality inSetI prove exactly the same contextual
equivalences up to second-order types, and at higher types applicative equivalence is more
powerful. However, this extra strength is quite illusory; to demonstrate it, we had to use
the equivalence

νn.λx:ν.(x = n) ≈ν→o λx:ν.false

which neither method is able to prove.

7 Continuous G-sets

Our next example of a category suitable to model the nu-calculus is in fact equivalent to the
Schanuel toposA mentioned in Section 5. Mac Lane and Moerdijk explain the connection
in [52, §III.9; pp. 150–155]. A consequence is that this model is no more abstract than
the last; however it does provide a quite different presentation of the category.

We consider the topological groupG of automorphisms ofN, the natural numbers,
with topology inherited from the product topology onNN. If k is a finite subset ofN then
the stabiliser subgroups

Gk = StabG(k) ≤ G

form a basis of neighbourhoods of the identity. AcontinuousG-setA is a set equipped
with an action

G×A → A

〈g, a〉 7→ g · a

which is continuous whenA is given the discrete topology [52,§I.1(xi)]. Equivalently,
the stabilisers of elements ofA must all be open. We write|A| for the set underlyingA.
A morphism of continuousG-sets is a function on the underlying sets which respects the
action.

The categoryBG of continuousG-sets is cartesian closed [52, Chap. I Ex. 6]. Finite
limits and colimits correspond to those inSet , while the exponentialBA is the set of all
the functions from|A| to |B| whose stabilisers are open inG, according to the action

(g · p)a = g · (p(g−1 · a)) g ∈ G, p : A → B, a ∈ A.
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The interpretation of a nu-calculus type is a set of values at all possible stages, with
the group action describing how values change under name substitution. Ifk is a finite
subset ofN andA an object ofBG, then we define

Ak = FixA(Gk) ⊆ A,

those elements ofA which use only the names ink. For anya ∈ A the smallestk ⊆ N
such thata ∈ Ak is the supportof a, the names which it actually needs. The condition
that aG-set be continuous is equivalent to requiring every element to have finite support.

To interpret the ground types, the object of booleans1 + 1 is the two-element set with
trivial G-action, and the object of namesN isN with the evidentG-action. The morphism
eq : N ×N → 1 + 1 is just the equality test onN.

For a continuousG-setA, to construct the objectTA we must make some preliminary
definitions. Iff : N½ N is an injection, then it induces a mapfA : |A| → |A| as follows:
for a ∈ A, take any finitek ⊆ N such thata ∈ Ak, chooseg ∈ G with g|k = f |k and
definefAa = g · a. This is well defined: suppose thata ∈ Ak′ too, andg′ ∈ G with
g′|k′ = f |k′ . Thena ∈ Al wherel = k ∩ k′, alsog|l = g′|l = f |l and so(g−1g′)|l = id |l,
that isg−1g′ ∈ Gl. Thus

g · a = g · ((g−1g′) · a) = g′ · a

and the choice ofk andg does not matter.
There is an alternative action ofG on the destination|A| which makes this induced

map a morphism inBG. For g ∈ G, we definef∗g ∈ G by

(f∗g)n =
{

n if n 6∈ Im(f)
f(g(f−1n)) if n ∈ Im(f).

In particular(f∗g) ◦ f = f ◦ g. We takefA to be theG-set with underlying set|A| and
action

g ·fA a = (f∗g) ·A a.

ThenfA : A → fA is a morphism inBG, and every commuting trangle of injections

N N-- f

f ′
@

@
@

@R

R

N
?

?

h

induces a commuting triangle inBG

A fA-fA

f ′A
@

@
@

@R
f ′A

?

hfA

by the action off , f ′ andh on the underlying set|A|.
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The objectTA is the colimit of the diagram comprising all such triangles fromA. That
is, we consider in turn the one object categoryN of N and all injections into itself, the
coslice categoryN \N, the diagram this induces inBG\A and its colimitηA : A→TA. In
fact the injectionf :N½N induces an endofunctorfBG : BG→BG, and the commuting
triangle induces one of natural transformations between endofunctors:

idBG fBG
-f

f ′
@

@
@

@R
f ′BG

?

h

.

The colimit of all such triangles is the endofunctorT : BG → BG.
We could use a much smaller diagram for the colimit. For example, we might take

for f only injections of the formi 7→ i + t, and forh all morphisms mediating between
these. Or forf just the injectioni 7→ 2i and forh all maps that permute the odd numbers
and fix the even numbers. Both of these give countable diagrams with the same colimit
as before.

We represent elements ofTA as [f, a] wheref : N½ N is an injection anda ∈ fA.
The natural transformations that makeT a strong monad are:

ηA : A → TA
a 7→ [idN, a]

µA : T 2A → TA
[f, [f ′, a]] 7→ [f ′ ◦ f, a]

tA,B : A× TB → T (A×B)
〈a, [f, b]〉 7→ [f, 〈fAa, b〉]

If p : A×B → TC is a morphism inBG then its lift p∗ : A× TB → TC is given by

p∗〈a, [f, b]〉 = [f ′ ◦ f, c] where p〈fAa, b〉 = [f ′, c].

For anyG-set A with trivial G-action, the monad is the identity:TA = A. This
happens with the interpretation of any nu-calculus type that does not useν. The following
are more interesting examples:

TN = N + 1 new = inr : 1 → N + 1
T (N ×N) = ((N + 1)× (N + 1)) + 1

T (N → T (1 + 1)) = ((N + N) → (1 + 1))/ ∼
T (N → TN) = ((N + N) → (N + N + 1))/ ∼

For T (N ×N) the action ofG is on both copies ofN at once. In the last two cases, the
relation ‘∼’ quotients by the action ofG on the secondN in each(N + N), while the
actual action ofG is on the first.

Now that the foundations are laid, the method of Section 4 constructs a model for the
nu-calculus, with a continuousG-set[[σ]] for each typeσ, and morphisms for expressions.
Conveniently, morphisms(6=s)→A in BG are in bijection with the elements of|A|, given
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some ordering ons, so expressions are also interpreted by elements:

[[M ′]]Γ,6=s ∈ (T [[σ]])[[Γ]] M ′ ∈ Expσ(s,Γ)

|C ′|Γ,6=s ∈ [[σ]][[Γ]] C ′ ∈ Canσ(s,Γ)

[[M ]]6=s ∈ T [[σ]] M ∈ Expσ(s)
|C|6=s ∈ [[σ]] C ∈ Canσ(s).

All the results of Sections 4 and 6 carry across to this model inBG: it correctly interprets
the operational semantics; it is adequate for reasoning about contextual equivalence,
with completeness at ground types; it validates examples (2)–(9) and (17) of Chapter 2,
Section 5; and it agrees with applicative equivalence up to second order, but is weaker at
higher types.



Chapter 4

Logical Relations

The previous two chapters have provided various methods, both operational and deno-
tational, for proving that two expressions of the nu-calculus are contextually equivalent.
These are enough to confirm most of the example equivalences given in Section 5 of
Chapter 2. Two however remain:

12. νn.λx:ν.(x = n) ≈ν→o λx:ν.false
13. νn.νn′.λf :ν→o.(fn = fn′) ≈(ν→o)→o λf :ν→o.true .

Both of these equivalences rely on local names remaining private; for example in (12)
the function(λx:ν.(x = n)) would return the answertrue, if applied to the namen, but
no external context can detect this. Similarly in (13) no externally produced function can
distinguish the private namesn andn′.

In this chapter we develop methods that can prove both of these equivalences, by
identifying the different uses an expression may make of its local names. We show that
these methods are strong enough to prove all contextual equivalences between expressions
of first-order type, and construct a categorical model that is fully abstract at ground and
first-order types.

The techniques that can do this all use some kind oflogical relation. We encountered
these earlier, in the context of Definition 2.16 of logical equivalence. The basic idea is to
construct (binary) relations between nu-calculus expressions by induction on the structure
of their type, with functions related if they take related arguments to related results. How
successful this is depends on careful choice of the relations used at ground types, and the
treatment of expressions not in canonical form.

Section 1 describes an operational form of logical relations for the nu-calculus, and
shows that these can be used to prove contextual equivalences, in particular example (12)
above. A significant intermediate step is the extension of contextual equivalence to
contextual relationsbetween nu-calculus expressions. Section 2 gives a proof that the
method of logical relations is complete for first-order types; this is probably the most
powerful result of the thesis.

Sections 3, 4 and 5 develop a denotational analogue of this work. This uses the
notion of acategory with relations, and extends the usual categorical idea of naturality
with parametricity, where relations too must be preserved and respected. The result is a
categoryP, based on the functor categorySetI of Chapter 3, but incorporating a relational
structure. We prove various results connecting this with operational logical relations, and

67
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show thatP provides a model of the nu-calculus that is fully abstract up to first-order
function types.

The final section tackles the remaining equivalence (13), between two functions of
second-order type. This is not validated by ordinary logical relations, and we construct
more sophisticatedpredicated logical relationswhich provide an even finer description of
how expressions use their local names. While this successfully proves equivalence (13),
it is a technique very much targeted at this one example, and no completeness result is
proved. There are however some possibilities for further generalisation, which may yet
lead to a fully abstract categorical model for the nu-calculus.

1 Operational Logical Relations

This section describes a system of binary logical relations between nu-calculus expressions,
based on their operational behaviour. These take a similar form to the logical equivalence
of Chapter 2, Section 7, but are extended to allow relations other than the identity at
ground types. We show that they have certain good properties, and in particular can be
used to demonstrate contextual equivalence. This then gives a proof of the problematic
example (12) involving two first-order functions with private names.

We begin by identifying a certain kind of relation between sets of names:

Definition 4.1 (Spans) If s1 and s2 are sets of names, then aspan, or partial bijection
R : s1  s2 is an injective partial map froms1 to s2. That is, the graphR ⊆ s1 × s2

satisfies
n1 R n2 & n′1 R n′2 =⇒ ( n1 = n′1 ⇐⇒ n2 = n′2 ).

A span can also be represented as a pair of injectionss1 ¾ R ½ s2.
If R′ : s′1  s′2 is another span, withs′1 ands′2 disjoint from s1 ands2 respectively,

then the disjoint union ofR andR′ is also a span:

R⊕R′ : s1 ⊕ s′1  s2 ⊕ s′2.

The identity spanids : s  s has

n ids n′ ⇐⇒ n = n′.

The domain and codomain of definition forR : s1  s2 are defined by:

dom(R) = {n1 ∈ s1 | ∃n2 ∈ s2 . n1 R n2 }
cod(R) = {n2 ∈ s2 | ∃n1 ∈ s1 . n1 R n2 }.

We generally represent spans by variants ofR andS.

The intuition behind spans is that they should capture the use that nu-calculus expres-
sions make of public and private names. So ifR : s1  s2, then the bijection between
dom(R) ⊆ s1 and cod(R) ⊆ s2 represents matching use of ‘visible’ names, while the re-
maining elements not in the graph ofR are ‘unseen’ names. In this spirit, Definition 2.16
of logical equivalence now extends to a method that takes a span on names to a set of
relations between expressions of all types:
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Definition 4.2 (Logical Relations) If R : s1  s2 is a span then the relations

Rcan
σ ⊆ Canσ(s1)× Canσ(s2)

Rexp
σ ⊆ Expσ(s1)× Expσ(s2)

are defined by induction over the structure of the typeσ, according to:

b1 Rcan
o b2 ⇐⇒ b1 = b2

n1 Rcan
ν n2 ⇐⇒ n1 R n2

(λx:σ.M1) Rcan
σ→σ′ (λx:σ.M2) ⇐⇒

∀R′ : s′1  s′2, C1 ∈ Canσ(s1 ⊕ s′1), C2 ∈ Canσ(s2 ⊕ s′2) .
C1 (R⊕R′)canσ C2 =⇒ M1[C1/x] (R⊕R′)expσ′ M2[C2/x]

M1 Rexp
σ M2 ⇐⇒
∃R′ : s′1  s′2, C1 ∈ Canσ(s1 ⊕ s′1), C2 ∈ Canσ(s2 ⊕ s′2) .

s1 ` M1 ⇓σ (s′1)C1 & s2 ` M2 ⇓σ (s′2)C2 & C1 (R⊕R′)canσ C2.

The relationsRcan
σ andRexp

σ coincide on canonical forms, and we may write them asRσ

indiscriminately. We can extend the relations to open expressions: ifM1 ∈ Expσ(s1, Γ)
andM2 ∈ Expσ(s2, Γ) whereΓ = {x1 : σ1, . . . , xn : σn} then define

Γ ` M1 Rσ M2 ⇐⇒ ∀R′ : s′1  s′2,
Cij ∈ Canσj (si ⊕ s′i) i = 1, 2 j = 1, . . . , n .

(&n
j=1 . C1j (R⊕R′)canσj

C2j )
=⇒ M1[ ~C1/~x] (R⊕R′)expσ M2[ ~C2/~x].

We use the symbol ‘¬’ to negate relations; soΓ ` M1 ¬ Rσ M2 holds if and only if
Γ ` M1 Rσ M2 does not.

Lemma 4.3 If R : s1  s2 and M1 ∈ Expσ(s1, Γ), M2 ∈ Expσ(s2, Γ) then

Γ ` M1 Rσ M2 ⇐⇒ Γ⊕ Γ′ ` M1 (R⊕R′)σ M2

for any Γ′ and R′ : s′1  s′2.

Proof The result for closed expressions is shown by induction on the structure of the
typeσ, and the general result follows. A mild complication is the need to prove that there
are some related expressions at every type:

∀σ.∀R : s1  s2 .∃R′ : s′1  s′2 ,
C1 ∈ Canσ(s1 ⊕ s′1), C2 ∈ Canσ(s2 ⊕ s′2) . C1 (R⊕R′)σ C2,

which can also be done by induction over types.

Lemma 4.4 Logical relations are respected by all the rules for forming expressions of
the nu-calculus.

Proof It is straightforward to show from the definition of logical relations that they are
preserved by each of the expression-forming rules in Figure 2.1.
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This last result explains why the choice of relations at ground types is restricted to the
identity for booleans and partial bijections for names; more general relations would not
be preserved by conditionals and the equality test on names.

The definition of the relation at function types involves quantification over all further
spans. This is because functions may be applied to arguments that use additional names;
two functions are related only if they take related arguments to related results at all possible
later stages of computation.

The use of existential quantification in the definition ofRexp
σ is crucial: two expressions

are related if there is some way to span their locally-defined names, such that the computed
values are related. This gives an essential flexibility to how expressions may use their local
names. There is here a similarity to Plotkin and Abadi’s work on relational parametricity
for polymorphism in System F, and their definition of relations between terms of existential
type [97]. There, two terms are related if there is some suitable way to relate their hidden
types such that their values are related.

Note that the logical relations for closed expressions of ground type are comparatively
straightforward:

• B1 Ro B2 if both evaluate totrue, or both tofalse.

• N1 Rν B2 if they evaluate ass1 ` N1 ⇓ν (s′1)n1 ands2 ` N2 ⇓ν (s′2)n2

with eithern1 R n2, or n1 ∈ s′1 andn2 ∈ s′2.

Extension to logical relations of other arities seems possible, though it is not clear
that it would be helpful (but see Abadi and Plotkin [2] on nullary and unary relations for
System F).

Before we can state useful results for logical relations, we must define some other
families of relations. These are also based on spans, extending syntactic identity and
contextual equivalence respectively.

Definition 4.5 (Syntactic Relations)For any spanR : s1  s2 the relation

Rsyn
σ ⊆ Expσ(s1, Γ)× Expσ(s2, Γ)

is defined by

Γ ` M1 Rsyn
σ M2 ⇐⇒ M1 ∈ Expσ(dom(R), Γ) & M2 ∈ Expσ(cod(R),Γ)

& M2 = M1[n2/n1 | n1 R n2].

When this holds we say thatM1 andM2 aresyntacticallyR-related. In particular,(ids)
syn
σ

is syntactic identity.

Definition 4.6 (Contextual Relations) For any spanR : s1  s2 the relation

Rcxt
σ ⊆ Expσ(s1, Γ)× Expσ(s2, Γ)

is to hold between expressions that behave similarly in all syntacticallyR-related contexts.
So the expressionsM1 andM2 arecontextuallyR-related if

P1〈〈−〉〉 Rsyn
τ P2〈〈−〉〉 =⇒ P1〈〈(Γ)M1〉〉 Rτ P2〈〈(Γ)M2〉〉
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whereP1〈〈−〉〉 andP2〈〈−〉〉 are suitable closed contexts of some typeτ ∈ {o, ν}. In the
light of the Context Lemma (Theorem 2.8), we actually define the relation using only
argument contexts:

Γ ` M1 Rcxt
σ M2 ⇐⇒

∀R′ : s′1  s′2, τ ∈ {o, ν},
λx:σ.Ti ∈ Canσ→τ (si ⊕ s′i), Cij ∈ Canσj (si ⊕ s′i) i = 1, 2 j = 1, . . . , n .

(&n
j=1 . C1j (R⊕R′)synσj C2j ) & (λx:σ.T1) (R⊕R′)synσ→τ (λx:σ.T2)
=⇒ (λx:σ.T1)M1[ ~C1/~x] (R⊕R′)τ (λx:σ.T2)M2[ ~C2/~x].

So two expressions are contextually related if they agree under all syntactically related
instantiations and test functions.

This definition is rather more sophisticated than that for contextual equivalence, with
contexts of name as well as boolean type, and a logical relation(R⊕R′)τ on the right
hand side. Nevertheless it does specialise to give:

Γ ` M1 (ids)cxtσ M2 ⇐⇒ s,Γ ` M1 ≈σ M2.

With these definitions we can extend some of the results of Chapter 2 on logical
equivalence to ones about logical relations. We have that syntactically related expressions
are logically related, and logically related ones are contextually related:

Proposition 4.7 If Γ ` M1 Rsyn
σ M2 then Γ ` M1 Rσ M2. In particular the relation

(ids)σ is reflexive:Γ ` M (ids)σ M for any M ∈ Expσ(s,Γ).

Proof From the definition of syntactic equivalence,M1 andM2 have the same structure,
and induction over this using Lemma 4.4 shows that they are logically related.

Proposition 4.8 If Γ ` M1 Rσ M2 then Γ ` M1 Rcxt
σ M2. In particular (ids)-related

expressions are contextually equivalent:

Γ ` M1 (ids)σ M2 =⇒ s,Γ ` M1 ≈σ M2.

Proof By Proposition 4.7, any syntactically related test functions and instantiations ofΓ
are logically related. The result then follows from the definitions of contextual and logical
relations.

The following results show that the power of logical relations includes that of applica-
tive equivalence:

Theorem 4.9 If R : s1  s2 with M1 ∈ Expσ(s1,Γ) and M2,M3 ∈ Expσ(s2, Γ) then

Γ ` M1 Rσ M2 & s2, Γ ` M2 ∼σ M3 =⇒ Γ ` M1 Rσ M3.

Proof We show each of the following:

1. C1 Rcan
σ C2 & s2 ` C2 ∼can

σ C3 =⇒ C1 Rcan
σ C3.

2. M1 Rexp
σ M2 & s2 ` M2 ∼exp

σ M3 =⇒ M1 Rexp
σ M3.
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3. Γ ` M1 Rσ M2 & s2, Γ ` M2 ∼σ M3 =⇒ M1 Rσ M3.

The first two are proved by mutual induction over the structure ofσ. Case (1) is immediate
at ground types. For function types, suppose that(λx:σ.M1) Rcan

σ→σ′ (λx:σ.M2) and
s1 ` λx:σ.M2 ∼can

σ→σ′ λx:σ.M3, with C1 ∈ Canσ(s1 ⊕ s′1), C2 ∈ Canσ(s2 ⊕ s′2) such that
C1 (R⊕R′)canσ C2 for someR′ : s′1  s′2. Then by definitionM1[C1/x] (R⊕R′)expσ′
M2[C2/x] ands2 ⊕ s′2 ` M2[C2/x] ∼exp

σ′ M3[C2/x]. Applying the induction hypothesis
givesM1[C1/x] (R⊕R′)expσ′ M3[C2/x] and so confirms(λx:σ.M1) Rcan

σ→σ′ (λx:σ.M3).
For (2) suppose that we haveM1 Rexp

σ M2 ands2 ` M2 ∼exp
σ M3. That is:

s1 ` M1 ⇓σ (s′1)C1, s2 ` M2 ⇓σ (s′2)C2 and s2 ` M3 ⇓σ (s′3)C3,

with C1 (R⊕R′)canσ C2 for someR′ : s′1  s′2, and s2 ⊕ (s′2 ∪ s′3) ` C2 ∼can
σ C3.

Using Lemma 4.3 and (1) we obtainC1 (R⊕ S)canσ C3, whereS : s′1  s′3 is defined
asS = R′ ∩ (s′1 × s′3). ThusM1 Rexp

σ M3 as required.
Finally, for (3) suppose thatΓ ` M1 Rσ M2, thats2,Γ ` M2 ∼σ M3, and with some

R′ : s′1  s′2 we haveCij ∈ Canσj (si ⊕ s′i) for i = 1, 2 and j = 1, . . . , n such that

eachC1j (R⊕R′)canσj
C2j . Then by definitionM1[ ~C1/~x] (R⊕R′)expσ M2[ ~C2/~x] and

s2 ` M2[ ~C2/~x] ∼σ M3[ ~C2/~x]. Applying (2) gives usM1[ ~C1/~x] (R⊕R′)expσ M3[ ~C2/~x]
and henceΓ ` M1 Rσ M3 as desired.

Corollary 4.10 If s,Γ ` M1 ∼σ M2 thenΓ ` M1 (ids)σ M2.

Proof By Proposition 4.7,Γ ` M1 (ids)σ M1 and the result follows as an instance of
Theorem 4.9 above.

So logical relations can be used to prove contextual equivalence, and are at least as
strong as applicative equivalence. This at once tells us that they are enough to prove
the basic examples (2)–(9) and (17) of Chapter 2. More importantly though, the relations
describe private names to a degree, and can prove results like example (12). This concerns
the equivalence

12. νn.λx:ν.(x = n) ≈ν→o λx:ν.false .

Now the only possible spanR : {n}  {} is the empty relation, and with this we have
that

(λx:ν.(x = n)) Rcan
ν→o (λx:ν.false)

because both functions takeR-related names tofalse. But then

(νn.λx:ν.(x = n)) (id∅)expν→o (λx:ν.false)

with the above relationR satisfying the existential quantifier, and applying Proposition 4.8
shows that the expressions are contextually equivalent as claimed.

In the next section we shall see that logical relations can prove all contextual equiv-
alences, up to first-order function types. So the notion of a spanR : s1  s2 completely
captures the privacy and visibility of names as passed between functions of the nu-calculus.
At higher types difficulties can arise, with names being only partially revealed, as in ex-
ample (15) from page 25. As a consequence, logical relations are not enough to prove the
equivalence (13):

13. νn.νn′.λf :ν→o.(fn = fn′) ≈(ν→o)→o λf :ν→o.true .
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Again the only spanR : {n, n′}  {} is the empty one, and the first-order functions

(λx:ν.(x = n)) Rcan
ν→o (λx:ν.false)

are related because they takeR-related names tofalse. But the two second-order functions
above differ at these arguments, so they are not related:

(λf :ν→o.(fn = fn′)) ¬ Rcan
(ν→o)→o (λf :ν→o.true),

and logical relations cannot prove the stated contextual equivalence. Later we shall see
how the method of relations can be enhanced to prove even this example.

A final curiosity is that the relation(ids)σ is not necessarily transitive at higher-order
types. Indeed there are expressions of second-order type which are not(ids)-related,
but can still be shown contextually equivalent through a chain of other expressions, each
logically related to the next. This makes it hard to gauge the full power of the technique;
however even such a roundabout method does not seem to work for equivalence (13)
above.

2 Completeness at First-Order Types

In the previous section we saw that logical relations can be used to show contextual
equivalence in the nu-calculus; we now demonstrate that this technique is complete up
to types of first order. This requires various results on contextual relations, beginning
with the observation that for closed expressions we need not explicitly consider tests at
later stages:

Proposition 4.11 For any spanR : s1  s2 and closed expressionsM1 ∈ Expσ(s1),
M2 ∈ Expσ(s2):

M1 Rcxt
σ M2 ⇐⇒

∀τ ∈ {o, ν}, λx:σ.T1 ∈ Canσ→τ (s1), λx:σ.T2 ∈ Canσ→τ (s2) .
(λx:σ.T1) Rsyn

σ→τ (λx:σ.T2) =⇒ (λx:σ.T1)M1 Rτ (λx:σ.T2)M2.

Proof The forward direction is immediate. For the reverse, suppose thatM1 ¬ Rcxt
σ M2

and that they are distinguished by the test functions

(λx:σ.T1) (R⊕R′)synσ→τ (λx:σ.T2)

whereR′ : s′1  s′2. If we take t1 = dom(R′) ⊆ s′1 and t2 = cod(R′) ⊆ s′2, then the
functions

(λx:σ.νt1.T1) Rsyn
σ→τ (λx:σ.νt2.T2)

will generally serve instead, given that

s1 ⊕ s′1 ` (λx:σ.T1)M1 ⇓τ (s′′1)C1 ⇐⇒ s1 ` (λx:σ.νt1.T1)M1 ⇓τ (t1 ⊕ s′′1)C1

s2 ⊕ s′2 ` (λx:σ.T2)M2 ⇓τ (s′′2)C2 ⇐⇒ s2 ` (λx:σ.νt2.T2)M2 ⇓τ (t2 ⊕ s′′2)C2

and the fairly simple nature of the logical relation(R⊕R′)τ at groundτ . The only
exception is whenτ = ν and

si ⊕ s′i ` (λx:σ.Ti)Mi ⇓ν (s′′i )ni i = 1, 2
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with n1 ∈ t1 or n2 ∈ t2 but (n1, n2) /∈ R′. Without loss of generality we taken1 ∈ t1 and
pick n′2 ∈ t2 with n1 R′ n′2, son2 6= n′2. Then the tests

(λx:σ.νt1.(T1 = n1)) Rsyn
σ→τ (λx:σ.νt2.(T2 = n′2))

give true and false when applied toM1 andM2 respectively.

We can now prove a series of lemmas about contextual relations, matching the defining
clauses for logical relations:

Lemma 4.12 For canonical expressions of ground typeτ ∈ {o, ν} the relationsRsyn
τ ,

Rcxt
τ and Rcan

τ all coincide.

Proof It is immediate from their definitions thatRsyn
τ andRcan

τ are the same; forRcxt
τ ,

consider the test function(λx:τ.x).

Lemma 4.13 Contextually related lambda abstractions, applied to syntactically related
values, give contextually related results. Suppose thatR : s1  s2 andR′ : s′1  s′2 with

(λx:σ.M1) ∈ Canσ→σ′(s1) C1 ∈ Canσ(s1 ⊕ s′1)
(λx:σ.M2) ∈ Canσ→σ′(s2) C2 ∈ Canσ(s2 ⊕ s′2).

Then

(λx:σ.M1) Rcxt
σ→σ′ (λx:σ.M2) & C1 (R⊕R′)synσ C2

=⇒ M1[C1/x] (R⊕R′)cxtσ′ M2[C2/x].

Proof Suppose that we have test functions

(λx:σ′.T1) (R⊕R′)synσ′→τ (λx:σ′.T2)

to apply toM1[C1/x] andM2[C2/x]. Then these give the same results as the functions

(λf :σ → σ′.(λx:σ′.T1)(fC1)) (R⊕R′)syn(σ→σ′)→τ (λf :σ → σ′.(λx:σ′.T2)(fC2))

applied to(λx:σ.M1) and(λx:σ.M2).

This next result is central to the proof of completeness, as it shows how the use of spans
between name sets really can capture the way different expressions make public their local
names.

Lemma 4.14 Closed expressions are contextuallyR-related if and only if they evaluate
to contextually(R ⊕ R′)-related canonical forms, for someR′. That is, forR : s1  s2

and M1 ∈ Expσ(s1), M2 ∈ Expσ(s2):

M1 Rcxt
σ M2 ⇐⇒ ∃R′ : s′1  s′2, C1 ∈ Canσ(s1 ⊕ s′1), C2 ∈ Canσ(s2 ⊕ s′2) .

s1 ` M1 ⇓σ (s′1)C1 & s2 ` M2 ⇓σ (s′2)C2

& C1 (R⊕R′)cxtσ C2.
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Proof We begin with the implication from right to left. Suppose that fori = 1,2 we have
the test functionsλx:σ.Ti ∈ Canσ→τ (si) with τ ∈ {o, ν} and

(λx:σ.T1) Rsyn
σ→τ (λx:σ.T2);

then we have by hypothesis that

(λx:σ.T1)C1 (R⊕R′)τ (λx:σ.T2)C2.

So there must beR′′ : s′′1  s′′2 andC ′
i ∈ Canτ (si ⊕ s′i ⊕ s′′i ) for i = 1, 2 with

si ⊕ s′i ` (λx:σ.Ti)Ci ⇓τ (s′′i )C
′
i i = 1, 2

andC ′
1 (R⊕R′ ⊕R′′)τ C ′

2. Combining evaluation judgements we have that

si ` (λx:σ.Ti)Mi ⇓τ (s′i ⊕ s′′i )C
′
i i = 1, 2

and then
(λx:σ.T1)M1 Rτ (λx:σ.T2)M2

as required.
The forward implication is rather more difficult and requires some ingenuity. Suppose

thatM1 Rcxt
σ M2 andsi `Mi ⇓σ (s′i)Ci for i = 1,2; we need to pick some spanR′ : s′1  s′2

such thatC1 (R⊕R′)cxtσ C2.
TakeR′ to relate those names that can be simultaneously produced fromC1 andC2

by syntacticallyR-related expressions of type(σ → ν). That is, for(n1, n2) ∈ s′1 × s′2
we have:

n1 R′ n2 ⇐⇒ ∃λx:σ.N1 ∈ Canσ→ν(s1), λx:σ.N2 ∈ Canσ→ν(s2) .
(λx:σ.N1) Rsyn

σ→ν (λx:σ.N2)
& s1 ⊕ s′1 ` (λx:σ.N1)C1 ⇓ν (s′′1)n1

& s2 ⊕ s′2 ` (λx:σ.N2)C2 ⇓ν (s′′2)n2

The intuition here is thatR′ should identify local names ofM1 andM2 that are public,
with private names being unrelated. We enumerate the elements ofR′ as{(n1j , n2j) | j =
1, . . . , k} and record witnessing expressions(λx:σ.Nij) for i = 1, 2 andj = 1, . . . , k.

To show thatR′ is a partial bijection, suppose thatn1 R′ n2 and n′1 R′ n′2 with
witnesses(λx:σ.Ni) and (λx:σ.N ′

i) respectively. Then we have the syntactically related
test functions

(λx:σ.N1 = N ′
1) Rsyn

σ→o (λx:σ.N2 = N ′
2)

which, applied toM1 Rcxt
σ M2, give

((λx:σ.N1 = N ′
1)M1) Ro ((λx:σ.N2 = N ′

2)M2).

From this it follows thatn1 = n′1 if and only if n2 = n′2, according to whether the boolean
expressions above evaluate totrue or false.

We now demonstrate thatC1 (R⊕R′)cxtσ C2. Suppose we have test functions

(λx:σ.T1) (R⊕R′)synσ→τ (λx:σ.T2) τ ∈ {o, ν},
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with
si ⊕ s′i ` (λx:σ.Ti)Ci ⇓τ (s′′i )C

′
i i = 1, 2.

We need to show thatC ′
1 (R⊕R′ ⊕R′′)τ C ′

2 for someR′′ : s′′1  s′′2. If we construct the
test functions

λx:σ.Ui = λx:σ.((λy1:ν . . . λyk:ν . Ti[yj/nij | j = 1, . . . , k])Ni1 . . . Nik)
∈ Canσ→τ (si) i = 1, 2

then we have
(λx:σ.U1) Rsyn

σ→τ (λx:σ.U2)

and
si ` (λx:σ.Ui)Mi ⇓τ (s′i ⊕ ti ⊕ s′′i )C

′
i i = 1, 2,

where theti are the additional names created by the evaluation of theNij . AsM1 Rcxt
σ M2,

we have that

C ′
1 (R⊕ S)τ C ′

2 for some S : s′1 ⊕ t1 ⊕ s′′1  s′2 ⊕ t2 ⊕ s′′2.

If τ = o then this at once givesC ′
1 = C ′

2, so C ′
1 (R⊕R′ ⊕R′′)o C ′

2 for any choice of
R′′ : s′′1  s′′2, andC1 (R⊕R′)cxtσ C2 as required.

Whenτ = ν we need to consider where the namesC ′
1 andC ′

2 might lie:

• If C ′
1 ∈ s1 thenC ′

2 ∈ s2 andC ′
1 R C ′

2.

• If C ′
1 ∈ s′1 thenC ′

2 ∈ s′2 ⊕ s′′2. Taking the syntacticallyR-related test functions

(λx:σ.(Ui = Ui)) ∈ Canσ→o(si) i = 1, 2,

we have that

s1 ` (λx:σ.(U1 = U1))M1 ⇓o (s′1 ⊕ t1 ⊕ s′′1 ⊕ t3 ⊕ s′′3)true

wheret3, s′′3 are copies oft1, s′′1. Contextual equivalence then gives

s2 ` (λx:σ.(U2 = U2))M2 ⇓o (s′2 ⊕ t2 ⊕ s′′2 ⊕ t4 ⊕ s′′4)true

with t4, s′′4 copies oft2, s′′2, and this tells us thatC ′
2 ∈ s′2. So (C ′

1, C
′
2) ∈ s′1 × s′2

are a pair of names simultaneously produced fromC1 andC2, and thusC ′
1 R′ C ′

2

by the definition ofR′.

• By symmetry the only remaining case is whenC ′
1 ∈ s′′1 andC ′

2 ∈ s′′2. Here we may
choose anyR′′ : s′′1  s′′2 that contains(C ′

1, C
′
2).

In all of these cases we obtainC ′
1 (R⊕R′ ⊕R′′)ν C ′

2 for someR′′ : s′′1  s′′2, and so
C1 (R⊕R′)cxtσ C2 as required.

With these results on contextual relations, so close to the defining properties of logical
relations, it is not hard to show completeness:
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Theorem 4.15 Suppose thatσ is a ground or first-order type of the nu-calculus andΓ
is a set of variables of ground type. Then for any spanR : s1  s2 and expressions
M1 ∈ Expσ(s1,Γ) and M2 ∈ Expσ(s2,Γ),

Γ ` M1 Rcxt
σ M2 =⇒ Γ ` M1 Rσ M2.

In particular

s,Γ ` M1 ≈σ M2 =⇒ Γ ` M1 (ids)σ M2.

Proof We show first that the result holds for closed expressions, by induction on the
structure of the typeσ. By Lemma 4.14 we need only consider expressions in canonical
form, and Lemma 4.12 gives the result for ground types.

Consider then two lambda abstractions

λx:σ.M1 ∈ Canτ→σ(s1) and λx:σ.M2 ∈ Canτ→σ(s2)

whereτ ∈ {o, ν} and (λx:σ.M1) Rcxt
τ→σ (λx:σ.M2). Suppose thatR′ : s′1  s′2 is some

other span, andC1 ∈ Canτ (s1 ⊕ s′1), C2 ∈ Canτ (s2 ⊕ s′2) with C1 (R⊕R′)canτ C2. As τ
is a ground type,(R⊕R′)canτ =(R⊕R′)synτ , and we can apply Lemma 4.13 to obtain

M1[C1/x] (R⊕R′)cxtσ M2[C2/x].

The induction hypothesis gives

M1[C1/x] (R⊕R′)expσ M2[C2/x]

and so

(λx:σ.M1) (R⊕R′)canτ→σ (λx:σ.M2)

as desired.
For open expressions, suppose thatΓ ` M1 Rcxt

σ M2, that someCij ∈ Canτj (si ⊕ s′i)
for i = 1,2, j = 1, . . . ,k are suitable instantiations ofΓ, and that there is a spanR′ : s′1  s′2
such that

C1j (R⊕R′)canτj
C2j j = 1, . . . , k.

All the τj are ground types, so(R⊕R′)canτj
=(R⊕R′)synτj , and the definition of contextual

relations gives

M1[ ~C1/~x] (R⊕R′)cxtσ M2[ ~C2/~x].

By the result for closed terms:

M1[ ~C1/~x] (R⊕R′)expσ M2[ ~C2/~x]

and soΓ ` M1 Rσ M2 as required.
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3 Categories with Relations

The logical relations of the previous sections are wholly operational, and work directly
with expressions of the nu-calculus. However, there is also a corresponding denotational
approach, which incorporates a relational structure into the categorical models of Chapter 3.
The idea is that with a correctly chosen category and monad, the standard interpretation
of the nu-calculus will automatically make identifications similar to those derived from
operational logical relations.

This section describes the extra categorical tools that we need to build such a model,
principally the notion of ‘categories with relations’. These were introduced by Tennent
and O’Hearn to give a semantics for local variables in Algol-like languages; a good outline
of this use is found in [82]. The definition below is all that we need to build models for
the nu-calculus; following this are two alternative presentations which put the ideas in a
wider categorical setting.

Definition 4.16 A category with relationsis a category with certain additional structure.
As well as objects and morphisms, it has a collection of binaryrelationsbetween pairs of
objects, representedR : A ↔ B, andparametric squaresof the form

B B′-
g

A A′-f

?

R

?

R′
6 6

whereR,R′ are relations andf, g are morphisms. Relations, like morphisms, are simply
abstract data; they need not stand for set-based relations, though that is obviously the
motivating example. Similarly parametric squares need not ‘mean’ anything particular:
like composition of morphisms, they are just part of the specification of the category.

Parametric squares should compose horizontally with identity

B B-
idA

A A-idA

?

R

?

R
6 6

and there should be a distinguished identity relationidA : A ↔ A for each object.
Categories with relations are a weak form ofdouble category, and as such are akin

to 2-categories[37]; parametric squares are more general than 2-cells, but they do not
compose vertically.

Suppose thatC andD are categories with relations. Aparametric functorF : C →D is
a functor between the underlying categories together with a map on relations. IfR : A↔B
is a relation inC thenFR : FA ↔ FB should be a relation inD, with F idA = idFA,
andF must take parametric squares to parametric squares.
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Suppose thatF, G : C → D are two parametric functors. Aparametric natural
transformationt : F → G is a natural transformation on the underlying categories such
that for any relationR : A ↔ B of C the square

FB GB-
tB

FA GA-tA

?

FR

?

GR
6 6

is parametric. In both these cases the parametricity constraints are additional to the usual
uniformity conditions of functorality and naturality.

We defineCatR to be the 2-category whose objects are small categories with relations,
morphisms are parametric functors, and 2-cells are parametric natural transformations.

The use of categories with relations is an instance of a general principle for studying
programming languages categorically, as described by Moggi in [68]:

when studying a complex language the 2-categoryCat of small categories,
functors and natural transformations may not be adequate; however, one may
replaceCat with a different 2-category, whose objects capture better some
fundamental structureof the language, whileless fundamental structurecan
be modelled by2-categorical concepts.

In our caseCatR is the more sophisticated setting, able to capture a strong notion of
uniformity through the additional requirement of parametricity.

We can give another, more abstract description ofCatR. A reflexive graphis a set
of vertices and edges between them, where each vertex has a distinguished identity edge
to itself. Essentially, this is a category without composition. There is an evident category
ReflGrph of small reflexive graphs, with morphisms required to preserve the appropriate
structure.

A category with relations is then a category object inReflGrph, andCatR is the inter-
nal 2-category of categories, functors and natural transformations. That is, when working
over reflexive graphs rather than sets, the ordinary notion of category automatically comes
equipped with relations, while functors and natural transformations are suitably parametric.

For example, given a category with relationsC as described above, the object of objects
C0 is the reflexive graph of objectsA and relationsR : A ↔ B, while the object of
morphismsC1 is the reflexive graph of morphismsf : A → A′ and parametric squares:

B B′-
g

A A′-f

?

R

?

R′.
6 6
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Consider the categoriesSet of sets and functions, andCat of small categories and
functors. Then a reflexive graph has more structure than a set, but less than a category.
In the same way categories with relations (internal toReflGrph) lie between ordinary
categories (internal toSet) and double categories (internal toCat).

Alternatively, categories with relations can be seen as reflexive graphs inCat . Take
the two-object category

G : v e-∆ª

δ0

I
δ1

δ0 ◦∆ = δ1 ◦∆ = idv.

A reflexive graph is exactly a functor fromG to Set , with image

vertices edges.-identity¼

domain

Y

codomain

Indeed if we extendReflGrph to be a 2-category, with the appropriate structure-preserving
2-cells, then there is an equality of 2-categories:

ReflGrph = Hom2CAT (G,Set).

Morphisms of graphs are natural transformations between functors intoSet , and 2-
cells are modifications in the 3-category2CAT of large 2-categories. This is a precise
correspondence: the data needed for an item on one side of the equation exactly describes
the matching item on the other side.

If we now replaceSet by Cat then we obtain a description of categories with relations:

CatR = Hom2CAT (G,Cat).

A functor C : G → Cat is a category with relations, whereCv is the underlying category,
andCe is the category of relations and parametric squares. IfC andD are two categories
with relations, then a parametric functorF : C →D is a natural transformation between the
corresponding functorsC,D : G → Cat . A parametric natural transformationt : F → G
is a modification between natural transformationsF and G into Cat . In all cases the
parametricity constraints ofCatR match exactly the existing structure ofCat , mediated
by the two-object categoryG.

In practice we shall only use the direct description of Definition 4.16 to handle
categories with relations. Nevertheless, the characterisations above do give them decent
categorical credentials.

4 The Parametric Functor CategoryP
In this section we use the machinery of categories with relations to rebuild the modelSetI

from Section 5 of Chapter 3 in a parametric setting. This gives a denotational semantics
for the nu-calculus that directly validates all the contextual equivalences of Chapter 2,
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except for (13). In the next section we prove various properties of the model, in particular
that it is fully abstract at ground and first-order types.

We take the index categoryI of finite sets and injections as before, and extend it to a
category with relations. A relationR : s1 ↔ s2 on I consists of a finite setR and a pair
of injectionss1 ¾ R ½ s2. This is exactly the notion of aspan from Definition 4.1.
The operation ‘+’ on I extends to relations: ifR : s1 ↔ s2 and R′ : s′1 ↔ s′2 then
R + R′ : s1 + s′1 ↔ s2 + s′2. A square inI is parametric

s2 s′2-
f2

s1 s′1-f1

?

R

?

R′
6 6

if and only if both squares in R R′-

s1 s′1-

6 6

s2 s′2-
? ?

are pullbacks.

This is a stronger condition than just requiring it to commute as a square of relations. In
fact, up to isomorphism, all parametric squares inI are of the form

s2 s2 + s′2-
inls1,s′2

s1 s1 + s′1-
inls1,s′1

?

R

?

R + R′.
6 6

Some delicacy is required to manage the connection between the structure ofI and
constructions made previously in an operational setting: we shall writeR : s1  s2 for a
span between name sets, andR : s1 ↔ s2 for the corresponding relation inI; similarly
with s⊕ s′ ands + s′.

For the base category we takeSet with ordinary binary relations and squares parametric

B B′-
g

A A′-f

?

R

?

R′
6 6 if and only if

∀a ∈ A, b ∈ B . (a, b) ∈ R =⇒ (fa, gb) ∈ R′.

We then take the ordinary categoryP of parametric functors and parametric natural
transformations fromI to Set . As before, objects ofI represent stages of computation,
and if A : I → Set is a parametric functor then elements ofAs are values defined over
the names ins.

The categoryP is cartesian closed. Finite limits and colimits are taken pointwise: the
object of booleans is the constant parametric functor to the two-element set1 + 1, taking
all relations toid1+1. Thanks to a relational version of the Yoneda Lemma, exponentials
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are defined in a manner reminiscent of the ordinary functor category:

BAs = P(I(s,−)×A,B) s, s′, s′′ ∈ I
BAfps′′〈i, a′′〉 = ps′′〈i ◦ f, a′′〉 f : s → s′ p ∈ BAs

i : s′ → s′′ a′′ ∈ As′′

(p1, p2) ∈ BAR ⇐⇒ s1, s2 ∈ I p1 ∈ BAs1

for all parametric squares

s2 s′2-
f2

s1 s′1-f1

?R ?R
′6 6

and elementsa′1 ∈ As′1, a′2 ∈ As′2 it holds that
(a′1, a

′
2) ∈ AR′ =⇒ (p1s

′
1〈f1, a

′
1〉, p2s

′
2〈f2, a

′
2〉) ∈ BR′.

R : s1 ↔ s2 p2 ∈ BAs2

As with the model inSetI , there is a simpler form for the object part of the exponential:

BAs = P(A(s + ), B(s + )).

So a function fromA to B defined at stages includes data on how it behaves at all later
stages. Both naturality and parametricity place bounds on what this behaviour can be.

We define the monad explicitly. On objects it is the quotient

TAs = {〈s′, a′〉 | s′ ∈ I, a′ ∈ A(s + s′)}/ ∼

where〈s′1, a′1〉 ∼ 〈s′2, a′2〉 if and only if there is someR′ : s′1 ↔ s′2 such that(a′1, a
′
2) ∈

A(ids + R′). The relation ‘∼’ is not necessarily transitive, so really the quotient is by its
transitive closure. We take[s′, a′] to represent the equivalence class of〈s′, a′〉; as before,
this denotes the computation ‘create the new namess′ and return valuea′’.

The remaining details of the monad are specified exactly as for theSetI model. The
only addition is that ifR : s1 ↔ s2 in I then the relationTAR : TAs1 ↔ TAs2 is given
by

(e1, e2) ∈ TAR ⇐⇒ ∃R′ : s′1 ↔ s′2, a′1 ∈ A(s1 + s′1), a′2 ∈ A(s2 + s′2) .
e1 = [s′1, a

′
1] & e2 = [s′2, a

′
2] & (a′1, a

′
2) ∈ A(R + R′)

wheree1 ∈ TAs1 and e2 ∈ TAs2. It is significant that the definition ofTAR makes
implicit use of the quotient by ‘∼’: to see ife1 ande2 are related, it is necessary to check
all possible representatives[s′1, a

′
1] and [s′2, a

′
2]. The resulting strong monadT is both

affine and commutative.
The object of namesN is the parametric inclusion functorI ↪→ Set , and the test

eq : N ×N → 1 + 1 is equality at all stages. Fresh names are produced by

new s = [1, inrs,1] ∈ TNs

which satisfies the necessary equations.
In certain cases, the action of the monadT is quite simple. IfA : I → Set is a

constant parametric functor that takes all relations to the identity, thenTA = A. This
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applies to the interpretation of any nu-calculus type that does not useν; so for example
T [[o]]s = [[o]]s = 1 + 1 andT [[o]]R = id1+1. For computations of typeν itself:

T [[ν]]s = TNs = s + 1

and
T [[ν]]R = TNR = R + id1 : s1 + 1 ↔ s2 + 1.

The interpretation of Chapter 3, Section 4 takes expressions of the nu-calculus to
morphisms inP:

[[M ′]]Γ,6=s : ( 6=s)× [[Γ]] → T [[σ]] M ′ ∈ Expσ(s,Γ)
|C ′|Γ,6=s : ( 6=s)× [[Γ]] → [[σ]] C ′ ∈ Canσ(s,Γ)

[[M ]]6=s : ( 6=s) → T [[σ]] M ∈ Expσ(s)
|C|6=s : ( 6=s) → [[σ]] C ∈ Canσ(s).

As with SetI , the object(6=s) is isomorphic toI(s,−), and we obtain elements

[[M ]]6=s ∈ T [[σ]]s |C|6=s ∈ [[σ]]s

[[M ′]]Γ,6=s ∈ (T [[σ]])[[Γ]]s |C ′|Γ,6=s ∈ [[σ]][[Γ]]s

using a version of the Yoneda Lemma adapted for categories with relations. By Propo-
sition 3.11 this model inP is adequate, and equality in the category implies contextual
equivalence in the nu-calculus.

5 Properties of the Model inP
Although many of the details above are given precisely as for the model inSetI , the
underlying relational structure makes an important difference. Function spaces are smaller,
and more computations are identified inTAs, with the consequence that more contextual
equivalences of the nu-calculus are validated.

The main result of this section is that the model inP is fully abstract at first-order
types. This arises from a close connection with operational logical relations, and the fact
that relations in the category can be used to show contextual relations between expressions
of the nu-calculus.

First though, we fix when expressions of the nu-calculus are related by the model inP:

Definition 4.17 Given some spanR : s1  s2, two expressionsM1 ∈ Expσ(s1, Γ) and
M2 ∈ Expσ(s2,Γ) areP-R-related if

([[M1]]Γ, 6=s1
, [[M2]]Γ,6=s2

) ∈ (T [[σ]])[[Γ]]R.

Usually the choice ofR is clear, and we say that the expressions areP-related.

We now need to establish howP-relations compare to the other relations described
earlier in this chapter. A few technical lemmas lay the foundations:

Lemma 4.18 Logical relations andP-relations coincide at ground types. For any span
R : s1  s2 and closed expressionsM1 ∈ Expτ (s1), M2 ∈ Expτ (s2) of typeτ ∈ {o, ν}:

([[M1]]6=s1
, [[M2]]6=s2

) ∈ T [[τ ]]R ⇐⇒ M1 Rτ M2.
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Proof Follows directly from the description ofT [[o]] = 1 + 1 andT [[ν]] = N + 1 given
earlier, and the straightforward nature of logical relations at ground types.

Lemma 4.19 Syntactically related expressions are related inP:

Γ ` M1 Rsyn
σ M2 =⇒ ([[M1]]Γ,6=s1

, [[M2]]Γ,6=s2
) ∈ T [[σ]][[Γ]]R

Γ ` C1 Rsyn
σ C2 =⇒ (|C1|Γ,6=s1 , |C2|Γ,6=s2) ∈ [[σ]][[Γ]]R.

Proof By induction on the structure of the expressions.

Lemma 4.20 Syntactically related substitutions preserveP-relations. Suppose

([[M1]]Γ,6=s1
, [[M2]]Γ,6=s2

) ∈ T [[σ]][[Γ]]R

and thatΓ can be instantiated byC1j (R⊕R′)synσj C2j wherej = 1, . . . , n, then

( [[M1[ ~C1/~x]]]6=s1⊕s′1
, [[M2[ ~C2/~x]]]6=s2⊕s′2

) ∈ T [[σ]](R + R′).

Proof For each ofi = 1, 2 we have

[[Mi]]Γ,6=si
∈ T [[σ]][[Γ]]si = P(I(si,−)× [[Γ]], T [[σ]])

and, looking back to Lemma 3.4 on substitution,

[[Mi[ ~Ci/~x]]]6=si⊕s′i
= [[Mi]]Γ,6=si

(si + s′i) 〈inlsi,s′i , 〈|Ci1|6=si⊕s′i , . . . , |Cin|6=si⊕s′i〉〉

By Lemma 4.19

(|C1j |6=s1⊕s′1 , |C2j |6=s2⊕s′2) ∈ [[σj ]](R + R′) j = 1, . . . , n,

and thus

( 〈|C11|6=si⊕s′i , . . . , |C1n|6=si⊕s′i〉, 〈|C21|6=si⊕s′i , . . . , |C2n|6=si⊕s′i〉 ) ∈ [[Γ]](R + R′).

So from the definition of relations at exponentials inP,

([[M1[ ~C1/~x]]]6=s1⊕s′1
, [[M2[ ~C2/~x]]]6=s2⊕s′2

) ∈ T [[σ]](R + R′)

as required.

Lemma 4.21 Syntactically related lambda abstractions, applied toP-related expressions,
giveP-related results:

(λx:σ.M1) Rsyn
σ→σ′ (λx:σ.M2) & ([[M ′

1]]6=s1
, [[M ′

2]]6=s2
) ∈ T [[σ]]R

=⇒ ([[(λx:σ.M1)M ′
1]]6=s1

, [[(λx:σ.M2)M ′
2]]6=s2

) ∈ T [[σ′]]R.

Proof Choose representatives[[M ′
1]]6=s1

= [s′1, a
′
1] and [[M ′

2]]6=s2
= [s2, a

′
2] so that there is

R′ : s′1  s′2 with (a′1, a
′
2) ∈ [[σ]](R + R′). Then fori = 1, 2,

[[(λx:σ.Mi)M ′
i ]]6=si

= let m⇐[[M ′
i ]]6=si

in (|λx:σ.Mi|6=sim)

= [s′i + s′′i , b
′′
i ]
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where

[s′′i , b
′′
i ] = |λx:σ.Mi|6=si

s′i 〈inlsi,s′i , a
′
i〉 b′′i ∈ [[σ′]](si + s′i + s′′i ).

From Lemma 4.19,(|λx:σ.M1|6=s1 , |λx:σ.M2|6=s2) ∈ [[σ → σ′]]R, so there must be some
R′′ : s′′1  s′′2 such that(b′′1, b

′′
2) ∈ [[σ′]](R + R′ + R′′). Then

( [[(λx:σ.M1)M ′
1]] 6=s1

, [[(λx:σ.M2)M ′
2]]6=s2

) = ( [s′1 + s′′1, b
′′
1], [s′2 + s′′2, b

′′
2] )

∈ T [[σ′]]R

as required.

We can now put these together to show an adequacy result, thatP-relations imply
contextual relations. This enhances the previous result of Proposition 3.11, that equality
in a categorical model implies contextual equivalence.

Proposition 4.22 (Relational Adequacy)Expressions related inP are contextually re-
lated:

([[M1]]Γ,6=s1
, [[M2]]Γ,6=s2

) ∈ (T [[σ]])[[Γ]]R =⇒ Γ ` M1 Rcxt
σ M2

(|C1|Γ,6=s1 , |C2|Γ,6=s2) ∈ [[σ]][[Γ]]R =⇒ Γ ` C1 Rcxt
σ C2.

Proof The result for closed expressions follows from Lemmas 4.21 and 4.18 above, with
Lemma 4.20 extending this to open expressions.

Moving to a different set of relations, there is clearly a close connection between
the clauses of Definition 4.2 for operational logical relations, and the construction of the
categoryP. In fact the categorical model came first, and the form of the relationsBAR
and TAR motivated the definition of logical relations atRcan

σ→σ′ and Rexp
σ respectively.

We make the link precise by showing whenP-relations imply logical relations, andvice
versa.

Theorem 4.23 Suppose thatσ is a nu-calculus type of ground or first order, thatΓ is a
set of variables of ground type, andR : s1  s2 is some span. ThenP-related expressions
over these are logically related:

([[M1]]Γ, 6=s1
, [[M2]]Γ,6=s2

) ∈ (T [[σ]])[[Γ]]R =⇒ Γ ` M1 Rσ M2

(|C1|Γ,6=s1 , |C2|Γ,6=s2) ∈ [[σ]][[Γ]]R =⇒ Γ ` C1 Rσ C2.

Proof Combine relational adequacy ofP (Proposition 4.22) with the completeness of
logical relations at first-order types (Theorem 4.15).

Lemma 4.24 (Definability) Suppose thatσ is a ground or first order type of the nu-
calculus, ands is some set of names. Ifa∈ [[σ]]s ande∈ T [[σ]]s, then there are expressions
C ∈ Canσ(s) and M ∈ Expσ(s) such thata = |C|6=s and e = [[M ]]6=s.

Proof Exactly as in Lemma 3.15 for the categorySetI .
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Theorem 4.25 Suppose thatσ is a nu-calculus type of ground, first or second order, that
Γ is a set of variables of ground or first order, and thatR : s1  s2 is some span. Then
logically related expressions over these areP-related:

Γ ` M1 Rσ M2 =⇒ ([[M1]]Γ,6=s1
, [[M2]]Γ, 6=s2

) ∈ (T [[σ]])[[Γ]]R

Γ ` C1 Rσ C2 =⇒ (|C1|Γ,6=s1 , |C2|Γ, 6=s2) ∈ [[σ]][[Γ]]R.

Proof We show first that the result holds for closed expressions, by induction on the
structure of the typeσ. Lemma 4.18 deals with expressions of ground type, so we
consider(σ → σ′) whereσ is a ground or first-order type. Suppose we have two lambda
abstractions

(λx:σ.M1) Rcan
σ→σ′ (λx:σ.M2)

and wish to show that

(f1, f2) ∈ [[σ → σ′]]R,

where

fi = |λx:σ.Mi|6=si ∈ [[σ → σ′]]si i = 1, 2.

Take any(a1, a2) ∈ [[σ]](R + R′), for someR′ : s′1  s′2. Lemma 4.24 gives some
Ci ∈ Canσ(si ⊕ s′i) with ai ∈ |Ci|6=si⊕s′i for i = 1, 2, and by Theorem 4.23 these are
logically relatedC1 (R⊕R′)canσ C2. Now for each ofi = 1, 2:

fi (si + s′i) 〈inlsi,s′i , ai〉 = |λx:σ.Mi|6=si (si + s′i) 〈inlsi,s′i , |Ci|6=si⊕s′i〉
= |(λx:σ.Mi)Ci|6=si⊕s′i ,

while (λx:σ.M1)C1 (R⊕R′)expσ′ (λx:σ.M2)C2 from the definition ofRcan
σ→σ′ . Applying

the induction hypothesis gives

( f1(s1 + s′1)〈inls1,s′1 , a1〉, f2(s2 + s′2)〈inls2,s′2 , a2〉 ) ∈ [[σ′]](R + R′)

and so(f1, f2) ∈ [[σ → σ′]]R as desired.

For general expressions, suppose thatM1 Rexp
σ M2, with si `Mi ⇓σ (s′i)Ci for i = 1,2

andR′ : s′1  s′2 such thatC1 (R⊕R′)canσ C2. Then

[[Mi]]6=si
= [s′i, |Ci|6=si⊕s′i ],

and by hypothesis(|C1|6=s1⊕s′1 , |C2|6=s2⊕s′2) ∈ [[σ]](R + R′), so

([[M1]]6=s1
, [[M2]] 6=s2

) ∈ T [[σ]]R

as required.
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This completes the proof for closed expressions; we now extend to open expressions.
Given Γ ` M1 Rσ M2, we wish to show that

([[M1]]Γ,6=s1
, [[M2]]Γ,6=s2

) ∈ T [[σ]][[Γ]]R.

Take any(g1, g2) ∈ [[Γ]](R + R′), for someR′ : s′1  s′2; then

gi = 〈ai1, . . . , ain〉 aij ∈ [[σj ]]si i = 1, 2 j = 1, . . . , n

with each(a1j , a2j) ∈ [[σj ]](R + R′), and by Lemma 4.24 there areCij ∈ Canσj (si ⊕ s′i)
such thataij = |Cij|6=si⊕s′i . From Theorem 4.23, these are related

C1j (R⊕R′)canσj
C2j j = 1, . . . , n,

and soM1[ ~C1/~x] (R⊕R′)expσ M2[ ~C2/~x]. Now for each ofi = 1, 2:

[[Mi]]Γ, 6=si
(si + s′i)〈inlsi,s′i , gi〉

= [[Mi]]Γ,6=s (si + s′i) 〈inlsi,s′i , 〈|C11|6=si⊕s′i , . . . , |C1n|6=si⊕s′i〉〉
= [[Mi[ ~Ci/~x]]]6=si⊕s′i

and by the result for closed expressions

( [[M1[ ~C1/~x]]]6=s1⊕s′1
, [[M2[ ~C2/~x]]]6=s2⊕s′2

) ∈ T [[σ]]R.

From the definition of the relationT [[σ]][[Γ]]R then,

([[M1]]Γ,6=s1
, [[M2]]Γ,6=s2

) ∈ T [[σ]][[Γ]]R

as required. A similar proof gives the result for open expressions in canonical form.

In Section 2 we showed that operational logical relations were complete for proving
contextual equivalence in the nu-calculus, up to types of first order. We can now carry
this result over toP-relations:

Corollary 4.26 (Full Abstraction) The model of the nu-calculus in the categoryP is
fully abstract for expressions of ground and first-order type.

Proof Combine Theorem 4.25 with Theorem 4.15 on the completeness of logical relations
at first-order types.

So the interpretation of the nu-calculus inP proves as many equivalences as operational
logical relations, up to second-order function types. This includes the examples (2)–(9),
(12) and (17) of Chapter 2. As with operational logical relations, the equivalence (13)
between two second-order functions is not validated, for the reasons outlined at the end
of Section 1.

At higher types the operational and denotational methods differ, because the categoryP
contains some elements that are not definable in the nu-calculus. This is similar to
the comparison between applicative equivalence and the model inSetI , as discussed in
Section 6 of Chapter 3. However in contrast to Theorem 3.16 there, with logical relations
neither approach is strictly more powerful: this can be shown at fourth and fifth order
types, using examples built from the equivalence (13).
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6 Predicated Logical Relations

Section 5 of Chapter 2 presented a number of contextual equivalences and inequivalences,
almost all of which have now been validated. The only exception is the equivalence

13. νn.νn′.λf :ν→o.(fn = fn′) ≈(ν→o)→o λf :ν→o.true,

and we now extend the method of operational logical relations to prove this particular
example. The technique we use is tailored to fit certain symmetries of equivalence (13),
and there is no obvious completeness result. However there are possible generalisations,
which may prove more powerful; we shall also look at some rather open connections to
other current work on logical relations.

Informally, the two functions in (13) are contextually equivalent because they agree
on all arguments that can be defined using them. As pointed out at the end of Section 1,
ordinary logical relations fail to show this because they admit too many arguments,
including (λx:ν.(x = n)) and(λx:ν.false) on which the functions differ.

Similarly, the heart of the completeness proof of Section 2 lies in the proof of
Lemma 4.14, which shows that spans can capture this ‘definability of arguments’ at ground
types. With arguments of first-order type though, the problem is more difficult (see the
inequivalences (14) and (15) on page 25 for example), and spans are not enough.

Definition 4.27 (Augmented Spans)For sets of namess1 and s2, an augmented span
R̂ : s1  s2 comprises three ordinary spansR1 : s1  s1, R : s1  s2 andR2 : s2  s2.
If we wish to make these explicit, we writêR : s1  s2 as(R1, R, R2) : s1  s2.

If R̂′ : s′1  s′2 is another augmented span, withs′1 and s′2 disjoint from s1 and s2

respectively, then there is a disjoint union of augmented spans:

R̂⊕ R̂′ = (R1 ⊕R′
1, R⊕R′, R2 ⊕R′

2) : s1 ⊕ s′1  s2 ⊕ s′2.

There is also the identity augmented span:

îds = (ids, ids, ids) : s  s.

The intuition for enhancing the spanR with R1 andR2 is that they should capture
additional symmetries in how expressions use their own private names. The motivating
example is

νn.νn′.λf :ν→o.(fn = fn′),

where the r̂oles ofn andn′ are entirely interchangeable. We can now define an extended
form of logical relation:

Definition 4.28 (Predicated Logical Relations)If R̂ : s1  s2 is an augmented span then
the relations

R̂can
σ ⊆ Canσ(s1)× Canσ(s2)

R̂exp
σ ⊆ Expσ(s1)× Expσ(s2)
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are defined by induction over the structure of the typeσ, according to:

b1 R̂can
o b2 ⇐⇒ b1 = b2

n1 R̂can
ν n2 ⇐⇒ n1 R1 n1 & n1 R n2 & n2 R2 n2

(λx:σ.M1) R̂can
σ→σ′ (λx:σ.M2) ⇐⇒

(λx:σ.M1) (R1)canσ→σ′ (λx:σ.M1) & (λx:σ.M2) (R2)canσ→σ′ (λx:σ.M2)
& ∀R̂′ : s′1  s′2, C1 ∈ Canσ(s1 ⊕ s′1), C2 ∈ Canσ(s2 ⊕ s′2) .

C1 (R̂⊕ R̂′)canσ C2 =⇒ M1[C1/x] (R̂⊕ R̂′)expσ′ M2[C2/x]

M1 R̂exp
σ M2 ⇐⇒
∃R̂′ : s′1  s′2, C1 ∈ Canσ(s1 ⊕ s′1), C2 ∈ Canσ(s2 ⊕ s′2) .

s1 ` M1 ⇓σ (s′1)C1 & s2 ` M2 ⇓σ (s′2)C2 & C1 (R̂⊕ R̂′)canσ C2.

Notice that we use ordinary logical relationsR1 andR2 in the clause for function types.
The relationsR̂can

σ andR̂exp
σ coincide on canonical forms, and we may write them asR̂σ

indiscriminately. We can extend the relations to open expressions: ifM1 ∈ Expσ(s1, Γ)
andM2 ∈ Expσ(s2, Γ) whereΓ = {x1 : σ1, . . . , xn : σn} then define

Γ ` M1 R̂σ M2 ⇐⇒ Γ ` M1 (R1)σ M1 & Γ ` M2 (R2)σ M2

& ∀R̂′ : s′1  s′2,
Cij ∈ Canσj (si ⊕ s′i) i = 1, 2 j = 1, . . . , n .

(&n
j=1 . C1j (R̂⊕ R̂′)canσj

C2j )
=⇒ M1[ ~C1/~x] (R̂⊕ R̂′)expσ M2[ ~C2/~x].

Lemma 4.29 If R̂ : s1  s2 and M1 ∈ Expσ(s1,Γ),M2 ∈ Expσ(s2,Γ) then

Γ ` M1 R̂σ M2 ⇐⇒ Γ⊕ Γ′ ` M1 (R̂⊕ R̂′)σ M2

for any Γ′ and R̂′ : s′1  s′2.

Proof Exactly as for ordinary logical relations in Lemma 4.3.

The strength of predicated logical relations lies in the way they combine the ‘logical’
clauses of Definition 4.2, using the structure of the typeσ, with additional predicates on
either side of the relation. In this particular case, the predicates are the diagonals of the
ordinary logical relations(R1)σ and(R2)σ. So for example the result

Γ ` M1 R̂σ M2 =⇒ Γ ` M1 (R1)σ M1 & Γ ` M2 (R2)σ M2

follows directly from the definition of̂Rσ.
The ‘logical’ part of the definition means that we can proceed as in Section 1, and

show that predicated logical relations lie between syntactic and contextual ones:

Lemma 4.30 For any spanR : s1  s2 and typeτ ∈ {o, ν},

(ids1 , R, ids2)τ = Rτ .
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Proof Straightforward, given the simple form ofRτ for groundτ .

Proposition 4.31 If Γ `M1 Rsyn
σ M2 thenΓ `M1 (ids1 , R, ids2)σ M2. In particular the

predicated relation(îds)σ is reflexive:Γ ` M (îds)σ M for any M ∈ Expσ(s,Γ).

Proof By induction on the structure of the expressions.

Proposition 4.32 If Γ ` M1 (ids1 , R, ids2)σ M2 then Γ ` M1 Rcxt
σ M2. In particular,

(îds)-related expressions are contextually equivalent:

Γ ` M1 (îds)σ M2 =⇒ s,Γ ` M1 ≈σ M2.

Proof Combine the definition of contextual and predicated logical relations with Propo-
sition 4.31 and Lemma 4.30.

So predicated logical relations can be used to prove contextual equivalence. It happens
that they validate all the examples from Section 5 of Chapter 2, but we shall concentrate
on the most elusive:

13. νn.νn′.λf :ν→o.(fn = fn′) ≈(ν→o)→o λf :ν→o.true .

Consider the augmented span̂R : {n, n′}  {} where

R1 = {(n, n′), (n′, n)} and R = R2 = {}.

That is,R andR2 are both the empty span, whileR1 : {n,n′} {n,n′} is the twist map.
Now the only arguments at which the function(λf :ν→o.(fn = fn′)) gives the result
false, are expressions of type(ν → o) that distinguishn from n′. But such an expression
cannot beR1-related to itself, and so

C1 (R̂⊕ R̂′)canν→o C2 =⇒ s1 ⊕ s′1 ` (λf :ν→o.(fn = fn′))C1 ⇓o (s′′1)true.

This is enough to show that

(λf :ν→o.(fn = fn′)) R̂can
(ν→o)→o (λf :ν→o.true)

and hence

(νn.νn′.λf :ν→o.(fn = fn′)) (îd∅)
exp
(ν→o)→o (λf :ν→o.true)

from which the equivalence (13) follows by Proposition 4.32.
We could now give a denotational development of predicated logical relations. This

would begin with a three-object category something like

v e t-∆ª

δ0

I
δ1

¾ ε1ª

ε0

I
ε2

δ0 ◦∆ = δ1 ◦∆ = idv

δ0 ◦ ε0 = δ1 ◦ ε0 = δ0 ◦ ε1
δ0 ◦ ε2 = δ1 ◦ ε2 = δ1 ◦ ε1

and go on to mimic the work of Sections 3, 4 and 5 by defining ‘categories with predicated
relations’ and further extending theSetI model. However, this is now so far from any
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standard categorical constructions, and so specific to example (13), that there is little insight
to be gained.

Predicated logical relations are a little like thelayered predicatesstudied by the
Nielsons in [73]. Their Definition 3.3 describes a way to combine two (Kripke-indexed)
relationsP andQ into a relationP&Q. Again this is a technique for fine-tuning logical
relations, while keeping induction on the structure of types.

In defining predicated logical relations, we could make other choices for the predi-
cates. For example, taking the everywhere-true predicate gives ordinary logical relations.
Increasing complexity, we could use the diagonals of predicated logical relations them-
selves, or try different forms of predicate on either side of the relation. Another approach
would be to carry out the same ideas for relations of other arities. With no completeness
results though, this just adds unwarranted sophistication, and the resulting systems are far
too complex for any practical use.

These generalisations lead towards the work of Jung and Tiuryn on logical relations
of varying arity [36], which Riecke and O’Hearn have used to give a fully abstract
denotational semantics for PCF [80]. In this setting, our predicated logical relations are
similar to Kripke logical relations of varying arity over the category

p q

t u

r s

A
AAU

¢
¢¢®

f g
fp = fq = t
gr = gs = u

of three objects, each a two-element set. However, it is not yet clear how to make this
correspondence exact, and whether or not this leads to a fully abstract model for the nu-
calculus.



Chapter 5

A Language with Store

Despite its curious and interesting behaviour, the nu-calculus cannot claim to provide
much useful computational power. However, many significant and useful features of
programming languages include the generativity that it captures; this chapter shows by
example how the techniques developed for the nu-calculus can still be applied. Note that
we intend only to sketch an outline of the method, so we do not seek the same level of
detail as in previous chapters.

A full programming language like Standard ML contains several features with gener-
ative aspects: Core ML has exceptions, references and datatypes, all dynamically created,
as are the signatures and structures of the module system. We concentrate onreferences,
storage cells created on a run-time heap and removed by a garbage collector. These are
an imperative part of ML and various implementations use them as the basis for arrays
that can be updated in place.

To study references we useReduced ML, a language that combines higher-order
functions with integer references. Sections 1 and 2 describe its syntax, type structure
and operational semantics. Whereas the nu-calculus merely resembles a small fragment
of ML, Reduced ML is a selected subset of the full language.

Section 3 definescontextual equivalencefor Reduced ML: this is the relation that
holds between two expressions of the language if they are entirely interchangeable. For
example, it could show what program manipulations a compiler can safely carry out, or
it might demonstrate that an algorithm matches its specification. More immediately, the
examples of Section 4 use contextual equivalence to illustrate how references and higher-
order functions behave together.

As with the nu-calculus, contextual equivalence in Reduced ML is expressive but
difficult to work with. This is where the work of the preceding chapters pays off. All
the methods for proving contextual equivalence in the nu-calculus extend smoothly to
Reduced ML; the passage from dynamically generated names to dynamically generated
store is truly incremental. What is more, because we restrict storage to integers alone the
step turns out to be a fairly small one.

The rest of the chapter is then a recapitulation of all that we did with the nu-calculus.
Section 5 looks at operational methods for reasoning about contextual equivalence: ap-
plicative equivalence and operational logical relations. For a denotational approach, we
use the familiar two stage technique:

Reduced ML−→ computational metalanguage−→ category with strong monad.
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Each stage builds on the matching construction for the nu-calculus.
Section 6 describes a computational metalanguage suitable for reasoning about store.

Conveniently, this is simply the metalanguage of Chapter 3 with additional types, terms and
rules. Under this extension, any equality proved in the metalanguage for names also holds
in the metalanguage for store. The interpretation of Reduced ML is given in Section 7,
which shows that the computational metalanguage can be used to reason about contextual
equivalence.

Section 8 sets out the properties that a category must have to model Reduced ML,
and how they are used. Section 9 gives examples of this in practice. Remarkably, all the
categories used to model the nu-calculus can also model Reduced ML. This emphasises
how dynamically created names really do capture the ‘difficult’ part of ML references;
actual value storage is not so hard.

This analysis of Reduced ML does not go into the same detail as we did for the nu-
calculus, nor are reasoning methods necessarily pushed to their limits. Also, integer refer-
ences alone are less versatile than full ML, where cells can hold functions, or references
to other cells. Nevertheless, this chapter does illustrate how a thorough understanding
of dynamically generated names can make a significant contribution to reasoning about
references in Standard ML.

A closely related line of research is that initiated by Reynolds into ‘Algol-like’
languages. These are command-based imperative languages, strongly typed, with a stack
discipline for local variables and a call-by-name semantics for procedure calls. There is
a clear separation between commands and expressions: only commands can change the
state, and only expressions can return values. An analogue to higher-order functions in
ML is that procedures can be declared locally and may have parameters of procedure type.
However direct comparison with Standard ML is impossible, as the programming styles
appropriate to the two languages are so different: exact translation takes simple Algol-like
code to convoluted ML, andvice versa. In particular there is no correspondence between
the notions of ‘first-order’ and ‘second-order’ in each language, as types often go up a
couple of orders under translation.

Despite this, local variables and higher-order procedures do raise many of the same
problems as ML references, and this chapter contains references to the corresponding work
on Algol-like languages. Reynolds’ original [107] has been followed up by Oles [87, 88],
O’Hearn and Tennent [81, 82, 83, 84, 125, 126, 127], and Lent [46]. Meyer [57] and
Sieber [116, 117] also describe models of Algol-like languages, and approaches connected
with linear logic have been suggested by Reddy [101, 102] and O’Hearn [77, 78].

1 Syntax of Reduced ML

The types of Reduced ML are built up from various ground types by the formation of
function types:

σ ::= unit | bool | int | int ref | σ → σ.

Hereunit andbool are types with one and two elements respectively, andint is the type of
integers. The typeint ref denotesinteger references, or locations: each of these provides
storage for a single integer value. Theorder of a type is defined exactly as for the nu-
calculus. We again use variants ofσ to range over types.

Reduced ML expressions take the forms listed in Figure 5.1. General expressions
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M ::= x variable
| l location
| () unit value
| i integer constantsi = . . . ,−1, 0, 1, 2, . . .
| true | false truth values
| if M then Melse M conditional

|
|
|

M + M | M−M | M ∗M operations on integers
M < M | M > M | M = M tests on integers
M <= M | M >= M | M <> M

| ref M create a new reference cell
| !M fetch stored value
| M := M alter stored value
| M = M compare locations

| fn x:σ⇒M function abstraction
| MM function application

Figure 5.1: Expressions of Reduced ML
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are usually denoted byM, with B, N, R, F suggesting boolean, integer, reference and
function expressions respectively. There is an infinite supply of typed variables, generally
chosen fromx, y, z and variants. Function abstraction(fn x:σ⇒M) binds the variablex of
type σ; we identify expressions up toα-conversion of bound variables, and substitution
of expressions for free variables is capture avoiding.

Locations, written as variants ofl, are always free, taken from some infinite supply.
Properly speaking, this is an extension to the syntax: a true program in Reduced ML would
have no explicit locations at all. However we also need to consider program fragments,
which may have free locations; explicit locations also appear during the evaluation of
expressions. Finite sets of locations are represented by variants ofu, for universe.

A variety of binary operations and tests on integers are assumed; we shall generally
takeN + N′ andN < N′ to stand for all of these.

There are four sorts of expression that act on store. The expressionref N picks a fresh
location, stores the integer value ofN there, and returns the location as anint ref. The
stored value can be retrieved with!R and changed withR := N′. Expressions denoting
locations can be compared usingR = R′, not to be confused with the equality test for
integers.

With no polymorphism or recursion in Reduced ML, we can definelet-expressions as
syntactic sugar for function application:

let val x = Min M′ end = (fn x:σ⇒M′)M
let fun f x = Min M′ end = let val f = (fn x:σ⇒M) inM′ end

wheref is not free inM. This extends to multiplelet-expressions:

let val x1 = M1

val x2 = M2
...

val xn = Mn

in
M′

end

= (fn x1:σ1 ⇒
fn x2:σ2 ⇒

...
fn xn:σn ⇒ M′)

M1M2 . . . Mn

and also infix semicolon for sequencing:

M; M′ = let val x = Min M′ end

wherex is chosen not free inM′.
Type judgements of Reduced ML take the form

u,Γ ` M : σ

whereu is some finite set of locations, andΓ a finite set of typed variables. This says
that the expressionM, with locations inu and free variables inΓ, is well typed with
type σ. Figure 5.2 gives the rules for forming valid type judgements; some of these use
the abbreviationu,Γ `M1, . . . ,Mn : σ to indicate that all ofu,Γ `M1 : σ, . . . ,u,Γ `Mn : σ
hold.

This type assignment is suitably well behaved:
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u,Γ ` x : σ
(x : σ ∈ Γ)

u,Γ ` () : unit

u,Γ ` b : bool
(b = true, false)

u,Γ ` i : int
(i ∈ Z)

u,Γ ` B : bool u,Γ ` M, M′ : σ

u,Γ ` if B then Melse M′ : σ

u,Γ ` N, N′ : int

u,Γ ` N + N′ : int
(also−, ∗)

u,Γ ` N, N′ : int

u,Γ ` N < N′ : bool

(also>, =, <=,
>= and<>)

u,Γ ` l : int ref
(l ∈ u)

u,Γ ` R, R′ : int ref

u,Γ ` R = R′ : bool

u,Γ ` N : int

u,Γ ` ref N : int ref

u,Γ ` R : int ref

u,Γ ` !R : int

u,Γ ` R : int ref u,Γ ` N : int

u,Γ ` R := N : unit

u,Γ⊕ {x : σ} ` M : σ′

u,Γ ` fn x:σ⇒M : σ → σ′

u,Γ ` F : σ → σ′ u,Γ ` M : σ

u,Γ ` FM : σ′

Figure 5.2: Rules for assigning types to expressions of Reduced ML
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Lemma 5.1 If u, Γ ` M : σ then the typeσ is unique. Further, if the expressionM has
locations inu and free variables inΓ, then

u,Γ ` M : σ ⇐⇒ u⊕ u′, Γ⊕ Γ′ ` M : σ

for any u′ and Γ′.

Proof By induction on the structure ofM.

From now on we consider only well-typed expressions.
An expression is incanonical formif it is either a variable, a location, the unit value(),

one of the boolean constantstrue or false, an integer constant or a function abstraction.
These are thevaluesof Reduced ML at each type. We define the sets

Expσ(u,Γ) = {M | u,Γ ` M : σ }
Canσ(u,Γ) = {C | C ∈ Expσ(u,Γ), C canonical}

Expσ(u) = Expσ(u, ∅)
Canσ(u) = Canσ(u, ∅)

of expressions and canonical expressions at any typeσ and for any finite setsu, Γ of
locations and typed variables.

2 Operational Semantics

With the nu-calculus, evaluation of expressions involves a states, which is the set of
names created so far. Reduced ML expressions also manipulate a state, which consists of
locations and the values stored in them. Over any universeu, the possible states are:

State(u) = {s | s : u → Z}.
If s ∈ State(u), thens{l 7→ i} ∈ State(u) is the same state, but with the valuei stored at
locationl ∈ u. Similarly s⊕ {l′ 7→ i′} ∈ State(u⊕ {l′}) extendss with an extra location
l′ /∈ u, holding the valuei′.

We can combine states defined over disjoint sets of locations:

s ∈ State(u) & s′ ∈ State(u′) =⇒ s⊕ s′ ∈ State(u⊕ u′)

by taking the disjoint union of their graphs as functions.
Evaluation judgements of Reduced ML have the form

〈u, s〉M ⇓σ 〈u′, s′〉C
whereu ⊆ u′ are finite sets of locations,s ∈ State(u), s′ ∈ State(u′), M ∈ Expσ(u) and
C ∈ Canσ(u′). This means that in states, over universeu, the expressionM evaluates to
canonical formC, in states′, over the extended universeu′. This evaluation relation is
inductively defined by the rules in Figure 5.3. As most of these do not explicitly involve
the state, we adopt astate conventionfrom the definition of Standard ML. This says that
a rule presented as

M1 ⇓σ1 C1 M2 ⇓σ2 C2 . . . Mn ⇓σn Cn

M ⇓σ C
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(CAN)
C ⇓σ C

C canonical

(COND1)
B ⇓bool true M ⇓σ C

if B then M elseM′ ⇓σ C

(COND2)
B ⇓bool false M′ ⇓σ C

if B then M elseM′ ⇓σ C

(INT+)
N ⇓int i N′ ⇓int i′

N + N′ ⇓int i′′
(i′′ = i + i′)

(INT<)
N ⇓int i N′ ⇓int i′

N < N′ ⇓bool true
(i < i′)

(INT≮)
N ⇓int i N′ ⇓int i′

N < N′ ⇓bool false
(i ≥ i′)

(EQ1)
R ⇓int ref l R′ ⇓int ref l

R = R′ ⇓bool true

(EQ2)
R ⇓int ref l R′ ⇓int ref l′

R = R′ ⇓bool false
l,l′ distinct

(CREATE)
〈u, s〉N ⇓int 〈u′, s′〉 i

〈u, s〉 ref N ⇓int ref 〈u′ ⊕ {l}, s′ ⊕ {l 7→ i}〉 l (l /∈ u′)

(FETCH)
〈u, s〉R ⇓int ref 〈u′, s′〉 l
〈u, s〉 !R ⇓int 〈u′, s′〉 i (s′(l) = i)

(ALTER)
〈u, s〉R ⇓int ref 〈u′, s′〉 l 〈u′, s′〉N ⇓int 〈u′′, s′′〉 i

〈u, s〉R := N ⇓unit 〈u′′, s′′{l 7→ i}〉 ()

(APP)
F ⇓σ→σ′ fn x:σ⇒M′ M ⇓σ C M′[C/x] ⇓σ′ C′

FM ⇓σ′ C′

Figure 5.3: Rules for evaluating expressions of Reduced ML
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is actually an abbreviation for

〈u, s〉M1 ⇓σ1 〈u1, s1〉C1 〈u1, s1〉M2 ⇓σ2 〈u2, s2〉C2

. . . 〈un−1, sn−1〉Mn ⇓σn 〈un, sn〉Cn

〈u, s〉M ⇓σ 〈un, sn〉C ,

where the state is simply handed from one subexpression to the next. Note that this means
the ordering of the hypotheses in such rules is significant. Regarding integer arithmetic,
the rules (INT+), (INT<) and (INT≮) also stand for all the other operations and tests
available.

The evaluation relation for Reduced ML is taken from Standard ML, with left-to-
right evaluation and call-by-value function application. However the presentation of the
rules, in particular (APP), does differ slightly from the Definition [62]. There, function
application is carried out by evaluating a function body in an environment; this helps with
ML’s sophisticated pattern matching (and also happens to correspond more closely to most
implementation methods). Reduced ML, on the other hand, directly substitutes arguments
for variables. As the only possible function abstraction is the simple form(fn x:σ⇒M),
the two approaches have identical effect.

A similar comment applies to the rules (COND1) and (COND2) for the conditional:
these are built into Reduced ML, but in Standard ML they are syntactic sugar for a certain
application.

The correspondence between these two styles of presentation is investigated by Ritter
and Pitts in [113]: they useapplicative bisimulationto show that these alternatives are
equivalent over a much larger subset of Standard ML, including full pattern matching.

Evaluation in Reduced ML ignores any unreachable store:

Lemma 5.2 For any M ∈ Expσ(u) and s ∈ State(u),

〈u, s〉M ⇓σ 〈u′, s′〉C ⇐⇒ 〈u⊕ u′′, s⊕ s′′〉M ⇓σ 〈u′ ⊕ u′′, s′ ⊕ s′′〉C
wheneveru′′ is disjoint fromu′, ands′′ ∈ State(u′′).

Proof By induction on the structure of the derivation of the evaluation judgement.

Evaluation always terminates, and is deterministic up to choice of fresh locations. The
proof is a simple extension of that for the nu-calculus on pages 16–17. Define the two
predicates

Pσ(u) ⊆ Canσ(u) and P σ(u) ⊆ Expσ(u)

according to

Punit(u) = {()} Pint(u) = Z
Pbool(u) = {true, false} Pint ref(u) = u

Pσ→σ′(u) = { fn x:σ⇒M | ∀u′ ⊇ u, C ∈ Pσ(u′) . M[C/x] ∈ P σ′(u′) }
and

M ∈ P σ(u) ⇐⇒ For all s ∈ State(u) there areu′ ⊇ u, C ∈ Pσ(u′) and
s′ ∈ State(u′) such that〈u, s〉M ⇓σ 〈u′, s′〉 C, and
these are unique up to renaming the locations(u′ \ u)
andα-conversion ofC.
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These form a unary logical relation over the expressions of Reduced ML. As before, the
idea is to show thatP andP are both total, and then use the fact thatP implies termination.

Lemma 5.3 If u, Γ ` M : σ, whereΓ = {x1 : σ1, . . . , xn : σn}, and Ci ∈ Pσi(u
′) for

i = 1, . . . , n for someu′ ⊇ u, thenM[~C/~x] ∈ P σ(u′).

Proof By structural induction on the derivation ofu, Γ ` M : σ. The details are almost
exactly the same as for Lemma 2.3. For the case of(!R), it is significant that the values
stored are integers, for these are all, by definition, inPint(u).

Theorem 5.4 (Termination) If M ∈ Expσ(u) and s ∈ State(u), then there areu′ ⊇ u,
C ∈ Canσ(u′) and s′ ∈ State(u′), such that〈u, s〉M ⇓σ 〈u′, s′〉C. Moreover, these are
unique up to choice of the locations(u′ \ u) and α-conversion ofC.

Proof By Lemma 5.3,M ∈ P σ(u) and the result follows from the definition ofP σ(u).

As noted, for this result it is essential that only values of ground type, such asint, can be
kept in reference cells. If functions can be stored, then it is possible to encode recursion
and so write non-terminating expressions, such as:

let val r = ref(fn x:unit⇒())
fun f x = (!r)x

in
r := f; f()

end.

3 Contextual Equivalence

As with the nu-calculus, it is of particular interest to determine when one Reduced ML
expression can be used to replace another. Section 4 of Chapter 2 develops this into
the notion of contextual equivalence for the nu-calculus, and we now adapt this for
Reduced ML. The general idea is that two, possibly open, expressions are equivalent if
they cannot be distinguished by placing them in a complete program. We make this into
a formal definition, and in the next section give a number of examples.

Define aprogram in Reduced ML to be a closed boolean expression. All that can be
observed of a program is whether, in some initial state, it evaluates totrue or false. The
creation of new locations, and changes in the values stored, are not directly observable;
though obviously the outcome of the program itself may depend on those parts of the store
to which it has access.

A program contextP〈〈−〉〉 is a program with zero or more occurrences of a hole〈〈−〉〉
with a certain arityσ1, . . . , σn → σ. The hole may be filledP〈〈(~x)M〉〉 by some expres-
sionM, with free variables in(~x) of types matching the hole’s arity. The details are exactly
as on pages 22–23 for the nu-calculus; in particular, we recall that the purpose of holes
with arity is to formalise the possible capture of free variables.

Definition 5.5 (Contextual Equivalence)Suppose thatM1, M2 ∈ Expσ(u,Γ) are two
expressions of Reduced ML. They arecontextually equivalent

u,Γ ` M1 ≈σ M2
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if for all suitably typed program contextsP〈〈−〉〉 defined overu, statess ∈ State(u) and
boolean valuesb ∈ {true, false},

(∃u1 ⊇ u, s1 ∈ State(u1) . 〈u, s〉P〈〈(~x)M1〉〉 ⇓bool 〈u1, s1〉 b )
⇐⇒
(∃u2 ⊇ u, s2 ∈ State(u2) . 〈u, s〉P〈〈(~x)M2〉〉 ⇓bool 〈u2, s2〉 b ).

That is,P〈〈−〉〉 always evaluates to the same boolean value, whether the hole is filled by
M1 or M2. When bothu andΓ are empty, we write simplyM1 ≈σ M2.

Section 6 of Chapter 2 uses a detailed analysis of the evaluation process to show
that, in order to establish equivalence, it is only necessary to use certain kinds of pro-
gram context. Specifically, those that are just a function abstraction applied to a hole
νs′.((λx:σ.B)〈〈−〉〉( ~C)); and if the expressions to be compared are closed, the fresh
namess′ and the instantiation(~C) can be omitted.

There seems no obvious reason why the same analysis could not be made for Re-
duced ML:

Conjecture 5.6 (Context Lemma) Two expressions are contextually equivalentu, Γ `
M1 ≈σ M2 if and only if for all u′ ⊇ u, s′ ∈ State(u′), test functions(fn x:σ⇒B) ∈
Canσ→bool(u′), instantiations[~C/~x] defined overu′, and eachb ∈ {true, false}, it is the
case that:

(∃u1 ⊇ u′, s1 ∈ State(u1) . 〈u′, s′〉 (fn x:σ⇒B)M1[~C/~x] ⇓bool 〈u1, s1〉 b )
⇐⇒
(∃u2 ⊇ u′, s2 ∈ State(u2) . 〈u′, s′〉 (fn x:σ⇒B)M2[~C/~x] ⇓bool 〈u2, s2〉 b ).

Further, two closed expressions are contextually equivalentu ` M1 ≈σ M2 if and only
if for all statess ∈ State(u), test functions(fn x:σ⇒B) ∈ Canσ→bool(u) and eachb ∈
{true, false}, it is the case that:

(∃u1 ⊇ u, s1 ∈ State(u1) . 〈u, s〉 (fn x:σ⇒B)M1 ⇓bool 〈u1, s1〉 b )
⇐⇒
(∃u2 ⊇ u, s2 ∈ State(u2) . 〈u, s〉 (fn x:σ⇒B)M2 ⇓bool 〈u2, s2〉 b ).

A proof of this requires a suitable reduction semantics for Reduced ML, a notion of
reduction context, and counterparts to Lemmas 2.10, 2.11 and 2.12, breaking down the
possible structure of expressions and contexts. All of these are concerned with evaluation
strategy, rather than the presence of state, so they should work much as for the nu-calculus.
Indeed, the (ciu) theorem described by Talcott and Mason is essentially this context lemma,
but for an untyped language based on destructive LISP [30,§2.3.2].

4 Examples

We now consider a series of example contextual equivalences. These are important not
only because they indicate safe program transformations, but also because they give a
good idea of how private, public and shared store can be used in Reduced ML. A couple
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of inequivalences also show how, as with the nu-calculus, higher-order functions add
significant power, but must be handled with care.

As Reduced ML builds on the nu-calculus, many of the contextual equivalences listed
on pages 23–26 have analogues in the presence of store. There are also other equivalences,
which rely on properties of storage and retrieval of values; often though, these too are really
about the visibility of locations, private and public.

Meyer and Sieber, to illustrate their model of store in Algol-like languages, give in [57]
a list of example equivalences that have become something of a benchmark in this area;
these are reproduced in Appendix A as MS1–MS7. As explained in the introduction, direct
comparison with Reduced ML is impossible because the programming styles appropriate
to the two languages are so different. Nevertheless, there are some similarities, particularly
when higher-order procedures are introduced, and most of the points raised by Meyer and
Sieber appear somewhere in these examples.

It is basic from the definition that contextual equivalence is a congruence:

1. u,Γ ` M1 ≈σ M2 =⇒ u⊕ u′, Γ⊕ Γ′ ` M′[M1/x] ≈σ M′[M2/x]

whereM′ ∈ Expσ′(u⊕ u′, Γ⊕ Γ′ ⊕ [x : σ]).
As with names in the nu-calculus, unused locations are ignored:

2. u,Γ ` let val r = ref i in M end ≈σ M i ∈ Z, r /∈ fv(M)

and it does not matter in what order fresh cells are allocated:

3. u,Γ ` let val r = ref i
val r′ = ref i′

in
M

end

≈σ let val r′ = ref i′

val r = ref i
in

M
end

i, i′ ∈ Z.

These are similar to the Algol-like examples MS1 and MS3.
The intermediate states of a computation are not visible:

4. r : int ref ` (r := !r + 1; r := !r − 1) ≈unit ().

In addition, there is no way to detect whether or not a particular computation is carried
out using store:

5. fn (x : int) ⇒
let val r = ref x in (!r + !r) end

≈int→int fn (x : int) ⇒ (x + x).

Equivalences (6)–(8) of the nu-calculus concern the rearrangement of expressions around
reduction contexts; given a suitable corresponding notion for Reduced ML, it seems likely
that these equivalences would still hold. Even without reduction contexts, we can formulate
βv-equivalence: ifM ∈ Expσ′(u,Γ⊕ [x : σ]) andC ∈ Canσ(u,Γ) then

6. u,Γ ` (fn x:σ⇒M)C ≈σ′ M[C/x].
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Example (12) from the nu-calculus has a direct analogue, that a dynamically generated
location is private:

7. let val r = ref 0
in

fn (x : int ref) ⇒ (x = r)
end

≈int ref→bool fn (x : int ref) ⇒ false.

The expression on the left evaluates to a function that compares its argument to the
location r. However this function is used,r remains private, and the result of the test is
alwaysfalse. With functions that may have side-effects, there seems no obvious counterpart
to the second-order example (13).

The value stored in a private location cannot be altered by external code:

8. let val r = ref i
in

fn (x : unit) ⇒ !r
end

≈unit→int fn (x : unit) ⇒ i.

Once the valuei ∈ Z has been stored in the cellr, if the location is not revealed, and the
function itself leaves the contents alone, then it will not change. This is the same principle
as in the Algol-like examples MS2 and MS4.

It is possible to release partial access to a storage cell:

9. fn (f : (unit → unit) → unit) ⇒
let val r = ref 1

fun inc x = (r := !r + 1)
in

f(inc); !r > 0
end

≈((unit→unit)→unit)→bool

fn (f : (unit → unit) → unit) ⇒
let fun skip x = ()
in

f(skip); true
end.

On the left hand side, the functionf is given the facility to increase the value stored inr,
but not to decrease it. Consequently, this value remains positive, and the test(!r > 0) can
only returntrue. Algol-like example MS5 captures a similar idea of partial access; MS6
does too, combined with the privacy of example (7) above.

If a storage cell is private, then it does not matter exactly how it is used:

10. let val r = ref 0
in

fn (x : int) ⇒ (r := !r + x; !r)
end

≈int→int let val r = ref 0
in

fn (x : int) ⇒ (r := !r − x;−!r)
end.

Both of these expressions give a function that maintains a running total of the integers it
is applied to. The second one, perversely, represents this total internally by its negative;
externally, the two appear identical. O’Hearn and Tennent give an Algol-like version of
this in the introduction to [82]; this ‘counter’ object is their basic running example.
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A practical application of privacy is the silent attachment of profiling code:

profile = fn (f : σ → σ′) ⇒
let val r = ref 0

fun f ′ x = (r := !r + 1; f x)
in

f ′

end.

This expression takes a functionf, of type(σ → σ′), and returns aninstrumentedversionf ′

that increments a counter inr each time it is called. Within the language,f ′ appears exactly
the same as the originalf, and so

11. f : σ → σ′ ` profile f ≈σ→σ′ f.

The difference is that an instrumented version of a function might be useful to a profiler
or debugger, quite external to the language itself, that could track downr, and examine
the counter within. Contextual equivalence guarantees that the attachment of this counter
cannot affect the outcome of the program. Algol-like example MS7 embodies a restricted
instance of this idea, attaching a private counter to askip command.

Notice that, thanks to higher-order functions, we can use a single piece of code that
will instrument any functionf, and show once and for all that its effect is not visible within
the language. This is undoubtedly preferable to attaching code to the functions themselves,
and checking that this is safe in each case.

An extension of this idea is the production ofmemoizedfunctions, that keep a record
of previous calls so as to avoid recomputation where possible. To simplify things, we only
consider modifying functions of type(int → int) to record their most recent argument and
result. Again, a higher-order function is the most general approach:

memo = fn (f : int → int) ⇒
let val q = ref 0

val a = ref (f 0)
in

fn (x : int) ⇒
if x = !q then () else (q := x; a := f x);
!a

end.

However, this is rather too general for an imperative language:

12. memo 6≈(int→int)→(int→int) fn (f : int → int) ⇒ f.

For example, considermemo applied to the accumulator of example (10): there it is vital
that the code keeping the running total really is executed each time the function is called.

In some particular cases all is well, and it is safe to memoize functions whose results
are repeatable.

13. memo (fn (x : int) ⇒ (x + x)) ≈int→int fn (x : int) ⇒ (x + x).
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This does not mean that a function to be memoized cannot use store. For example, both
the doubling functions of example (5) can be safely memoized; as they are contextually
equivalent,memo affects them equally.

A final, rather complicated, example shows the perhaps surprising ways in which
supposedly private store can interact with higher-order functions. Consider the following
function:

F1 = let val r = ref 0
val a = ref 0

in
fn (f : int → int) ⇒

(r := !r + 1; a := f(!r); r := !r − 1; !a)
end.

In a roundabout way,F1 evaluates to a function that takes an argumentf, of type
(int → int), and seems to apply it to the value1. To do this, it keeps the value0 in
a private cellr, and increments it to1 temporarily for the function application. As with
example (8), this0 will be preserved inr between calls toF1.

Taking then the rather simpler function

F2 = fn (f : int → int) ⇒ f(1),

it may come as a surprise that

14. F1 6≈(int→int)→int F2.

They are distinguished by the test function

G = fn (F : (int → int) → int) ⇒
F(fn (x : int) ⇒ F(fn (y : int) ⇒ y))

asGF1 evaluates to2 andGF2 evaluates to1. The details are as follows:

• For GF1, executing the outerF1 incrementsr and binds1 to x; the innerF1 then
incrementsr again and binds2 to y. The contents ofr is reset to0 on the way out,
but the final result is2, as bound toy.

• For GF2, the outer and inner occurrences ofF2 bind 1 to x andy respectively; the
final result is the1 from y.

Sceptics may care to try this example in a real implementation of Standard ML. As with
the nu-calculus example (14) on page 25, the heart ofG lies in the fact that when building
a (function) argument to be passed toFi, we can make use ofFi itself.

Together these examples show that a language such as Reduced ML can provide
private, local storage, persisting if desired between function invocations. Expressions can
give surrounding code partial access to this; or the use of local store need not be externally
visible at all. The combination with higher-order functions can be useful, as in the profiling
and memoizing functions, but needs to be treated with care, as shown by the inequivalences
(12) and (14) above.
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5 Proof Methods

All of the techniques developed for the nu-calculus are also suitable for proving contextual
equivalences of Reduced ML. In later sections we look at denotational methods, through
a computational metalanguage; for now, we outline some operational methods. The most
powerful of these, operational logical relations based on store, is sufficient to prove all the
equivalences of the previous section.

Section 7 of Chapter 2 describes applicative equivalence for the nu-calculus, and shows
that it implies contextual equivalence. This can be adapted to Reduced ML in two stages.
The first is a relation,strong applicative equivalence, written ‘∼=’, that requires expressions
to allocate exactly the same private locations. Closely following Definition 2.13, we have
a mutual induction between the relation on canonical forms:

u ` () ∼=can
unit () u ` b1

∼=can
bool b2 ⇐⇒ b1 = b2

u ` i1 ∼=can
int i2 ⇐⇒ i1 = i2 u ` l1 ∼=can

int ref l2 ⇐⇒ l1 = l2

u ` (fn x:σ⇒M1) ∼=can
σ→σ′ (fn x:σ⇒M2) ⇐⇒ ∀u′ ⊇ u, C ∈ Canσ(u′) .

u′ ` M1[C/x] ∼=exp
σ′ M2[C/x]

and on general expressions:

u ` M1
∼=exp

σ M2 ⇐⇒ ∀u′ ⊇ u, s′ ∈ State(u′) .
∃u′′ ⊇ u′, s′′ ∈ State(u′′), C1,C2 ∈ Canσ(u′′) .

u′′ ` C1
∼=can

σ C2

& 〈u′, s′〉M1 ⇓σ 〈u′′, s′′〉C1

& 〈u′, s′〉M2 ⇓σ 〈u′′, s′′〉C2.

Notice thatM1 andM2 must evaluate to the same final state〈u′′, s′′〉. This then extends
to a relation on open expressions:

u,Γ ` M1
∼=σ M2 ⇐⇒ ∀u′ ⊇ u, Ci ∈ Canσi(u

′) i = 1, . . . , n .

u′ ` M1[~C/~x] ∼=exp
σ M2[~C/~x].

It remains to show that ‘∼=’ is a congruence, and so implies contextual equivalence.
Because Reduced ML has no recursively defined types, and only stores integers, we can
proceed exactly as for the nu-calculus, by defining a relation ofstrong logical equivalence
and proving that the two are the same. Alternatively, we could adapt the more general
Howe’s method, as used in [31, 25].

Strong applicative equivalence is more or less the same as Ritter and Pitts’ applicative
bisimulation, from [113]. It is able to prove only equivalences (3), (4) and (6) from
Section 4, because it demands a very close correspondence on the use of private locations.

A more liberal relation,applicative equivalence, written ‘∼’, relaxes this constraint.
The definition is the same, except for expressions:

u ` M1 ∼exp
σ M2 ⇐⇒ ∀u′ ⊇ u, s′ ∈ State(u′) .

∃u1, u2 ⊇ u′, s1 ∈ State(u1), s2 ∈ State(u2),
C1 ∈ Canσ(u1), C2 ∈ Canσ(u2) .

u1 ∪ u2 ` C1 ∼can
σ C2

& 〈u1, s1〉 ∼ 〈u2, s2〉
& 〈u′, s′〉M1 ⇓σ 〈u1, s1〉C1

& 〈u′, s′〉M2 ⇓σ 〈u2, s2〉C2
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and a relation between states:

〈u1, s1〉 ∼ 〈u2, s2〉 ⇐⇒ ∀l ∈ u1 ∩ u2 . u1 ∩ u2 ` s1(l) ∼can
int s2(l)

⇐⇒ ∀l ∈ u1 ∩ u2 . s1(l) = s2(l).

It is now only necessary that expressions should agree up to the production of garbage.
Mason’s notion ofstrong isomorphismfor an untyped lambda-calculus with store, as
described in [54,§3.2] and [55,§2.4], is roughly this relation restricted to ground types.

Applicative equivalence verifies examples (2)–(6), and any others where dynamically
generated store is used only for temporary variables. Consider the case of equivalence (5):

5. fn (x : int) ⇒
let val r = ref x in (!r + !r) end

≈int→int fn (x : int) ⇒ (x + x).

We have that for any universeu and integeri,

u ` let val r = ref i in (!r + !r) end ∼exp
int (i + i).

This is because for everyu′ ⊇ u ands′ ∈ State(u′) there are evaluation judgements

〈u′, s′〉 let val r = ref i in (!r + !r) end ⇓int 〈u′ ⊕ {l}, s′ ⊕ {l 7→ i}〉 2i

and
〈u′, s′〉 (i + i) ⇓int 〈u′, s′〉 2i

with
〈u′ ⊕ {l}, s′ ⊕ {l 7→ i}〉 ∼ 〈u′, s′〉

as the two states agree at their common locations. From this and the definition of
applicative equivalence at function types, we deduce that

` fn (x : int) ⇒
let val r = ref x in (!r + !r) end

∼int→int fn (x : int) ⇒ (x + x)

and the contextual equivalence follows. The same relation, extended to a rather larger
subset of Standard ML, is studied by Pitts, Stark and de Paiva in [93].

As with the nu-calculus, for stronger proof methods we can turn to some form of
logical relation. Extending the work in Section 1 of Chapter 4 gives operational logical
relations based on spansR : u1  u2 across sets of locations. These subsume applicative
equivalence, and also prove equivalences like example (7), that a dynamically generated
location is private. This covers theprofile function of example (11) too: incrementing a
private counter does not affect a function’s behaviour.

Such relations successfully capture the fact that an expression can only read certain
locations. However they say little about limiting write access to store: for example,
logical relations based on locations would allow an expression that reset all store to0
indiscriminately. This affects all the remaining equivalences of Section 4, each of which
relies on some preservation of private store.

The solution is to move the relations from locations to states: replaceR : u1  u2 by
R ⊆ State(u1)× State(u2) and build a logical relationRσ over this. At public locations,
the relationR has to be the identity, but on private locations there is great flexibility to
represent the different ways expressions may use store.
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Rather than go into construction details, we consider here which relations between
states capture particular aspects of privacy. For example, suppose that the private cellr is
at locationl. Then in example (8), we want a relationR that keeps the fixed valuei at
this location:

R = {〈s⊕ {l 7→ i}, s〉 | s ∈ State(u), fixed i}.
In example (9), we claim that the value atl is always positive, represented by the relation:

R = {〈s⊕ {l 7→ i}, s〉 | s ∈ State(u), i > 0}.

We can then use the fact thatinc preserves this property. Such aninvariant also arises in
example (10) where two functions keep the same value in a private cell, but with a change
of sign:

R = {〈s⊕ {l 7→ i}, s⊕ {l 7→ −i}〉 | s ∈ State(u), i ∈ Z}.
When thememo function can safely be applied, as in example (13), the invariant is that two
locationslq and la hold a valid pair of argument and result for the memoized functionf :

R = {〈s⊕ {lq 7→ i, la 7→ j}, s〉 | s ∈ State(u), j = fi, fixed f : Z→ Z}.

Logical relations based on store genuinely extend the simpler relations based on
locations: given a spanRl : u1  u2 we can define a relationRs on states

〈s1, s2〉 ∈ Rs ⇐⇒ ∀〈l1, l2〉 ∈ Rl . s1(l1) = s2(l2)

with similar effect. Thus all the equivalences of Section 4 can be handled by a system of
operational logical relations based on state.

O’Hearn and Tennent, in [82], and Sieber, in [117], also use relations between states,
in denotational methods for reasoning about Algol-like languages. While the languages
are not directly comparable, the range of store manipulations that this method can tackle
seems much the same in both settings.

6 A Computational Metalanguage for Store

We now move on to denotational methods for reasoning about Reduced ML, beginning
with an interpretation in a computational metalanguage. To deal with store, we enlarge
the metalanguage of Chapter 3 with additional types, terms and rules.

The extra types areUnit and Int , with terms () and {. . . , −1, 0, 1, 2, . . .}, and
operations likeplus(i, i′) andless(i, i′). These behave in an entirely straightforward way,
and make no use of computation types.

More interesting are two extra term-forming operationsget(−) and set(−,−), with
typing rules

Γ ` n : Name
Γ ` get(n) : T Int

and
Γ ` n : Name Γ ` i : Int

Γ ` set(n, i) : TUnit
.

The intuition is thatset(n, i) associates the integeri to the namen, while get(n)
retrieves it; both are computations. There is no explicit store; rather, we add rules to
the metalanguage that simulate the visible behaviour of a store. This allows us to use
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Γ ` 3 : Int Γ ` () : Unit

Γ ` i, i′ : Int
Γ ` plus(i, i′) : Bool

Γ ` i, i′ : Int
Γ ` less(i, i′) : Bool

Γ ` n : Name
Γ ` get(n) : T Int

Γ ` n : Name Γ ` i : Int
Γ ` set(n, i) : TUnit

.

Figure 5.4: Some additional typing rules for the metalanguage

static, equational reasoning in the metalanguage, while the computation types correctly
handle the dynamic aspects.

Figure 5.4 gives the additional type rules for the metalanguage. To avoid an explosion
of uninteresting rules about integers, in all these rulesplus, less and occasionallyequal ,
should be taken as exemplarary. Similarly, where numeric constants are involved, we give
only a single case, as illustration.

With the introduction of side-effects, a useful abbreviation is

(e; e′) = let x⇐e in e′ x /∈ fv(e′)

for sequential evaluation, with iterated form:

(e1; e2; . . . ; en) = (e1; (e2; . . . ; en)).

This is associative, and has various other properties:

Γ ` (e; (e′; e′′)) = ((e; e′); e′′)
Γ ` (e; let x′⇐e′ in e′′) = let x′⇐(e; e′) in e′′

Γ ` (let x⇐e in e′; e′′) = let x⇐e in (e′; e′′).

All these are easily derived from the standard computation rules.
A number of rules for store extend the equational reasoning of the metalanguage.

Figure 5.5 gives congruence rules for all the extra term-forming operations, and standard
properties of typesUnit andInt ; Figure 5.6 gives some rules for reasoning aboutget(−)
andset(−,−). All these are in addition to the rules presented in Figures 3.2 and 3.3, on
pages 40 and 41.

The rules of Figure 5.6 are chosen for entirely pragmatic reasons: they appear to be the
least necessary to prove Propositions 5.9 and 5.10, that the interpretation of Reduced ML
in the metalanguage is both correct and adequate. We can explain them as follows:

• The (MONO+) rule subsumes the standard (MONO) rule of Figure 3.3, and states
that side-effects cannot divert simple value computations. In the metalanguage of
Chapter 3, it can be derived from the strong (DROP+) rule of page 42; however,
that is not valid in the presence of store. The full generality of the (MONO+) rule
is not strictly necessary: for example, if exceptions were added then restrictions on
the computationse ande′ would be in order.
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Congruence:

Γ ` () = () Γ ` 3 = 3

Γ ` i1, i
′
1, i2, i

′
2 : Int

Γ; i1 = i′1, i2 = i′2 ` plus(i1, i2) = plus(i′1, i
′
2)

Γ ` i1, i
′
1, i2, i

′
2 : Int

Γ; i1 = i′1, i2 = i′2 ` less(i1, i2) = less(i′1, i
′
2)

Γ ` n, n′ : Name
Γ;n = n′ ` get(n) = get(n′)

Γ ` n, n′ : Name Γ ` i, i′ : Int
Γ; n = n′, i = i′ ` set(n, i) = set(n′, i′)

Unit:
Γ ` u : Unit
Γ ` u = ()

Integers:

Γ ` plus(1, 1) = 2 Γ ` less(−1, 1) = tt

Γ ` i : Int
Γ ` equal(i, i) = tt

Γ ` i : Int
Γ ` less(i, i) = ff

Γ ` i, i′ : Int

Γ; equal(i, i′) = tt ` i = i′

Figure 5.5: Some extra rules for equational reasoning in the metalanguage (I)
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Computations:

(MONO+)
Γ ` a, a′ : A Γ ` e, e′ : TB

Γ; let x⇐e in [a] = let x⇐e′ in [a′] ` a = a′
(x /∈ fv(a, a′))

Storage:

(READ)
Γ ` n : Name Γ ` i : Int

Γ ` (set(n, i); get(n)) = (set(n, i); [i])

(WRITE)
Γ ` n : Name Γ ` i, i′ : Int

Γ ` (set(n, i); set(n, i′)) = set(n, i′)

(SWAP′)
Γ ` n : Name Γ ` i : Int Γ, n′ : Name ` e : TA

Γ ` (set(n, i); let n′⇐new in e) = let n′⇐new in (set(n, i); e)

(SWAP′′)
Γ ` n, n′ : Name Γ ` i, i′ : Int

Γ; eq(n, n′) = ff ` (set(n, i); set(n′, i′)) = (set(n′, i′); set(n, i))

Figure 5.6: Some extra rules for equational reasoning in the metalanguage (II)
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• The (READ) and (WRITE) rules assert thatget(n) does indeed fetch the value
associated to the namen, and thatset(n, i) overwrites any previous association
on n.

• The (SWAP′) and (SWAP′′) rules are restricted forms of the (SWAP+) rule of
page 42, and state that the ordering of certain computations does not matter. Specif-
ically, set(−,−) andnew may be interchanged, as can twoset(−,−) commands,
if they refer to different names. These augment the existing (SWAP) rule, that fresh
names may be generated in any order.

While these are all plausible statements about storage, and indeed there are categorical
models that confirm them, it is unfortunate that there is no more systematic method behind
this choice of rules.

This enhanced metalanguage provides a general setting for reasoning about computa-
tion with dynamically generated storage. In the next section we see how this applies to
Reduced ML in particular.

7 Interpretation of Reduced ML

The translation from nu-calculus to computational metalanguage, described in Section 2 of
Chapter 3, extends smoothly to Reduced ML. This gives an interpretation that is correct
with respect to the operational semantics, and adequate for reasoning about contextual
equivalence.

Types are interpreted without complication:

[[unit]] = Unit [[int]] = Int
[[bool]] = Bool [[int ref]] = Name

[[σ → σ′]] = [[σ]] → T [[σ′]].

Figure 5.7 describes the translation of Reduced ML expressions, with|−| for canonical
forms, [[−]] for expressions, and[[−]] for location and variable contexts. This is a straight-
forward extension of Figure 3.4 on page 44, which does the same for the nu-calculus.

In deference to the use of locations in Reduced ML, variants onl are used in the
metalanguage as variables of typeName. In particular, an explicit location is interpreted
by itself, regarded as such a variable. We made a similar conflation earlier, with a namen
of the nu-calculus being interpreted by the variablen : Name in the metalanguage.

The interpretation respects types and substitution of values:

Lemma 5.7 For any well typed Reduced ML expressionM, or expressionC in canonical
form:

u,Γ ` M : σ ⇐⇒ [[u,Γ]] ` [[M]] : T [[σ]]
u,Γ ` C : σ ⇐⇒ [[u,Γ]] ` |C| : [[σ]].

Proof By induction over the structure of the type judgement in Reduced ML, using
uniqueness of types in the metalanguage.
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Canonical forms:

|x| = x |()| = ()
|true| = tt |3| = 3
|false| = ff |l| = l

|fn x:σ⇒M| = λx:[[σ]].[[M]]

Expressions:

[[C]] = [|C|]
[[if B then M elseM′]] = let b⇐[[B]] in cond(b, [[M]], [[M′]])

[[N + N′]] = let i⇐[[N]] in let i′⇐[[N′]] in [plus(i, i′)]
[[N < N′]] = let i⇐[[N]] in let i′⇐[[N′]] in [less(i, i′)]

[[ref N]] = let i⇐[[N]] in let l⇐new in (set(l, i); [l])
[[!R]] = let l⇐[[R]] in get(l)

[[R := N]] = let l⇐[[R]] in let i⇐[[N]] in set(l, i)
[[R = R′]] = let l⇐[[R]] in let l′⇐[[R′]] in [eq(l, l′)]

[[FM]] = let f⇐[[F]] in let m⇐[[M]] in fm

Contexts:

[[u,Γ]] = l1, . . . , lk : Name, x1 : [[σ1]], . . . , xn : [[σn]]
whereu = {l1, . . . , lk}

Γ = {x1 : σ1, . . . , xn : σn}

Figure 5.7: Interpretation of Reduced ML in the computational metalanguage
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Lemma 5.8 If M ∈ Expσ(u,Γ⊕ {x : σ}) and C ∈ Canσ(u,Γ) then

[[u,Γ]] ` [[M[C/x]]] = [[M]][|C|/x]

in the metalanguage.

Proof By induction on the structure ofM, using only the fact that equality in the
metalanguage is a congruence.

Certain definitions are required before we can formulate a notion of correctness for
this translation. Recall the abbreviations from page 46:

(6=u) = {eq(li, lj) = ff | 1 ≤ i < j ≤ k}
let (u′ \ u)⇐ −→

new in e = let l′1⇐new in . . . let l′k′⇐new in e

whereu = {l1, . . . , lk} and(u′ \ u) = {l′1, . . . , l′k′}. Here(6=u) asserts that all the locations

in u are distinct, andlet (u′ \ u)⇐ −→
new in e extends the available locations fromu to u′

before computinge. To these we now add:

assign 〈u, s〉 in e = (set(l1, i1); . . . ; set(lk, ik); e)

alter 〈u, s〉 to 〈u′, s′〉 in e = let (u′ \ u)⇐ −→
new in assign 〈u′, s′〉 in e

wheres = {l1 7→ i1, . . . , lk 7→ ik} ∈ State(u) ands′ ∈ State(u′) for someu′ ⊇ u. Thanks to
the various (SWAP) rules in the metalanguage, the ordering of these sets is not important,
up to provable equality.

We can now state:

Proposition 5.9 (Correctness of Translation)If 〈u, s〉M ⇓σ 〈u′, s′〉 C is an evaluation
judgement of Reduced ML then

[[u]]; (6=u) ` assign 〈u, s〉 in [[M]] = alter 〈u, s〉 to 〈u′, s′〉 in [[C]]

can be proved in the metalanguage.

Proof By structural induction on the derivation of the evaluation judgement. Each of the
rules in Figure 5.3 translates to a derivation provable in the metalanguage; this is all much
the same as Proposition 3.6 for the nu-calculus, and the details are omitted.

Most of the work is done by the rules

[[u′]]; ( 6=u′) ` assign 〈u′, s′〉 in e = alter 〈u′, s′〉 to 〈u′′, s′′〉 in e′

[[u]]; (6=u) ` alter 〈u, s〉 to 〈u′, s′〉 in e = alter 〈u, s〉 to 〈u′′, s′′〉 in e′
(u ⊆ u′)

and

[[u]] ` assign 〈u, s〉 in e = alter 〈u, s〉 to 〈u′, s′〉 in e′

[[u]] ` assign 〈u, s〉 in let x⇐e in e′′ = alter 〈u, s〉 to 〈u′, s′〉 in let x⇐e′ in e′′

both of which follow easily from the definitions ofassign andalter . The (FETCH) and
(ALTER) rules accessing the store also use the derived equalities:

[[u]] ` assign 〈u, s〉 in e = alter 〈u, s〉 to 〈u, s〉 in e
[[u]]; (6=u) ` assign 〈u, s〉 in get(l) = assign 〈u, s〉 in [i] s(l) = i

[[u]]; ( 6=u) ` assign 〈u, s〉 in set(l, i) = assign 〈u, s{l 7→ i}〉 in [()].

The first of these is trivial, and the other two follow from (READ), (WRITE) and the
various (SWAP) rules of the metalanguage.
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If we assume that the metalanguage is consistent, then the interpretation is adequate
with respect to contextual equivalence in Reduced ML. As with the nu-calculus, this
assumption is justified by the existence of non-trivial categorical models, to be presented
later.

Proposition 5.10 (Adequacy of Translation) If M1, M2 ∈ Expσ(u,Γ) are two expres-
sions of Reduced ML, with

[[u,Γ]]; (6=u) ` [[M1]] = [[M2]]

provable in the metalanguage, then they are contextually equivalentu,Γ ` M1 ≈σ M2.

Proof Suppose thatP〈〈−〉〉 is some program context defined overu. By the composition-
ality of the translation[[−]], and Lemma 5.8 on the substitution of values,

[[u]]; (6=u) ` [[P〈〈(~x)M1〉〉]] = [[P〈〈(~x)M2〉〉]].
If now s ∈ State(u), then there are evaluation judgements

〈u, s〉P〈〈(~x)Mi〉〉 ⇓bool 〈ui, si〉 bi

for i = 1, 2 and someb1, b2 ∈ {true, false}. The correctness result above gives

[[u]]; (6=u) ` assign 〈u, s〉 in [[P〈〈(~x)Mi〉〉]] = alter 〈u, s〉 to 〈ui, si〉 in [|bi|]
for i = 1, 2, and so

[[u]]; ( 6=u) ` alter 〈u, s〉 to 〈u1, s1〉 in [|b1|] = alter 〈u, s〉 to 〈u2, s2〉 in [|b2|].
We can apply the (MONO+) rule to obtain

[[u]]; (6=u) ` |b1| = |b2|
from which b1 = b2, and sou, Γ ` M1 ≈σ M2 as required.

The only significant difference between this and the proof of Proposition 3.7 for the
nu-calculus is that instead of (DROP) and (MONO) we needed the stronger (MONO+)
rule for the final step.

Thus we can use the metalanguage to reason about the contextual equivalence of
Reduced ML expressions. This has power similar to the strong applicative equivalence of
Section 5: it has some uses, but is intolerant of garbage. This is improved by the addition
of the rule

(DROP′)
Γ ` i : Int Γ ` e : TA

Γ ` let n⇐new in (set(n, i); e) = e

as a replacement for the ordinary (DROP) rule. With (DROP′), reasoning in the meta-
language is like applicative equivalence: it is successful in most cases where dynamically
generated store is used only for temporary variables. Unfortunately, the simpler categorical
models do not satisfy this extra rule.

As with the nu-calculus, directly reasoning in the metalanguage cannot cope with more
subtle interactions of privacy and higher-order functions, represented by example (7) on-
wards. These require particular concrete models, for example using relational techniques,
or perhaps some relational enhancement to the metalanguage. The first of these we discuss
below, the second is work for the future.
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8 Categorical Models

In Chapter 3 we saw that if a category satisfies certain requirements then it provides a
model for the nu-calculus. Specifically, its internal language will include the computa-
tional metalanguage with names; correctness and adequacy results then carry over from
metalanguage to category. Careful choice of category can prove a range of contextual
equivalences: as with the parametric functor categoryP from Chapter 4, which uses cat-
egories with relations and is fully abstract at ground and first-order types.

The same method applies in the presence of store: given certain additional conditions,
which correspond to the extra features of the metalanguage for store, a category can be
used to model Reduced ML. Further, it happens that all the categories given earlier, as
models for names, are also suitable to model store, by a general construction.

Recall from Section 4 of Chapter 3 that a categoryC is suitable to model the meta-
language with names if the following hold:

• It is cartesian closed.

• It has a strong monadT with units ηA : A → TA all monomorphisms.

• It has a disjoint coproduct1 + 1.

• There is a distinguished decidable objectN .

• There is a distinguished morphismnew : 1 → TN satisfying certain equations.

To model store too, the following requirements are sufficient:

• The monadT satisfies thestrong mono requirement, that all the strength maps
tA,B : A×TB → T (A×B) are monomorphisms. In fact, it is enough to show that
all the tA,1 : A× T1 → T (A× 1) are monic. This is equivalent to the (MONO+)
rule for computations, from Figure 5.6.

This property of the monadT does not occur elsewhere in the literature; it would
certainly be interesting to know whether it arises in any other context. Roughly
speaking, it asserts that elements ofT -types may have side-effects, but cannot en-
tirely divert the course of computations. Monads for exceptions, or non-termination,
would not satisfy the strong mono requirement.

This condition implies the ordinary mono requirement, that all the unit mapsηA :
A → TA are monic. Conversely, ifC is affine and satisfies the mono requirement,
then it satisfies the strong mono requirement. This corresponds to the metalanguage
derivation of (MONO+) from the (DROP+) and (MONO) rules.

• There is a distinguished objectI, used to interpret the type of integers. This requires
an accompanying collection of morphisms, including for example

less : I × I → 1 + 1, plus : I × I → I, and 3 : 1 → I,

which must satisfy various arithmetic equalities. Equivalently,I must be a ‘natural
numbers object’, a categorical generalisation ofN; see [52, p. 269].
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• There are distinguished morphismsget : N → TI andset : N × I → T1 such that
the following assertions in the internal language ofC are satisfied:

n : N, i : I ` let x⇐set(n, i) in get(n) = let x⇐set(n, i) in [i]
n : N, i, i′ : I ` let x⇐set(n, i) in set(n, i′) = set(n, i′)

n, n′ : N, i, i′ : I ` (eq(n, n′) = ff ) =⇒
let x⇐set(n, i) in set(n′, i′)

= let x⇐set(n′, i′) in set(n, i)

a : A, n : N, i : I ` let x⇐set(n, i) in (let n′⇐new in f(a, n′))
= let n′⇐new in (let x⇐set(n, i) in f(a, n′)).

In this last equation,f is any morphismA×N → TB. These are clearly just the
storage rules of Figure 5.6; we could express them by commutative diagrams inC,
but their meaning then disappears in an excess of variable manipulation.

Given such a categoryC, the embedding of the computational metalanguage as its internal
language proceeds exactly as before. The additional typesUnit andInt are interpreted by
the objects1 and I respectively, and the extra term-forming operations give morphisms
as in Figure 5.8. All the other details are as described earlier, on page 54 and in Fig-
ure 3.5. Any equation provable in the metalanguage for store will hold in the categoryC;
consequently, any non-degenerateC demonstrates that the metalanguage is consistent.

The translation of the previous section now gives an interpretation of Reduced ML in
the categoryC. For each expressionM ∈ Expσ(u,Γ) there is a morphism

[[M]] : N |u| × [[Γ]] → T [[σ]] where [[Γ]] =
∏

xi:σi∈Γ

[[σi]].

For an expressionC in canonical form this morphism factors throughη : [[σ]]→ T [[σ]] and
there is

|C| : N |u| × [[Γ]] → [[σ]] with [[C]] = η[[σ]] ◦ |C|.
Here N |u| is the object of|u|-tuples of names. As with the nu-calculus, we take the
subobject(6=u) ½ N |u| of distinct |u|-tuples and define the composite morphisms:

[[M]]Γ,6=u =
(

(6=u)× [[Γ]] ½ N |u| × [[Γ]]
[[M]]−→ T [[σ]]

)
M ∈ Expσ(u,Γ)

|C|Γ,6=u =
(

(6=u)× [[Γ]] ½ N |u| × [[Γ]]
|C|−→ [[σ]]

)
C ∈ Canσ(u,Γ)

[[M]]6=u =
(

(6=u) ½ N |u| [[M]]−→ T [[σ]]
)

M ∈ Expσ(u)

|C|6=u =
(

(6=u) ½ N |u| |C|−→ [[σ]]
)

C ∈ Canσ(u)

Correctness and adequacy results carry over to the categorical model. To express them
properly, we use the derived morphism constructors

e : ( 6=u)× [[Γ]] → TA

assign 〈u, s〉 in e : ( 6=u)× [[Γ]] → TA
(s ∈ State(u))
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Γ ` () : Unit
7−→

! : Γ → 1

Γ ` 3 : Int
7−→

Γ !−→ 1 3−→ I

Γ ` i, i′ : Int
Γ ` plus(i, i′) : Int

7−→ i : Γ → I i′ : Γ → I

Γ
〈i,i′〉−→ I × I

plus−→ I

Γ ` i, i′ : Int
Γ ` less(i, i′) : Bool

7−→ i : Γ → I i′ : Γ → I

Γ
〈i,i′〉−→ I × I

less−→ 1 + 1

Γ ` n : Name
Γ ` get(n) : T Int

7−→ n : Γ → N

Γ n−→ N
get−→ TI

Γ ` n : Name Γ ` i : Int
Γ ` set(n, i) : TUnit

7−→ n : Γ → N i : Γ → I

Γ
〈n,i〉−→ N × I

set−→ T1

Figure 5.8: Additional morphisms to interpret terms of the metalanguage
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and

e′ : ( 6=u′)× [[Γ]] → TA

alter 〈u, s〉 to 〈u′, s′〉 in e′ : ( 6=u)× [[Γ]] → TA
(u ⊆ u′, s′ ∈ State(u′)).

These represent exactly the same abbreviations as in the metalanguage: they give compu-
tations that initialise the store before doing their work.

Proposition 5.11 (Correctness)If 〈u, s〉M ⇓σ 〈u′, s′〉 C is an evaluation judgement of
Reduced ML then

assign 〈u, s〉 in [[M]]6=u = alter 〈u, s〉 to 〈u′, s′〉 in [[C]]6=u

as morphisms in categoryC.

Proof Follows from Proposition 5.9.

Proposition 5.12 (Adequacy)Suppose thatC is non-degenerate, in that0 6∼= 1. Then for
all M1, M2 ∈ Expσ(u,Γ):

[[M1]]Γ,6=u = [[M2]]Γ,6=u =⇒ u,Γ ` M1 ≈σ M2.

Proof Exactly as for Proposition 5.10.

So a non-degenerate category that satisfies certain conditions can be used to model
Reduced ML. It validates reasoning in the metalanguage, and may be used itself to prove
contextual equivalences. Any categorical model will confirm basic examples such as (3),
(4) and (6); more abstract models prove additional equivalences.

9 Example Categories

In the same way that the metalanguage for store is an extension of that for names, all
the categories given earlier as models for the nu-calculus are also suitable to model
Reduced ML. We need simply apply a general side-effects construction outlined by Moggi
in [67, §4.1.2]. Essentially, consideration of the nu-calculus has isolated the problematic
parts of ML references; actual storage of values is straightforward, if a little tedious in
detail.

Suppose that we have a categoryC with strong monad(T, η, µ, t), object of namesN
and morphismnew suitable to model the nu-calculus. We first require an objectI to
interpret the integers. In the categorySetI for example, the constant functor to the setZ
will do; or in BG, the setZ with trivial G-action. Based on this, define thestate object
to be:

S = IN .

For example inSetI , at stageu ∈ I we have thatSu ∼= {s | s : (u + 1)→ Z}. The extra
1 in the domain ofs describes its behaviour at all later stages; this gives a default value
for new cells.

We can now construct another strong monad(T ′, η′, µ′, t′) which allows for change
of state. For any objectA of C,

T ′A = (T (A× S))S
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and if f : A → B then

T ′f = (T (f × S))S : T ′A → T ′B.

This satisfies the strong mono requirement ifT does; which is automatic, as all the monads
for names given earlier are both affine and satisfy the ordinary mono requirement.

For example, inSetI an element ofT ′Au specifies, for every later stageu′ and state
s ∈ Su′, a resulta and final states′, perhaps at some further stageu′′. Functorality adds
a degree of uniformity to this behaviour, as does the quotient from the definition ofT .

Using the internal language of the original monad, the morphisms to accompanyT
are defined by:

a : A ` η′Aa = λs:S.[〈a, s〉] : T ′A
e : T ′(T ′A) ` µ′Ae = λs:S.(let 〈e′, s′〉⇐es in e′s′) : T ′A

a : A, e : T ′B ` t′A,B〈a, b〉 = λs:S.let 〈b, s′〉⇐es in [〈〈a, b〉, s′〉] : T ′(A×B).

The same object of namesN will do, with a different map

new ′ = λs:S.let n⇐new in [〈n, s〉] : T ′N.

Notice that this makes no mention of initialisation. In fact in a category such asSetI , every
element of the state objectS will have some default value for new cells. However, this
plays no part in the interpretation of Reduced ML, because the expression(ref i) always
provides an initial value.

Manipulation of store is effected by the following maps:

n : N ` get(n) = λs:S.[〈sn, s〉] : TI

n : N, i : I ` set(n, i) = λs:S.[〈(), λn′:N.cond(eq(n′, n), i, sn′)〉] : T1.

Hereget simply looks up the value associated with the namen in states, while set creates
a modified state, which differs froms only at the namen. The various equalities thatnew ′,
get andset must satisfy follow directly from their definitions and the given properties of
new . Thus inC we have a model of Reduced ML, with store managed in a simple way
and the original monadT dealing with dynamic creation of cells.

This applies to all the the categories that Chapter 3 introduces:SetI , the atomic
toposA, and continuousG-setsBG. As it happens, these do not give particularly abstract
models; they validate all reasoning in the metalanguage but go no further. They even fail
to confirm the equivalence

2. u,Γ ` let val r = ref i inM end ≈σ M i ∈ Z, r /∈ fv(M).

Although the name creation monadT in these models will factor out all unused names,
the cell r is touched once, when it is initialised with the valuei.

Working over categories with relations, the parametric functor categoryP, from
Section 4 of Chapter 4, is rather better. The model of Reduced ML inP confirms
equivalences (2)–(7), (11) and any others where dynamically generated store is used only
for temporary variables. The relations that do this are exactly as for the nu-calculus: spans
that identify common visible locations, and ignore private locations.
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To make this model still more abstract, we have to adjust the detailed construction
of T ′ from T . The simplest approach here would be to replaceS = IN with some
more sophisticated state object, perhaps with extra relational structure. This mirrors the
development of operational logical relations based on state, as described in Section 5. It
seems that this should be enough to construct a model that validates all the equivalences
of Section 4, with no need to go outside the 2-categorical structure of categories with
relations.

Sieber, in [117], has an impressive full abstraction result for certain models of store
in Algol-like languages, up to second-order types. This uses a sophisticated relational
structure over stores, and has similarities to the functor categories described above. It is not
yet known whether this result can be carried over to models for references in Reduced ML,
nor how powerful it might be there.



Chapter 6

Conclusion

In this final chapter we outline possibilities for further research, describe other published
work in the same area, and summarise the results of the dissertation.

1 Directions for Future Research

There are several lines of inquiry that follow on from the work in this dissertation, some
that strengthen existing results and others that suggest new ones. We first look at ideas for
the nu-calculus and names in general, and then discuss extensions to the work of Chapter 5
on ML-style references.

1.1 The Nu-Calculus

The methods we have developed here are sufficient to prove all the contextual equivalences
presented in Section 5 of Chapter 2; yet none are complete, or can express the equivalence
≈σ→σ′ simply in terms of≈σ and≈σ′ . We do not know whether the metalanguage can be
made complete for reasoning about contextual equivalence, and we have no fully abstract
categorical model. A solution to any of these problems would neatly round off the theory
of the nu-calculus.

One possibility is to adapt O’Hearn and Riecke’s recent fully abstract model of PCF,
which is based on Jung and Tiuryn’s logical relations of varying arity [80, 36]. Another
approach is to construct a category from the types and expressions of the nu-calculus itself,
in the style of Milner’s term model for the simply-typed lambda-calculus [59]. Here full
abstraction is immediate as contextual equivalence is built in from the start; however there
are complications, in particular the need for equalizers in the category.

The requirements given in Chapter 3 for a categorical model of the nu-calculus are
sufficient but perhaps a little arbitrary, and this might be improved. For example, it may
be that if a categoryC has a strong monadT , then the object of namesN and morphism
new are characterised by some universal property, as with a natural numbers object [42].
The first example of a model was inSetI , and it could be significant that this category is
symmetric monoidal closed, with a multiplication ‘⊗’ and exponential ‘(’ derived from
the operation ‘+’ on I. Such structure captures notions of support and non-interference
between terms, but it remains to be seen whether this can be generalised.

The success of logical relations suggests that it might be good to add them to the meta-
language, following Plotkin and Abadi’s logic for relational parametricity in System F [97].

122
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The idea is that this would match the ease of equational reasoning with the power of logical
relations.

A logic of propertiesfor the nu-calculus would characterise expressions by the prop-
erties that they satisfy, so for example

({n} → {true}) ∧ ({n′} → {false})

might specify how a function of type(ν → o) treats the namesn andn′. This is based on
the process logics of concurrency theory, with a duality between axiomatic and denotational
views of properties [27, 3]. The treatment of new names is problematic; one possibility
is to define quantifiers

∀n.φ ‘for all (fresh) namesn, φ holds’
∃n.φ ‘for some (private) namen, φ holds’

but it is not clear how best to formalise these.
The definition of the monadT for the parametric functor categoryP of Chapter 4 is

strikingly similar to Plotkin and Abadi’s proof rule for existential types in System F [97].
There is in fact a common origin in Reynolds’ notion of ‘relational parametricity’, but there
may also be a closer connection in the form of a direct translation of the nu-calculus into
System F. This would use an existential type, or possibly a bounded existential, to conceal
the generation of new names [65, 14]. O’Hearn and Riecke have used polymorphism, in
a different way, to interpret Algol-like state [79]; Launchbury and Peyton-Jones have also
suggested existentials to manage state in Haskell [45].

Quite separate from the refinements of nu-calculus reasoning are the applications to
other areas. We have already looked at references in ML, but exceptions, datatypes and
structures are dynamically generated too. The same methods may help with models of
names in the pi-calculus, or the ‘of course’ modality from linear logic [61, 6].

A final possibility is that the metalanguage for names of Chapter 3 could be reused
to interpret a lazy nu-calculus, with[[σ → σ′]] = T [[σ]]→ T [[σ′]] for call-by-name function
types. The (DROP) and (SWAP) rules then express precisely how abstract names transcend
the vagaries of evaluation order in a lazy language.

1.2 Reduced ML

Chapter 5 outlines a number of methods for reasoning about references in Reduced ML;
the most promising are operational logical relations based on state and models that use
categories with relations. An immediate task is to investigate these further, to establish
their strengths and identify their limitations.

In traditional imperative languages almost all uses of assignment are mundane and
predictable, even trivial. One of the triumphs of functional programming is that these are
eliminated; as a consequence, only the interesting uses of store remain. Reference types
in Standard ML can for example be used:

• as local ‘own’ variables, persisting over several invocations of a function;

• as variables shared between functions in a package;

• to encapsulate state within an object of user defined type;
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• as pointers within a graph or similar data structure.

The examples of Chapter 5 only begin to illustrate these possibilities, and the development
of reasoning systems must go hand in hand with work on using the full power of references.
The interaction with higher-order functions is particularly important: thememo andprofile
examples are just a start in the right direction.

The step from Reduced ML to the full language has several effects on references,
including:

• storage of values of function type;

• recursively defined functions that use store;

• recursively defined (user declared) datatypes that incorporate store.

In combination these create considerable difficulties for reasoning and the construction of
models. Nevertheless the work on Reduced ML — in particular the identification of some
categorical requirements for a model of store — should provide a good foundation for
future efforts.

2 Related Work

There is a considerable body of work on the subject of functional programming and state;
much of it concerned with store, and a little with the issue of names. This section surveys
just a sample of the approaches taken, and most of the items cited contain further useful
references.

Odersky has developed a theoryλν that adds local names to the lambda-calculus, and
preserves all existing contextual equivalences [74, 75]. Syntactically this language is very
like the nu-calculus; differences are thatλν is untyped and has a call-by-name reduction
strategy, with the possibility of ‘stuck’ terms. So, taking example (10) of Chapter 2, inλν
the expression(λx.x == x)(νn.n) reduces first toνn.n == νn.n and is then stuck; the
equivalent nu-calculus expression evaluates totrue. Odersky works around the limited
scope of names by using a continuation-passing style of programming; he also shows how
monadic ‘state transformers’ can be combined with names to code extensible store.

Odersky, Rabin and Hudak earlier proposed a languageλvar which adds variables and
assignment to the lambda-calculus [76]. As withλν, this has the strong property that every
contextual equivalence of the lambda-calculus also holds in the extended system.

Augustsson, Rittri and Synek describe a method for distributing a supply of names
around a functional program using a binary tree [9]. This is a convenient structure, but
still requires an imperativegensym for a practical implementation.

Demers and Donahue have given an equational theory for the Russell language [16],
and Boehm has described an axiomatic method for reasoning about side-effects there [12,
13]. However, although Russell has both higher-order functions and storage cells, their
interaction is sharply constrained by the ‘import rule’.

Mason and Talcott have developed operational methods for reasoning about LISP
programs in [54, 55] and, with Honsell and Smith, in [30]. They consider an untyped
language with call-by-value semantics and dynamically generated mutable cells. There
are substantial example proofs of program equivalences in Mason’s thesis [53], though the
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techniques described are restricted to the language without lambda abstraction or higher-
order functions. Mason’s notion of ‘strong isomorphism’ compares with our applicative
equivalence for Reduced ML, as applied to ground types.

Felleisen and others have added variable assignment and control operators to the call-
by-value lambda-calculus [21, 20]. They present a syntactic, equational theory for the
lambda-calculus, and show that it can be extended with certain axioms for reasoning about
state.

The Imperative Lambda Calculus of Swarup, Reddy and Ireland [123, 124] is a typed
lambda-calculus with references and state. The type system has three distinct layers:
applicative, mutable and observer types. This makes a clear distinction between imperative
and applicative programming styles.

Riecke has proposed the use of an ‘effects delimiter’ to manage imperative additions
to a functional language [111]; this ensures that particular pieces of code can be treated as
if they were purely functional. Gifford and Lucassen’s ‘effect system’ is a more detailed
technique that annotates types to record and control possible side-effects [49].

The introduction to Chapter 5 has already described Reynolds’ ‘Algol-like’ languages,
and how they compare with Reduced ML. Work on semantics for local variables in this
setting has included functor categories [87, 88, 81, 127], categories with relations [82, 83],
logical relations [116, 117] and parametric polymorphism [79]. The Algol type system
makes a clear distinction between commands, which alter the state, and expressions, which
return values. This separation has motivated attempts to formally constrain the use of
state, as in Reynolds’ ‘specification logic’ [106, 108, 126, 84] and ‘syntactic control of
interference’ [105, 110, 125, 78].

Various methods have been proposed for carrying out stateful programming in the
purely functional language Haskell. Wadler suggests the use of monads to structure func-
tional programs in ways that simulate features such as global state or exception han-
dlers [133, 134, 135]. Hudak’s ‘mutable abstract datatypes’ [32] encode state-like objects
using various techniques, including monadic and continuation-passing styles. Given a set
of axioms with a certain linearity property, they can then be implemented efficiently using
in-place update.

Most recently Launchbury and Peyton Jones have proposed an ingenious use of
polymorphic types that wraps up ‘state transformers’ and presents them as pure func-
tions [89, 43, 44, 45]. This allows efficient implementation without compromising full
use of higher-order functions and lazy evaluation. It is even possible to wrap up calls to
C code so that they appear functional and are executed lazily.

This work on state in Haskell is impressive, but somewhat orthogonal to the results
of this dissertation; it seeks to hide state rather than understand it. As Launchbury and
Peyton Jones point out [45,§10], some of the most interesting uses of state, including a
distributed name supply, cannot be entirely concealed. Their approach is to use the unsafe
interleaveST combinator; our results on names are the kind of reasoning that shows when
this is acceptable.

Many people have paid particular attention to the issue of update-in-place and asso-
ciated efficiences of implementation. Examples include the ‘unique’ types of Clean [11],
Guzman and Hudak’s single-threaded lambda-calculus [26], and numerous applications of
linear logic [5, 29, 41, 136, 137]. This work gives useful insights into the way functional
languages make use of the store available to them; it is however quite distinct from the aim
of this dissertation, which is to look at names and references as convenient and powerful
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programming constructs in their own right, independent of implementation details.

3 Summary of Results

In this dissertation we have used the nu-calculus, a small experimental language, to ex-
plore the interaction between higher-order functions and dynamically generated names.
Contextual equivalence between expressions of the nu-calculus has provided our bench-
mark measure of their behaviour; we have described a collection of examples, and have
put forward a number of techniques for proving them.

Interesting properties of names in the nu-calculus include their generativity and scop-
ing, together with the issues of privacy and visibility. Contextual equivalence can capture
all of these, but it is a difficult relation to demonstrate directly. To remedy this, the major
part of this dissertation has comprised the development of some practical proof methods.

• A context lemma that reduces the range of settings in which expressions must be
tested for equivalence.

• Applicative equivalence, an operational relation that is easy to demonstrate and
proves a range of basic contextual equivalences.

• A translation from the nu-calculus to a computational metalanguage for names. This
allows equational reasoning with similar power to applicative equivalence.

• A general scheme for categorical models using a strong monad, with two particular
examples: the functor categorySetI and the categoryBG of continuousG-sets.

• Operational logical relations, a more sophisticated technique that distinguishes be-
tween private and public uses of names. This is complete for proving contextual
equivalence up to first-order types.

• A modelP based on categories with relations. This has close links to operational
logical relations, and is fully abstract at ground and first-order types.

• Predicated logical relations, an operational method that uses a finer analysis of how
names are used, to prove even more contextual equivalences than logical relations
alone.

For each of these methods we have described a proof of correctness, and have investigated
the range of contextual equivalences validated.

We have also demonstrated how the same techniques can be applied to generative
features within a larger programming language, specifically integer references in a subset
of Standard ML. Both operational and denotational methods can be smoothly extended to
handle store; we have given various uses of logical relations and have described in outline
some examples of categorical models.

In summary, this work has shown that dynamically generated names can be added
to a functional language in a safe and well-behaved way. Their combination with higher-
order functions exhibits subtle and interesting behaviour, and we have developed powerful
methods for reasoning about this. We have also outlined how the same approach may work
for the extensible, mutable store of Standard ML.
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Names and ML-style references have generally been regarded as ‘impure’ language
features. In the light of this dissertation, and other similar work, there is every prospect
that they can be brought within the fold as powerful and intuitive programming constructs,
suitable for clear and safe use in any functional language.



Appendix A

The Meyer-Sieber Examples

Meyer and Sieber, in [57], give a series of examples that illustrate the behaviour of local
store in an Algol-like language. For convenience these are reproduced here as MS1–
MS7. Further details can be found in the original paper, which also presents an ‘invariant-
preserving’ model that validates all but the final example.

Corresponding to contextual equivalence, some of the examples use a notion of
‘observational congruence’ between expressions. Others assert that a particular block
of code always diverges; equivalently, that it is observationally congruent to adiverge
command.

MS1 The block below can be replaced by the call toP .

begin
new x;
P % P is declared elsewhere

end

MS2 The block below always diverges.

begin
new x;
x := 0;
P ;
if contents(x) = 0 then diverge fi

end

In both these examples, the local variablex is invisible to the procedureP .

MS3 The blocks

begin new x; new y; x := 0; Q(x, y) end

and
begin new x; new y; x := 0; Q(y, x) end

are observationally congruent. HereQ cannot distinguish the local variablesx andy, and
must treat them uniformly.
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MS4 The block below always diverges.

begin
new x; new y;
procedureTwice; begin y := 2 ∗ contents(y) end;
x := 0; y := 0;
Q(Twice); % Q is declared elsewhere
if contents(x) = 0 then diverge fi

end

In this exampleQ is only able to access the variabley, and notx. Rather confusingly,
it happens that the procedureQ cannot in fact change the value ofy from zero anyhow,
due to the unfortunate choice of initial value; starting withy := 1 would perhaps make
the example clearer.

MS5 The block below always diverges.

begin
new x;
procedureAdd 2 ; % Add 2 is the ability to add 2 to x

begin x := contents(x) + 2 end;
x := 0;
Q(Add 2 ); % Q is declared elsewhere
if contents(x) mod 2 = 0 then diverge fi

end

Here the external procedureQ is given the power to changex, but only in increments of
two. Thus the contents ofx remains even.

MS6 The block below always diverges.

begin
new x;
procedureAlmostAdd 2 (z);

begin if z = x then x := 1 else x := contents(x) + 2 fi end;
x := 0;
P (AlmostAdd 2 );
if contents(x) mod 2 = 0 then diverge fi

end

The testz = x here compares locations, rather than their contents. AsP does not know
of x, the conditional inAlmostAdd 2 always takes theelse branch.
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MS7 The block

begin
new x;
procedureAdd 1 ; begin x := contents(x) + 1 end;
P (Add 1 )

end

and the block

begin
new x;
procedureAdd 2 ; begin x := contents(x) + 2 end;
P (Add 2 )

end

are observationally congruent. The procedure callsP (Add 1 ) andP (Add 2 ) differ only
in their effect onx; for while they can alter the variable, they cannot read it. Asx is then
immediately deallocated, the two blocks are equivalent.
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